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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Intelligent transport systems (ITS) is a set of transport infrastructure and operation systems that maximize safety, efficiency and convenience of the road system by using advanced information technologies while minimizing costly large-scale road construction. While there is currently no single internationally agreed definition for ITS, it is generally understood to be the combination of technologies, most of which involve information and communications technology (ICT) as a platform, that are embedded within conventional transport infrastructure. These systems are a combination of technologies based on the new capabilities offered by modern ICT systems.

Deployment of ITS allows improved traffic management, more smooth traffic flows and higher levels of safety and security. They include telematics and all types of communications within vehicles, between vehicles and between vehicles and infrastructure. Typically, ITS can address traffic congestion, reduce traffic accidents and mitigate environmental externalities generated by road transport. It lays the foundation for creating benefits such as increased competitiveness of transport logistics, ensuring effective use of relevant resources, realizing low-carbon green transport and promoting new drivers of growth.

As one of the initiatives towards sustainable transport connectivity in Asia and the Pacific, the ESCAP secretariat, in association with the Korea Expressway Corporation conducted a study on the development of model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway network during 2015-2017. Under the study, the secretariat collected information on deployment of intelligent transport systems in China, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation and Turkey. In January 2016, with a view to assessing ITS deployments in the Asia-Pacific region, the secretariat conducted a survey to gather information about the status and practices of ITS deployments in Asian Highway member countries. Responses from 21 member countries indicated that the deployment status of ITS services varied extensively across the region.

Currently deployable ITS services in the Asia-Pacific region can generally be categorized into six systems: i) Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS), ii) Electronic Toll Collection System (ETCS), iii) Advanced Traveller Information System (ATIS), iv) Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS), v) Emergency Management System (EMS) and vi) Commercial Vehicle Operation (CVO). Under each ITS service category, a variety of ITS elements/functions exist which are commonly implemented all over the world. Six ATMS functions were included in the list of the most widely used ITS services across the Asian Highway network, thereby showing that the traffic management aspect of ITS is currently the main priority in the ESCAP region with user-oriented services such as ATIS and APTS receiving attention only after a minimum level of ATMS has been implemented.

As an increased number of member countries introduces ITS into their road system, evidence mounts as to the benefits that such deployments have for road users and operators in terms of traffic operation and safety. In this respect, countries reported that the deployment of specific ITS services had always yielded the expected benefits. For instance, the introduction of ETCS showed reduced congestion on access-controlled highways leading to shorter travel time, while the introduction of the EMS component of ITS led reduced road fatality and injury severity through improved emergency response time. However, the member countries of the region encounter several challenges in deploying ITS services. In this respect, countries reported that lack of funding was the most critical barrier. Lack of knowledge and experience in ITS deployments were reported to be major challenges.

The level of ITS infrastructure and services deployed in the member countries can be classified into three different levels: i) high, ii) middle and iii) low. The high-level of ITS deployment would accommodate future changes in transport paradigm such as autonomous vehicles and smart highways, while the low-level is expected to provide only basic ITS services. The middle-level would accommodate ITS components adopted for improving not only mobility but also other parameters such as safety and comfort. The key attributes to determine the level of ITS deployments may include: i) availability of ITS technologies, ii) existing physical infrastructure elements, iii) legal and institutional constraints, iv) desired ITS services, v) availability of the financial resources, and vi) social and cultural background.
The study revealed that modern technologies allow developing countries to skip several steps that previously developed countries had to follow. However, several elements which the developed countries adopted in the past must be adjusted while implementing in the developing countries. The study recommended that i) it is necessary to develop customized ITS services by appropriately classifying the member countries according to their socioeconomic characteristics, existing and planned road infrastructure and social desires, ii) member countries can gain experience and learn lessons through deployment of ITS services in their territories, iii) standardization of the Asian Highway model ITS services would be required to provide an integrated and seamless ITS services to travellers on all Asian Highway routes, iv) sharing of knowledge and dissemination of information on the standard practices by ESCAP will contribute to uniform practices in the region, and v) establishment and successful operation of a strong committee responsible for the model ITS planning and coordination would be necessary. The role of the committee would be to resolve the issues among the member countries and leading towards full cooperation in the entire process of the model ITS deployments.
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of the Project

The Asian Highway network, servicing 60 per cent of the world’s population and contributing to 30 per cent of the world’s GDP, was conceived in 1959 to resurrect people’s dream of wider trade and travel and to bring the world closer. In the 1990s, the Asia-Pacific region as a whole emerged as a dynamic arena of economic growth. Demand increased for reliable and efficient road transport to move large number of people and goods across borders. Recognizing such need, the governments of Asian countries worked collaboratively under the auspices of ESCAP to identify a network of international highways best suited for the purpose. This collaboration culminated in the 2004 signing of the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Asian Highway Network, which ushered in a new chapter for connectivity in the region and laid the bedrock for intra-regional and inter-regional connectivity.

The 141,700-kilometre Asian Highway network spans over 32 member countries in Asia with linkages to Europe. The network provides access to major capital cities, industrial and agricultural centres, air and sea ports, container terminals and depots, and tourist attractions. It also sets down common technical standards to provide consistent and continuous connections throughout the region. The Asian Highway serves as a guiding post for Asian countries to coordinate planning, construction and operation of highways of international importance. Based on the Asian Highway, a number of subregions have developed their highway networks and corridors. In a desire to facilitate operation of the network, member governments have signed numerous bilateral and multilateral agreements to open up Asian Highway routes to cross-border and transit transport of people and goods.

Intelligent transport systems (ITS) maximizes efficiency and convenience of road travel by using advanced information technologies while minimizing costly large-scale road construction. It embraces a wide variety of communications-related applications intended to increase travel safety, minimize environmental impact, improve traffic management and maximize the benefits of transportation to both commercial users and the public. Hence, ITS has become a very effective means for traffic safety and disaster response through the rapid development of related technologies. Therefore, the importance of ITS in the efficient deployment and successful operation of the AH network in the future is widely recognized among the member countries. However, the gap between the road infrastructure and operational technologies is so large that the level of ITS operation varies from world-class to a very low level in the Asian Highway member countries. While in the leading developed countries such as Japan and the Republic of Korea, smart highways using advanced information and communication technologies are emerging rapidly, at the same time, in the low-income developing countries, even a very basic traffic information system or electronic toll collection has not been deployed. Therefore, there exists a big gap in the status of ITS deployments among the Asian Highway member countries, which needs to be addressed.

To facilitate safe, smooth and efficient traffic operation along the Asian Highway routes, it is important to consider an optimum level of ITS that can be operated and managed by member countries of the Asian Highway network. At the same time, it is very important to draw out strategies and measures to realize model ITS deployments effectively and systematically. The ESCAP secretariat, with financial and technical support from the Korea Expressway Corporation of the Republic of Korea, conducted a study during 2015-2017 on the development of model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway Network during 2015-2017. Detailed information was provided by China, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation and Turkey on their deployment experiences.

1 The ESCAP secretariat with financial and technical assistance of the Korea Expressway Corporation conducted this study on the development of model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway Network during 2015-2017. Detailed information was provided by China, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation and Turkey on their deployment experiences.
development of model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway network. The project provided an opportunity to study the experience of selected member countries in implementing ITS services to improve road infrastructure management and operation along the routes of the Asian Highway network and promote the spread and use of related technologies through the development of model ITS deployments for the region. In this regard, the secretariat reviewed the ITS deployment experiences in China, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation and Turkey; and conducted a comprehensive survey on ITS deployments in the Asian Highway member countries.

This report is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 compiles the initial ITS reports submitted by the four participating member countries (China, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation and Turkey). Chapter 3 analyses the preliminary and detailed survey questionnaires received from the member countries and compiles the results. Chapter 4 updates the short-list of specific elements or services to consider for the development of Model ITS Deployments. Chapter 5 provides detailed information on the projects implemented in the participating countries related to the selected ITS services. Chapter 6 develops the model ITS deployments related to the selected ITS services with different options. The last chapter (Chapter 7) presents the key findings of the study and recommends specific ways to achieve the goals.

1.2 Overview of the Asian Highway Network

As shown in the figure and table below, the Asian Highway network connects member countries within themselves as well as adjacent regions. The longest route is Route 1, which connects Japan and Turkey, while the shortest route is Route 8 connecting Russia and Iran. Since all eight corridors exist across different countries, they have different characteristics, which makes it difficult to derive universal standards that encompass the entire network.

**Table 1. The Asian Highway network routes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route Number</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tokyo (Japan) ~ Kapikule (Turkey)</td>
<td>20,557 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Denpasar (Indonesia) ~ Khosravi (I. R. of Iran)</td>
<td>13,177 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ulan-Ude (Russian Federation) ~ Chiang Rai (Thailand)</td>
<td>7,331 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Novosibirsk (Russian Federation) ~ Karachi (Pakistan)</td>
<td>6,024 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shanghai (China) ~ Kapikule (Turkey)</td>
<td>10,380 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Busan (Republic of Korea) ~ Krasnoe (Russian Federation)</td>
<td>10,475 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yekaterinburg (Russian Federation) ~ Karachi (Pakistan)</td>
<td>5,868 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Torpynovka (Russian Federation) ~ Bandar Emam (I. R. of Iran)</td>
<td>4,178 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other routes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>63,184 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>141,714 km</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Asian Highway routes substantially crossing more than one subregion.

**Asian highway routes within subregions, including those connecting to neighbouring subregions, and Asian Highway routes located within member States.
Figure 1. Asian Highway network route map (2016)

Figure 2. Length of the Asian Highway by member country
The Asian Highway Network roads are classified as shown in the following Table 2. "Primary" class refers to access-controlled highways which are used exclusively by automobiles, while “Class I, II and III” roads allow other modes and pedestrians to enter them. The AH network which aims to connect countries quickly and efficiently, should consist solely of high-grade roads. However, considering the present situation of Asian countries, road sections with very low level of road environment are also included in AH considerably. Primary roads allowing high-speed uninterrupted flow are only 12.12% of the total Asian Highway roads. Class I, II and III account for 19.31%, 40.58% and 18.99%, respectively. A key issue here is that the current service levels of the Asian Highway roads differ significantly by the Asian Highway member countries. In these low-grade roads, it is difficult to secure the most basic elements for ITS construction and operation, which is the biggest obstacle to implementing the model ITS for AH network.

**Table 2. Asian Highway design standards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pavement type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Access-controlled highways</td>
<td>Asphalt or Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class I</td>
<td>4 or more lanes</td>
<td>Asphalt or Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class II</td>
<td>2 lanes</td>
<td>Asphalt or Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III</td>
<td>2 lanes</td>
<td>Double Bituminous Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Class III</td>
<td>Less than 2 lanes</td>
<td>Earthen or Graveled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Asian Highway Classification and Design Standards

Figure 3. Asian Highway by road classification (October 2017)

Table 3 provides comparison of highway mix by the Asian Highway member countries. Among the member countries, large discrepancies exist in highway mix as well as the total length of highway under operation.
Table 3. Configuration of the Asian Highway by member country (October 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Class I</th>
<th>Class-II</th>
<th>Class III</th>
<th>Below Class III</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>km</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>2,549.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,461.00</td>
<td>4020.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>147.00</td>
<td>721.00</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>966.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>544.00</td>
<td>905.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>321.00</td>
<td>1,680.00</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2050.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47.00</td>
<td>170.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>610.00</td>
<td>1,346.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1956.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>8,437.20</td>
<td>230.27</td>
<td>1,854.54</td>
<td>320.78</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>10847.28*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic People's Republic of Korea</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>492.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>220.00</td>
<td>727.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>1,058.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1148.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>7,066.72</td>
<td>1,070.90</td>
<td>3,556.00</td>
<td>117.00</td>
<td>11900.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>409.00</td>
<td>603.00</td>
<td>3,045.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4057.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Republic of Iran</td>
<td>1965.00</td>
<td>3983.00</td>
<td>5186.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11134.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1,138.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1138.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>557.00</td>
<td>5,407.00</td>
<td>6,389.00</td>
<td>475.00</td>
<td>12828.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>303.00</td>
<td>1,324.00</td>
<td>136.00</td>
<td>1763.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao People's Democratic Republic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244.00</td>
<td>2,307.00</td>
<td>306.00</td>
<td>2857.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>795.00</td>
<td>61.00</td>
<td>817.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1673.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>2,592.60</td>
<td>232.70</td>
<td>1480.00</td>
<td>4313.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>320.26</td>
<td>574.74</td>
<td>1,702.08</td>
<td>1927.91</td>
<td>4524.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>218.00</td>
<td>1,082.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>1313.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>357.00</td>
<td>1,116.00</td>
<td>275.00</td>
<td>2,442.00</td>
<td>1138.00</td>
<td>5328.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>665.41</td>
<td>2,048.00</td>
<td>687.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3400.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>457.00</td>
<td>423.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>920.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,502.93</td>
<td>13,442.30</td>
<td>497.20</td>
<td>867.40</td>
<td>17309.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>545.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>650.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>978.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>914.00</td>
<td>1912.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>572.25</td>
<td>4,075.32</td>
<td>848.44</td>
<td>26.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5522.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>728.00</td>
<td>1,031.00</td>
<td>123.00</td>
<td>542.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2424.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,120.00</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>2204.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,195.00</td>
<td>1,101.00</td>
<td>670.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2966.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,201.74</td>
<td>1,914.82</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3116.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>14,961.45</td>
<td>26,796.65</td>
<td>50,282.33</td>
<td>25,391.28</td>
<td>9,175.80</td>
<td>126,607.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage</strong></td>
<td>11.82%</td>
<td>21.17%</td>
<td>39.72%</td>
<td>20.06%</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Key Facts of the Asian Highway Countries

1.3.1 Socioeconomic characteristics

In 2014, the population of Asia and the Pacific region reached 4.3 billion people which is equivalent to 60% of the world’s total. However, the region’s population growth rate was 0.9% in 2014, lower than the global population growth rate (1.1%). Population aging has continued and over the next 20 years, the elderly population (aged 65 years and older) is expected to double from its current level of 330 million people. The Asia and Pacific region has added nearly 1 billion people to its urban population from 1990 to 2014; about half of those in China alone (450 million). The phenomenon is part of a long-term trend. The urban population of the region more than doubled between 1950 and 1975, and doubled again between 1975 and 2000. It is projected to be almost double once more between 2000 and 2025.

Rapid urbanization not only poses challenges related to habitat, transport and other facilities, but also creates elevated expectations, especially among educated youth. Sense of relative deprivation and a mismatch between expectations and what is available can lead to social unrest and political instability. Thus, managing expectations is increasingly going to be a challenge which can be compounded by a lack of opportunities. Urbanization in Asia-Pacific is characterized by the emergence of mega-cities, defined as urban agglomeration of 10 million people or more. The share of urban population in the region has increased to 47.7% in 2014, although the urbanization rate remains below the world average of 53.6%. However, the Asia and Pacific region is being rapidly urbanized with an annual growth of 2.6% since 1990. The region has added nearly 1 billion people to its urban population from 1990 to 2014, which becomes quite a big challenge to transportation of people and goods. The emergence of mega-cities is a typical and important urbanizing characteristic. Currently 17 of the 28 world’s mega-cities exist in the region, having nearly 300 million people. Smaller cities with fewer than 500,000 people represent over half of the urban population (54.4%).

Figure 4. Worldwide distribution of population
Table 4. Population of the Asian Highway member countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Population (1,000 persons)</th>
<th>Land Area (km²)</th>
<th>Density (person/km²)</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Population (1,000 persons)</th>
<th>Land Area (km²)</th>
<th>Density (person/km²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>28,398</td>
<td>652,230</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>51,931</td>
<td>676,578</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>2,963</td>
<td>29,843</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>26,846</td>
<td>143,351</td>
<td>187.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>9,095</td>
<td>86,100</td>
<td>105.6</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>173,149</td>
<td>881,912</td>
<td>196.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>151,125</td>
<td>130,168</td>
<td>1161.0</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>93,444</td>
<td>298,170</td>
<td>313.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>38,394</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>48,454</td>
<td>99,909</td>
<td>485.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>14,365</td>
<td>176,515</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>143,618</td>
<td>16,377,742</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1,359,821</td>
<td>9,326,410</td>
<td>145.8</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>5,079</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>7393.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Korea</td>
<td>24,501</td>
<td>120,408</td>
<td>203.5</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>20,759</td>
<td>62,732</td>
<td>330.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>4,389</td>
<td>69,700</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>7,627</td>
<td>141,510</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1,205,625</td>
<td>2,864,021</td>
<td>421.0</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>66,402</td>
<td>510,890</td>
<td>130.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>240,676</td>
<td>1,811,569</td>
<td>132.9</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>72,138</td>
<td>769,632</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran (I. R. of)</td>
<td>74,462</td>
<td>1,531,595</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>5,042</td>
<td>469,930</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>127,353</td>
<td>364,485</td>
<td>349.4</td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>27,769</td>
<td>425,400</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>15,921</td>
<td>2,699,700</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>89,047</td>
<td>310,070</td>
<td>287.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>5,334</td>
<td>191,801</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>4,179,471</td>
<td>44,579,000</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao PDR</td>
<td>6,396</td>
<td>230,800</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>597,794</td>
<td>10,180,000</td>
<td>58.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>28,276</td>
<td>329,613</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>World</td>
<td>6,916,183</td>
<td>149,000,000</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>2,713</td>
<td>1,553,556</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Urbanization is often seen as a sign of economic development; but, in 2009, the latest year for which data were available, more than half a billion people in Asia and the Pacific continued to live in slums, equal to 30% of the urban population (a decrease from 50% in 1990). This problem is particularly acute in low-income economies in the region, where nearly two thirds of urban dwellers live in slums. More than 40% of people in the Asia and Pacific region still live in extreme poverty.
Car ownership and existing road infrastructure are the most crucial factors that determine traffic conditions. If proper road provision cannot be made in accordance with the increase in the number of passenger cars, it will not be possible to maintain expected road service level. In terms of passenger car ownership, there are big gaps among the Asian Highway member countries. The top three countries in car ownership consist of Japan, Malaysia and the Republic of Korea with 455 cars per 1,000 people, 341 and 284 cars, respectively. On the other hand, in Southeast and West Asia the car ownership is less than one car per 1,000 people.

One of the critical challenges in developing the Asian Highway network is that the current level of highway systems varies widely among countries. For instance, road density shows big discrepancies among the Asian Highway member countries. The ratios of paved roads to total roads, which is one of the most critical elements in road transportation, are quite different from more than 90% to less than 5%. In 12 countries, out of 32 Asian Highway member countries, the overall road pavement ratios are less than 50%. However, five countries selected for the Asian Highway model ITS deployment have more than 60% of pavement rates.

In terms of information technology, mobile phone users in Asia-Pacific has grown rapidly, but the regional average mobile-cellular subscriptions per 100 population is lower than the world average and other developing regions. Since the progress in information and communication technologies (ICT) is mainly led by mobile communication, Asia and the Pacific is one of the most digitally divided regions in the world, mainly due to the excessive cost of international bandwidth in some parts of the region. As evidence of this, the growth in Internet users was much less impressive than the growth in mobile-cellular subscriptions over the last decade. Nevertheless, the number of Internet users in the Asia-Pacific region has grown from 6.8 in 2003 to 32.4 per 100 population in 2013. The annual growth rate of Internet users slipped to 8.0% in 2013, the first single-digit growth rate in the last decade. The highest Internet-use rate was recorded in the Pacific (64.3%) and North and Central Asia (53.4%), with the lowest in South and South-West Asia (15.8%). Only 7.7 persons per 100 population were estimated to have access to high-speed fixed broadband in 2013 in the Asia-Pacific region, lagging other world regions (Europe with 27.1, and Latin America and the Caribbean with 9.1). Predictably, low levels of international bandwidth correlate with the high prices of basic monthly broadband Internet packages in some developing economies in Asia and the Pacific. The fixed broadband subscription rate is particularly low in South and South-West Asia (1.6%) and South-East Asia (3.2%), compared with higher rates in North and Central Asia (12.6%) and the Pacific (19.1%). In addition, the growth in this indicator has been slowing down over the last decade from 58.7% in 2003 to 5.8% in 2013. This can be partially attributed to the fact that mobile Internet is displacing fixed broadband subscriptions.
Figure 6. Passenger car ownership by the member country

Figure 7. Road density and percentage of paved roads by the member country

Source: UN statistics
1.3.2 Natural disasters

It is worthwhile to note that Asia and the Pacific region remained the region with highest number of natural disasters between 2004 and 2013, during which 41.2% (1,690 incidences) of the world’s reported natural disasters occurred in the region. The natural disasters during the period between 2004 and 2013 caused economic damage of over $560 billion (2005 US dollars). Although the frequency of natural disasters during the two decades remained virtually unchanged, the death toll in the Asia-Pacific region rose more than three-fold. The number of recorded deaths from natural disasters went up from 205,388 during 1994-2003 to 713,956 during 2004-2013.

![Figure 8. Worldwide distribution of natural disasters](image)

1.3.3 Implications

The review on key statistics of the Asian Highway member countries provides three critical implications for model ITS deployment in the region. Firstly, there exist big gaps in economic resources and capabilities which directly affect the financing opportunities for developing and operating ITS elements especially in low-income countries. Secondly, the status of road infrastructure should be reflected in planning and designing the deployable ITS elements. The level of current road infrastructure and the environment for ITS deployment are too different to apply the same level of ITS services, even among four-member countries selected for this study. Lastly, the model ITS should be able to provide appropriate and efficient tools for emergency responses to recurrent natural disasters in the member countries.
INITIAL INPUTS FROM THE PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

Four Asian Highway member countries participated in the study for the development of model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway Network: China, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, and Turkey. This chapter summarizes the past, present and future of ITS deployments in the selected four countries based on the reports provided by ITS experts in the relevant countries. The valuable experiences and lessons learned from the policy, planning and operation processes in each country provide very important guidelines and directions for building the model ITS in other AH countries.

2.1 China

2.1.1 Introduction

ITS is the result of integrated application of communication, information and control technology in transportation systems. Since its beginning in the mid-1990s, China's ITS has had two decades of development. During the “9th Five-Year Plan (1996-2000)”, the Ministry of Transport carried out the development strategy for China intelligent transport and study on national ITS architecture. During the “10th Five-Year Plan (2001-2005)”, based on the key projects of national science and technology, the research on important technology and development of ITS and key products were launched. Meanwhile the application of ITS was demonstrated in 13 cities which showed some positive results. During the “11th Five-Year Plan (2006-2010)”, according to the major demands of the national economy and people, a series of demonstration on integrated services and mass application was carried out which achieved meaningful results. The government and the community had a deeper insight into the effect of intelligent transport on improving management level, service quality and emerging industries. During the “12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015)”, with the deep integration of industrialization and informatization, modern technologies developed quickly such as new-generation broadband mobile communications, cloud computing and other technologies. The capacity of information collection, processing and transmission was continuously enhanced. The intelligent terminal became popular. The mobile Internet was in the ascendant. The application mode acquired constant innovation. Based on the results of “10th Five-Year Plan” and “11th Five-Year Plan”, the national intelligent transportation carried out the integrated innovation and application of various information technologies. Also intelligent transport in China, the integrated innovation and application of various information technologies have taken place. In order to better review the milestone and current status of the development of intelligent transport in China, this report will focus on the strategic plans, standards, specification, and policy paper related to the development of intelligent transport.

2.1.2 Development strategy for Intelligent Transport Systems, 1996-2005

Since the 1990s, China began to follow up with the development of ITS in the world. The official systematic research, development and construction of ITS started in 1995. At that time, the per capita GDP of China was USD 604, and the expressway construction and urbanization was at the very beginning. In 1994, the Ministry of Transport put forward “The Development of Highway and Water Transport Technology, 1995-2000 Plan and the 2010 Long-Term Plan”, which clearly proposed that ITS would become the basic mode of transport and development direction of modern transportation system in the 21st century. It was necessary to develop and apply the high-tech technology for the transportation industry, to establish the ITS key laboratory and the national ITS engineering technology research centre, and to develop the scientific and technological talents construction plan. At that time, the construction boom of transportation infrastructure just emerged. Under the condition that infrastructure construction was in great need, the release of this plan let the Chinese intelligent construction move forward and play a key role for its future development. In 1996, the construction of transportation infrastructure just emerged and the motorization level was quite low in China. Based on these
situation, the Ministry of Transport carried out the key project “The Study on the Developmental Strategy of the ITS in China”, which was the first systemic research put forward by the Chinese government on the development strategy and the related content of ITS. It hoped to answer the basic issues including whether it was necessary to start the construction of ITS in the current stage in China, from which aspects and how to perform intelligent transport system construction in China.

Based on the extensive collection of foreign research outputs and domestic investigation results, “A Study on the Developmental Strategy of the ITS in China” was conducted and published. Taking into consideration the national situation and technology development at the macroscopic level, the study put emphasis on the necessity of ITS development and application in China. Under the existing conditions the intelligent transport system technology played a vital role in improving transportation safety and efficiency. The planning and development of ITS could be planned and synchronized with the development of transportation infrastructure. The study proposed an ITS architecture mostly consisting of highway transportation, addressing the local environment in China. Based on this it included the development goals and main tasks of the national ITS in three different horizons, the near future (2000), mid (2010) and forward (2020). The Study also clarified that the research on the framework of ITS in China, electronic toll collection system, and application technology of ITS information would be conducted with priority during the “9th Five-Year Plan (1996-2000)”. According to the nature of ITS, it was proposed that to some extent ITS standardization should be done ahead of time. The ITS architecture proposed the contents that the standard ITS should cover and the existing contents that were in urgent needed to be standardized. In order to support the overall development of intelligent transport systems in China, the relevant departments of transportation management in the Chinese government will work on the ITS framework, standardization, technology research, pilot applications etc.

The Chinese government paid great attention to the development of ITS architecture, and made it as the programmatic and macroscopic technical guideline document for ITS development in China. Since 1999, the Chinese government has organized the ITS researches based on the actual situation and foreign ITS research experiences, which wanted to carry out the establishment, modification, improvement, method investigation, tool development, application and promotion of China ITS architecture. These efforts lead to the formation of “National Intelligent Transport System Architecture” which acts as the basis for the research and development of national ITS. In the “National Intelligent Transport System Architecture”, the overall need of national ITS was proposed in the form of service. The national ITS services included 8 service sectors, 34 services, and 138 sub-services. The 8 service sectors were traffic management and planning, electronic fee and toll collection, traveler information service, vehicle safety and driver assistance, emergency and traffic safety, operation management, multimodal transportation, and automated highway, among which the last two sectors were mentioned for the first time. Based on the user demand and user service the overall architecture of national ITS was considered and the basic structure of the system, interactive relationship, logics, and physical structure among constitutional parts were proposed. Under the premise of ensuring the uniqueness and stability of the Chinese intelligent transport system, sufficient space was given to the specific development of each subsystem. The architecture analysed the basic conditions of ITS, including geographical information and communication system, and a unified transportation information exchange platform was proposed to solve the problem of information sharing and interaction, which made the basis for the future integrated transportation information platform.

The standardized sectors of national ITS, composed of two sectors. One was the general standard of ITS, and the second one was the standard of ITS’s sub-systems. According to the function of each subsystem, the standard system of ITS had standards in terms of information definition and encoding, specific short-range communication, digital map and location, electronic toll collection, transportation and emergency management, integrated transportation and transportation management, information service, automated highway and driver’s assistance system. The layout of “National Intelligent Transport System Architecture” first explained how to carry out the ITS staged construction and secondly explained the unification of ITS staged development, making it possible that while the early-stage development of ITS would show benefits, it would not disturb the follow-up development, thus guaranteeing the efficient integration of both the early and the later stages of development. So, it ensured the stability of the system and service functions, and the adaptability and inclusiveness of system and service functions to modern technologies. Thus, it became easier to achieve the results, and was good for the development of ITS technologies.
Since the early stage of the development of ITS, the Chinese government has realized the importance of ITS standardization. In the study on development strategy for ITS, the priority on standardization was put forward, to ensure the compatibility and integration of ITS nationwide. In 1998, with the guidance of the State Bureau of Quality and Technology Supervision, the Ministry of Transport officially approved the establishment of ISO/TC204 Secretariat of China. In 2000, the Ministry of Transport set out the study on national ITS informatization standard system, and formed “The Principles and Methods on Standard System of Intelligent Transport System”, thus working out a list of national ITS standard system and sorting the existing standards, standards in process, and standards under planning into a systematic way. The establishment of the standard system was conducive to balancing the differences among different interest bodies. It benefited the high-tech enterprises in China to choose the technology direction, promoted the development and application of high-tech technologies, stimulated the development of production, and increased the varieties and global competitiveness of ITS products. Under the guidance of ITS standard system, in 2003, approved by the Standardization Administration of China, the “National Technical Committee on Intelligent Transport System of Standardization Administration of China (SAC/TC268)” was established. Up to now, the SAC/TC268 has altogether put forward 89 national and industrial ITS standards, especially in the implementation of standards in electronic toll collection field, which provided strong support for the realization of electronic toll collection nationwide.

During the “10th Five-Year Plan (2001-2005)”, relying on the key projects of national science and technology, as well as the specific supports from the State Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Science and Technology and other agencies, research on key technologies, key product development, ITS demonstration and application, were carried out which mainly focused on intelligent transport control, scheduling and management system, intelligent city-bus dispatching, integrated transportation information platform, with city and intercity highway transportation as the major objects. There were two spells of ITS demonstration and application, held in 13 demonstration cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Chongqing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen. A number of key technologies, specific equipment, and application systems were invented. The ITS research, development and application were widely carried out. Certain pilot demonstration effects were achieved in different regions and application fields.

2.1.3 Development strategy for China ITS focusing on multimodal transport

In September 2002, the Chinese government launched a new initiative towards the “Development Strategy for China Intelligent Transport System” under the guidance of the Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Public Security, Ministry of Construction, Ministry of Railways, Civil Aviation Administration, and others. The multidisciplinary research was carried out in consideration of different aspects including social economics, transportation, industrial development, international trends and standard requirements. It put forward the comprehensive development strategies for intelligent transport from five aspects, including urban transport, highway transport, railway transport, water transport, and civil aviation. It proposed the requirements of standard setting and consideration of the social environment.

According to the strategic planning with comprehensive consideration of the overall development of the transportation industry in China, the development of future ITS was divided into three stages. The first stage (2006-2010) consisted of the prototype formation process of ITS technology system and the intelligent integrated transportation system. In the year 2000, in several application fields, the application level in China reached or was close to the level of developed countries. During the second stage (2011-2015), a complete intelligent transport technology system was formed. The integrated intelligent transport system had already begun to show results and has been gradually improving itself. The level of ITS development in China reached the level of the developed countries during the second generation of development level around in 2005. It is believed that, during the third level (2016-2020), ITS will become a necessary part of people's life and the people, vehicles and road will become a stable, harmonious intelligent body. It will reach the mature stage of the intelligent transport system development, and will get closer to the developed countries.

The strategy proposed the next step of development of ITS in urban, highway, railway and water transportation and aviation fields. In the aspect of urban intelligent transport system, the focus is on the development of transportation information service and guidance, intelligent traffic management system, public transportation
service, parking management, and driver and vehicle management. The aim was that by 2015 urban transportation intelligent technology could be initially deployed in mega-cities of China. In regards of the highway intelligent transport system, within 5-10 years the development and application would be achieved in fields including electronic toll collection within regions, national highway network operation monitoring and information service, travel data management centre etc. In the aspect of railway intelligent transport system, the emphasis was on the development and deployment of an intelligent ticket system, on-line electronic travel and freight service management and payment, railway line real-time monitoring, diagnosis and maintenance etc. In the aspects of water transportation, the focus was on the development of ITS of ships, intelligent ship automatic identification technology, application of electronic chart and digital water channel, port automation and digital monitoring, water transportation information resource platform etc. In the aspect of civil aviation intelligent transport system, the aim was digital civil aviation, focusing on the development of global travel service system, airport operation management information system, aviation logistics information platform etc.

The strategy pointed out, during the “11th Five-Year Plan”, that the application of intelligent transport system would be expanded from “single city” to “urban belt and group”, from “single system” to “integrated system”, from “highway transportation based” to “integrated transport system based”. With the opportunities of big events such as the 2007 Beijing ITS World Congress, the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, the 2010 Shanghai World Expo and the 2010 Guangzhou Asian Games, the demonstration, application and promotion of ITS would be comprehensively done in order to investigate the technology system, management system and the operation mode of intelligent transport system that were fit for the national conditions. The intelligent transport management and service system of Beijing Olympic Games has fully supported the transport management and service during the Olympic Games, and has realized the integrated, unified, efficient and powerful control and management of the overall urban roads. The transport management system was evaluated as reaching the world advanced level. The integrated intelligent transport system at Shanghai World Expo, without any traffic limitation and special traffic control measures, guaranteed the smooth operation of transport system during the Shanghai World Expo, 184 days, accommodating 70 million tourists, and addressing a demand of single day highest number of tourists as 1.03 million. The integrated intelligent transport information platform system of Guangzhou Asian Games achieved the integration of information resources and services in Guangzhou, covering transport modes such as railway, water, highway, aviation and urban transport, which assured the transportation efficiency during the Asian Games. In the aspect of highway network management, the national highway network management and emergency response system demonstration projects have been implemented. The operation monitoring and management of regional highway network has been realized. The above ones played vital roles in emergency. In the aspect of expressway operation service, it was possible to implement the network electronic toll collection in two demonstration regions, “Yangtze River Delta” and “Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei”, which achieved a certain economic benefits and good social repercussions.

In this stage, the development strategy for China ITS was changing the development mode from passive to active, from tracking to adaptive. The government was the major promoter of intelligent transport system application. According to the demand of city, expressway, integrated transportation, and key economic region, use of the existing information technology results were utilized, the existing system and technology were integrated, the ITS projects that were fit for the demand of national economic development were systematically developed, and the basic support for the information exchange and service of integrated transportation system was provided. Meanwhile, we should take the opportunity to carry out independent innovation research, and develop intelligent transport products and service industry to provide growth point and market for Chinese high-tech industries.

2.1.4 Development strategy for next-generation ITS

With the global economic development, the ITS technologies are developing very fast, especially in Japan, United States and in Europe. On the basis of the last 15 years’ development experience, countries have launched new research plans and innovative technologies. For example, Japan proposed “Smartway” as the representative of the second stage ITS plan, the United States proposed a five-year research plan called “IntelliDrive”, and Europe put forward the European ITS action plan. The rapid growth of the economy of China created an environment for the people to have greater demand for the improvement of transportation service level. The rapid development of information technologies including cloud computing, big data, and
next-generation Internet, the increasing capability of information collection, processing and transmission, the extensive application of intelligent terminal with strong computing ability, now a days provide sufficient technical means and environment conditions for the development of intelligent transport system to come to a higher application stage. In the face of new requirements, new environment and new technology, the Ministry of Transport has carried out the “Study on the Development Strategy for Next-Generation Intelligent Transport Technology”, aiming to establish an ITS, its key technology system, standard system, and industry system, that could basically meet the development needs of modern transportation industry. Now it is possible to provide travel service with improved safety and convenience, and freight service with high efficiency. Thus we would build a strong basis for realizing transportation modernization in the mid-21st century.

The strategy emphasized the market role of intelligent transport system development. It proposed that we should make full use of social resources, promote cross-sector and cross-industry cooperation, and speed up the development of intelligent transport system. It also put forward that, based on national situation and economic development level and the consideration of the demands from people and industry development, we should make full use of the new-generation information technology in order to promote the research, development and integrated application of intelligent transport system technology with independent intellectual property.

The major tasks of intelligent transport system in the “12th Five-Year Plan” (2011-2015) have focused on topics such as integrated application, key technology research and development, standardization and industrialization. Great attention has been paid to develop the relevant systems including the intelligent transport control and management, intelligent transport safety, integrated transportation information service, intelligent public transport operation and service, advanced freight transport organization and management, integrated transport electronic payment. Researches have been conducted on technologies such as real-time transport data acquisition and processing, transportation information interaction, intelligent transport safety and intelligent organization control and management, to acquire key techniques and products that have independent intellectual property rights. The intelligent transport standard system has been improved, and researches have been conducted on setting of intelligent transport basic key standards, application and service standards. The intention is to realize mass application and service in the fields, such as integrated information service, intelligent operation management and transport electronic payment. The aim is to basically form an intelligent transport industry chain that covers product manufacturing, system integration and operation service.

2.1.5 Development of expressway network electronic toll collection

ETCS (Electric Toll Collection System) is a vital means to solve the problem of expressway toll station congestion, energy saving and emission reduction. From 1990s to 2002, lot of researches was conducted in Europe and in Japan to develop standards for the electronic toll collection. The main technical specification was with frequency 5.8GHz, speed 256kbps~1Mbps and the power was 2W. The European security mechanism was simple, while Japan used comparatively complex system with smart card security system. In the early 1980s, the United States used electronic toll collection system and there was no unified standard. Each company had its own patent, no universal use, and with frequency of 915MHz.

The mass expressway network toll collection in China is without following any foreign country system. China carried out ETCS in its toll system when the overall expressway network is still in the process of construction. This is an issue that the developed countries have never faced, thus the existing technology and system in foreign countries are not suitable for China. The main causes are due to: i) the regional economic development in China is not balanced. Different expressway sections have different demands for ETCS, ii) most of the expressways have closed-type toll collection system. The foreign single-piece OBU is not applicable for China; Thirdly, China has been using IC card as the passing card. The single-piece OBU technology of Europe and USA is obviously not suitable for China. Because a provincial expressway network in China covers at least 2000-5000 kilometres, and a large number of ramp toll collection stations have only a few toll collection lanes with small traffic flow. Thus, it preferred to use IC card in this ramp toll station.

According to the complicated application environment of expressways in China and comprehensive consideration of the reliability and economy, from the late 1990's, with the strong support of the Chinese government, a series of technical studies and pilot projects were conducted. After extensive researches and
demonstrations on DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range Communications) and RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology in the aspects of technology advancement, transmission rate and security, future development space, further development etc., the final choice of the China ETCS standard communication platform was DSRC technology. Based on the international general bandwidth of 5.8 GHz, the combinatorial ETCS theory and technology standard system were established, which was the first to propose and invent the combinatorial ETCS technology. Since the release of China ETCS standards, the domestic electronic toll collection technology and the growth and development of its industry chain have been strongly supported. By 2015, China's expressway ETCS has achieved nationwide networking, covering 29 provinces and cities, 12,000 ETCS specific lanes, and over 21 million ETCS users.

2.1.6 Review on China ITS policy

The Chinese government had a systematic arrangement on the intelligent transport system policy. In 1995, the Ministry of Transport issued the “9th Five-Year Plan and 2010 Long-Term Plan for the Development of Highway and Water Transportation Technology”, which showed long-term planning on the development of future China transportation technology and opened up a new era to the development of China intelligent transport system.

In 2001, the Ministry of Transport released the “10th Five-Year Development Plan for Highway and Water Transportation”, and “10th Five-Year Development Plan for Highway and Water Transportation Technology”. The two documents proposed to put the development of intelligent transport system at the leading place, speed up the development of intelligent transport system, and develop the key technologies in intelligent transport system field, such as expressway transportation integrated information service system, expressway network toll system, expressway traffic accident prevention, and emergency rescue. In 2006, the State Council issued the “National Long-Term Science and Technology Development Plan (2006-2020)”, which clearly made the intelligent transport management system as one of the priority themes of transportation industry technology development strategy. In the same year, the Ministry of Transport officially issued the “11th Five-Year Plan for the Information System Development of Highway and Water Transportation” and “11th Five-Year Plan for the Technology Development of Highway and Water Transportation,” which made it clear that during 2006-2010, the ITS would still be the key research direction of the transportation industry.

In 2011, the Ministry of Transport issued the “12th Five-Year Plan for Transportation Development”, “12th Five-Year Plan for Highway and Water Transportation Development”, and the “12th Five-Year Plan for Highway and Water Transportation Technology Development”. These papers clearly showed that during the 12th Five-Year, the technology innovation, integrated innovation and application of ITS, would still be the vital development trend. In 2012, after the State Council issued the “Guidelines on Urban Priority Development of Public Transport”, the development of public transport became a national priority in the development strategy. In 2015, the State Council issued a series of new-generation guidelines and outlines for information technology development, such as the “Opinions on Promoting the Cloud Computing and Innovative Development of Information Industry”, “Guidelines on Promoting Internet+”, “Outlines on promoting Big Data” and etc. It clearly proposed the key action of “Internet+” high efficiency logistics and “Internet+” convenient transportation, promoting the formation of new business model and new mode of transportation under the background of “Internet+”, and accelerating the construction process of intelligent transport. With the continuous development and adoption of related policies on intelligent transport system by the Chinese government, significant success has been achieved in the development of China’s intelligent transport system. China’s ITS industry has become an important part of the global intelligent transportation systems.

2.1.7 Statistics of China ITS

General data: By the end of 2014, the total length of China national highway had exceeded 4,463,913 km, of which 107,694 km was newly added. The national-wide average highway density had been increased to 46.50 km/km2. The total length of national Expressway System had reached 111,936 kilometres, with a total growth of 7,498 km than 2013. By the end of 2014, the national motor vehicle ownerships had increased to 264 million,
among which 154 million were automobiles; the total number of motor vehicle drivers had passed 300 million, including more than 246 million automobile car drivers and 54 million motorcycle drivers.

**Urban traffic management:** By 2014, the general urbanization rate of China was 54.77%, and the total urban residents had exceeded 749.16 million; there had been more than 300 cities or regions proposed smart city planning and strategy; 586 cities had established urban traffic control centre, of which 325 centres installed GIS-based coordination platform; 467 cities utilized traffic signal networking coordination and control; the total number of cameras for urban traffic management in the country had been more than 51,000.

**Ground transit and electronic payment:** By the end of 2013, the total number of public transportation vehicles (including electric vehicles) was 509,600, where 371,000 public buses had installed on-board satellite positioning terminals; all the 41,738 bus operating lines had a total route length of 748,900 km, of which 2,753 km for BRT lines; the annual total passengers transferred by public buses was 78.213 billion, of which 1.096 billion by BRT systems. In 2013, 37 cities were selected for urban intelligence bus system demonstrations. And by that time, 35 cities interoperaed their public transit IC card systems, and the application of bus card and bank card cooperation had cover 45 cities in 17 provinces.

**Highway network management and traffic monitoring facilities:** By the end of 2014, Beijing, Inner Mongolia, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Anhui, Chongqing, Tibet, Shaanxi, Xinjiang, Guizhou, Qinghai, Ningxia and Shandong had completed their construction of provincial highway network monitoring and managing centres (cover expressway system and national highway system), and 26 provinces, including Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, etc., had established expressway system monitoring network (expressway toll settlement) centres. In addition, Tianjin, Shanghai, Liaoning and Yunnan had built provincial national highway system monitoring centres. The total number of traffic flow parameters monitoring facilities along expressway system was 11,000 sets with the average density of 15 - 20 km/set, including 39,000 sets of video monitoring facilities with average density of 4 - 6 km/set, as well as 7000 sets of meteorological monitoring facilities with average density of 80-100 km/set. The total number of traffic flow parameter monitoring facilities along national highway system was 7000 sets with the average density of 130-150 km/set, including 1,000 sets of video monitoring facilities with average density of 80-100 km/set, as well as 100 sets of meteorological monitoring facilities.

**ETCS:** On September 28th, 2015, national ETCS network covered 29 provinces (Hainan and Tibet have no expressway toll collecting system), which means more 20 million ETCS users could travel the around the country with one ETCS card. Up to September 2015, there were more than 12,000 ETCS lanes all over China. Meanwhile, the total number of ETCS user had grown to about 21,715,000. More than 1,100 service dealers, about 16,000 cooperation agency branches, and 27,000 all kinds of service terminals have come into service.

**Travel information service data:** By the end of 2014, 31 provincial transportation departments and highway departments had run 115 websites. 17 provinces had opened a total of 33 mobile websites and applications; 26 provinces had opened 58 travel information service related Weibo, and 26 provinces had opened 42 WeChat account; according to incomplete statistics, 27 provinces had cooperated with 57 radio broadcast media and TV media. Moreover, the China Expressway Radio co-developed by the Ministry of Transport and China National Radio had covered the area of Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, and Hunan.

**ITS standards:** As of May 2015, there were 89 national and industrial intelligent transportation system standards. Eleven new ITS standard proposals were approved in 2015. China National Technical Committee on ITS Standardization Administration (ITS Standard Committee), as the technical counterparts of International Organization for Standardization Technical Committee on Intelligent Transportation (ISO/TC204), takes part in the voting of international standard periodic files every year.

**Mobile internet based taxi-hailing, ride-sharing, and short-rent services:** Taxi-hailing and ride-sharing services based on Mobile Internet has been developed rapidly in China, and service providers by both P2P mode and B2C mode include Yidao Yongche, Uber China, AA Yongche, Didi, Kuaidi, CAR Inc., Kuaidi One, and etc. In 2015, the total transaction of short-rent service will exceed 26.07 billion RMB. In July 2015, the average daily short-rent order number was 1.05 million/day, of which 260,000 from Didi platform and 205,000 from CAR Inc. platform.
Vehicle navigation: In China vehicle navigation market, according to 2014 data, NAVIONE with 56.6% of the market share ranks at the first. NAVINFO and AMAP rank the second and the third, with 16.1% and 8.1% of whole share, respectively. In China mapping and navigation APP market, Baidu with 40.3% of the market share ranks at the first, AMAP takes the second with 29.1% and NAVIONE with 9.7% ranks at the third.

2.1.8 Notable ITS projects and initiatives in China with potential for further studies

China began to research and develop ITS in 1990s. With 20 years of development, Chinese ITS has achieved great progress which has been supporting economic development of China. The following decade is an important period for China to deepen its reform and opening-up as well as speeding up the transformation of economic development mode. By 2020, the per capita GDP, resident income as well as degree of consumption and education in China will be increased greatly, the urbanization rate and mechanization level will be further enhanced, the transport demand of passenger and freight will be much higher and economic and social development will have greater demand of transportation. Currently, a profound change in terms of information technology development and application is taking place globally, including rapid expansion of internet usage, cloud computing and big data technology. For the intelligent transport systems, the improvement of those common technologies provides sufficient technical means and environmental conditions toward a higher level of application such as accurate traffic data acquiring, active interaction of traffic elements, intelligent control and management. With the innovation in application mode and rapid popularity of the intelligent mobile terminal, ITS will redefine and even reinvent transportation in the connected world. Based on the huge market size and enormous service needs, China will explore the new generation information technology and ITS development continuously.

In 2015, the Chinese government proposes a development concept for the next five years or even a longer time. This concept contains five words: innovation, coordination, green, opening and sharing. Based on the national development strategies such as “new urbanization”, “the Belt and Road”, “Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei integration” and “Yangtze River Economic Zone”, China will strengthen the technology innovation in ITS to satisfy the requirements of the society. For instance, connected vehicle, new energy vehicle, intelligent vehicle, green and sustainable ITS, multi-model traffic integration, transportation reinventing under sharing economy and etc. These will promote the application of ITS technology in integrated development of the region, promote “Internet plus” in transport field and carry out in-depth reform of transport production mode, management style and social forms with internet thinking. Meanwhile, to achieve joint development of ITS between the China and other Asian countries and regions, China will carry out more international cooperation on ITS field, such as deployment of ITS in the Asian Highway Network. The future studies of ITS in China will be carried out based on following aspects.

Connected vehicle: Under the connected conditions, the following projects will be carried out:
- technical research on the vehicle-vehicle communication(V2V), vehicle-infrastructure communication(V2I), data concurrent processing for the large-scale vehicle network
- development of vehicle crash warning and anti-crash system based on V2V and V2I
- promoting the cooperative ITS pilot applications on commercial vehicles and dangerous goods transport vehicles
- establishment of the national cooperative ITS integrated testing and certification platform
- develop cooperative ITS standards

New energy vehicles and intelligent vehicles: The intelligent vehicle and electric vehicle have lots of commonalities, and they are supplement to each other. The intelligent vehicle is an important part of the intelligent transport. The researches on the new energy vehicles and intelligent vehicles will be carried out, especially the electrification and modernization of the urban passenger transport in China and intelligent and efficient travel service management and control of the new energy vehicles. On the intelligent vehicles side, researches on the automated driving and eco-driving are considered as the important developing directions in the future.
Intelligent public transport: In this area, key projects include:

- application of the intelligent dispatching system of the public transport, signal priority system and dedicated lane operation monitoring system
- development of intelligent service in passenger terminal
- Development of intermodal service system covering the bus, subway, taxi and public bicycle
- development of intelligent support system for intercity commuting traffic

In Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei and Yangtze River Delta region, multi-level regional passenger transport monitoring, coordination and operation system will be established in near future.

Intelligent regional traffic coordinating and monitoring: The urban traffic coordinate and management system will be established in main cities. This system will cover city road network, multi-mode transports, and comprehensive transportation hubs. The functions include:

- operating situation analysis on comprehensive transportation network and large-scale highway network
- data-fusion-based risk identifying of multi-modes transportation network
- intelligent routing optimization for green travel
- dangerous freight management and emergency response

Integrated traffic information services: Government will promote enterprises provide integrated traffic information service based on DSRC, Next Generation Internet, and the Broadband Mobile Communications Network.

Intelligent logistics: In this area, key projects include:

- Construction of national multimodal intelligent coordinative service system of container transport
- Development of the freight loading and discharging reservation service
- Development of intelligent comprehensive logistics information service platform

Next generation transport control and operation system: Based on the technology of Cyber-Physical System, Big Data, Cloud Computing and next generation mobile communication, Chinese government is organizing the development and deployment of Next Generation Transport Control and Operation System. Currently, the Ministry of Transport and the State Development and Reform Commission are making the implementation plan of this project. In the future, this project will carry out some researches forcing on interactive transport services, intelligent driving, system parameters and management mode dynamic adjusting, EV and ITS integration, etc.

2.2 Republic of Korea

2.2.1 Background

Traffic volume on the Korean expressway is on average four million vehicles per day (3% increase compared to year 2014) in year 2015. Cost of expressway congestion cost reached 2.7 billion US dollars in 2014. Road density of 165 vehicles/kilometre ranked at two among OECD nations and expressway traffic accident fatality rate is three times higher (2.4 death/10,000 vehicles) than that of developed countries. The socioeconomic cost of accident on expressway has a considerable impact. Korea had experienced several traffic congestions induced by inclement weather (heavy snow storm, fog). As the road congestion rate increases, the need for traffic management and enhancement of efficiency of traffic accident management have resulted in the development of efficient Intelligent Transport System combined with cutting edge Information technologies. Advanced transport systems are designed to maximize the utilization efficiency, to provide convenient and safe travel, and to reduce energy consumption by applying advanced electronics, IT and telecommunication technologies to roads, automobiles and goods. ITS is defined in the “National Integrated Transportation System Efficiency Act” as the application of advanced technologies to transport facilities and modes, and consists of four factors and communication technologies connecting functioning factors. Functions and roles of ITS consists of data collection, data processing, information distribution, information utilization and communication. ITS, providing real-time information, scientific decision-making, and rapid and precise
information processing, can help save time and money for travellers, reduce casualties from accidents, and decrease energy consumption and pollution caused by transport activities. Therefore, ITS is very important as it can improve the efficiency of the existing transport systems and enhance traffic safety.

2.2.2 Chronology of ITS development in Korea and KEC

The ITS development process in Korea can be divided into two parts: before and after the Transportation System Efficiency Act. The Act enacted in 1999 includes general articles about ITS. ITS was first introduced and started to develop in technological and academic fields, and the pilot project was implemented in an area to evaluate the effects of easing traffic problems. On the other hand, after the Act, the government initiated the laying of the foundation for the introduction of ITS at a national level, and as a part of these efforts, a national ITS master plan was established. In this period of time, various systems were established. Also, local governments have earnestly adopted ITS, built traffic information centres and offered a variety of ITS services for people’s convenience.

In 1990, the traffic broadcasting system started to provide traffic information service at a basic level, and the introduction of ITS triggered research activities and technology development both in academic and private sectors. KEC developed systems for the operation improvement and the traffic management of road transport and promoted pilot projects. KEC promoted a pilot project for FTMS from 1992 to 1994 to offer the electronic VMS services on expressways to give travellers real-time information about traffic congestion, accidents and incidents. In 1997, the government set up the ITS master plan and applied its pilot program to the city of Gwacheon to evaluate relevant technologies. And the 5th ITS World Congress was held in 1998.

In 1999, the government enacted the Transportation System Efficiency Act to secure an institutional framework for the project promotion. For the efficient implementation of the ITS projects, since 2004 the government has established technical standards and promoted the standardization of ITS and published various guidelines and manuals and set up national ITS architectures. Also, the transportation system efficiency act (1999) was amended to the national integrated transportation system efficiency act (2009) which created a larger legal framework for ITS. The National ITS Master plan 2020 was enacted.

Figure 9. ITS Development in the Republic of Korea
Table 5. Chronology of ITS development in the Republic of Korea and KEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1990s</th>
<th>2000s</th>
<th>2010s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Republic of Korea** | • 1993 Introduction of ITS  
                   • 1997 Establishment of 1st national ITS master plan  
                   • 1998 5th ITS World congress in Seoul  
                   • 1999 Enactment ‘‘Transportation System Efficiency Act’’  
                   • 1999 Development of national ITS architecture 1.0 | • 2003 Establishment of 2nd national ITS master plan  
                   • Bus Information System(BIS) operation of wide area and local government  
                   • 2009 Amendment of ‘‘National Integrated Transportation System Efficiency ACT’’  
                   • Operation of ETCS | • 2010 Development of national ITS architecture 2.0  
                   • 2011 Establishment of 3rd national ITS master plan  
                   • Construction and operation of ETCS  
                   • Operating the Advanced Forecasting system for Traffic Incident Management |
| **KEC**       | • 1993 First introduction of the Transportation Management System  
                   • 1994 Opening the TCS(Toll Collection System) Nationwide | • 2001 Expanded FTMS Nationwide  
                   • 2004 Touch and Go  
                   • 2007 Opening Hi-pass (DSRC) Nationwide | • 2010 17th ITS World congress BUSAN  
                   • 2012 Building Completion of Advanced ITS Nationwide  
                   • 2014 C-ITS pilot project promotion |

2.2.3 Cooperative-ITS initiatives

The ITS installation rate on the arterial roads will be increased from the currently 14% to 30% by 2020, and the installation of road side equipment (RSE) for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications will be increased from 2,000 to 15,000 sites by a great margin. The analysis shows that the ITS operation would result in an increase of average travel speed by 15-20%, and a decrease of traffic congestion by 20%. ITS installation over 1,000 Km of road is expected to decrease 19,000 tons of CO$_2$. To support such policies, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT) announced a plan to expand the investment for ITS to 2% of road budget by 2015. Also, according to the MOLIT, the traffic information centres, run by the MOLIT, KEC and local governments will be expanded to the local cities with a population of over 100,000 expecting an increase of centres from 48 to 75 cities. In a ubiquitous society in the future, there will be an information communication environment where information exchange and processing can be possible anytime and anywhere. Cooperative ITS (C-ITS), next generation national ITS pilot project is underway which is focusing on safety, mobility and green durability. V2V and V2I communication technology would be developed for sharing information on the road.
C-ITS is a subset of the overall ITS that communicates and shares information between ITS stations to give advice or facilitate actions with the objective of improving safety, sustainability, efficiency and comfort beyond the scope of stand-alone systems. In C-ITS, vehicles communicate with each other and/or with roadside infrastructure, which greatly enhances the quality and reliability of information available about the vehicles, their location and the road environment. This will bring major social and economic benefits and lead to greater transport efficiency and increased safety. In 2014, CEN (European Committee for Standardization) and ETSI (European Telecommunication Standards Institute) delivered the first basic set of standards for C-ITS, as
requested by the European Commission in 2009. When they have been applied by vehicle manufacturers, the new specifications should contribute to preventing road accidents by providing warning messages, for example about driving the wrong way or possible collisions at intersections, as well as advance warnings of work zones, traffic jams and other potential risks to road safety. This vision of safe and intelligent mobility can be achieved by utilizing wireless communication technologies to link vehicles and infrastructure and identify potential risks in real time. The next generation of connected vehicles will not work without common technical specifications, for example regarding radio frequencies and messaging formats. This is why the European Commission decided in 2009 to issue a formal request to CEN and ETSI, asking them to prepare a coherent set of standards, specifications and guidelines to support the implementation and deployment of C-ITS systems across Europe. Standards for C-ITS are being developed by the competent technical committees of CEN and ETSI, which bring together experts from key players in the automotive industry including car manufacturers and their suppliers, as well as infrastructure system suppliers and operators.

2.3 Russian Federation

2.3.1 ITS development history in Russian Federation

The beginning of ITS development in Russian Federation can be attributed to the introduction of the automated traffic control systems and the researches of psychophysiological features of the roads users with a view order to optimise the process of informing the users by road signs, boards, etc. At first traffic lights were used, which were switched manually, however, the growth of motorisation and, consequently, an increase in traffic intensity led to an increase of the controller staff. This development became unacceptable and the process of transition to the automatic control started. Automatic traffic light switching devices appeared in the 1920s. The first pilot projects for the implementation of adaptive traffic light management systems began in the late 1920s - early 1930s. Already in 1960s electronic controllers began to appear. During the same period the development and implementation of the city-wide and highway computer management systems began. As an example, we can name the system of “START” in Moscow.

Works and research in the field of informing the road users began in 1960s as well. These studies of the perception by the driver of the road conditions allowed determining the most optimal ways of presenting the information and the optimal parameters of its installation along the road. We should also mention the automatic time warning systems, fog or air pollution warning systems, oncoming vehicles warning systems in areas with limited visibility etc., which consisted of a certain type of sensor, power element and road sign equipped with warning lights. Such already more elaborate systems are widely spread in large cities of Russian Federation. To date, the number of theoretical and practical problems in the field of increasing of the efficiency of automatic control systems, automated road and urban electric transport management, automated passenger flow monitoring, traffic routing, transport timetables, as well as integration of the urban traffic control systems into intelligent transport systems.

By 1995 (the beginning of the navigation era in Russia) there was considerable experience accumulated in development and operation of the automated systems-of urban passenger transport control and management based on physical devices – controllers placed in the terminal stations and key points on the route. Since 1995 several stages of development of automated satellite navigation control systems were passed. Modern systems implement in full the existing dispatching technology of passenger transport process management. Accounting and control of the vehicles on line is based on the regularly positioning of the transport units by the signals of the global satellite navigation system GLONASS or GLONASS / GPS (satellite navigation method). Also in a typical system the electronic map provides actual movement of the transport units including historical data.

2.3.2 Transport system of Russian Federation

At 17,075,400 square kilometres, Russia is by far the largest country in the world, covering more than a ninth of the Earth’s land area. Russia is also the ninth most populous country in the world with 142 million people. It extends across the whole of northern Asia and 40% of Europe, spanning 9 time zones and incorporating a wide
range of environments and landforms. Russia has the world's largest reserves of mineral and energy resources, and is considered an energy superpower. It has the world's largest forest reserves and its lakes contain approximately one-quarter of the world's fresh water.

Russia Transport system in figures:
- 11 major cities with the population more than 1 million inhabitants
- 1,140 medium cities
- 240,000 villages
- 1,140,000 km regional roads
- 45,000 km federal roads
- 56.6 million vehicles
- Access to 3 oceans
- 64 seaports
- 131 river ports
- 200,000 km of rail roads
- 250 federal and 400 regional airlines
- 2,000 expedition companies
- 475.5 billion passengers-km passenger transportation (overall, 2008)
- 494.8 billion-km cargo transportation (overall, 2008)

Car ownership has increased in 3.6 times in Russia since the 1990s, exceeding 200 cars per 1,000 inhabitants. While rapid motorisation has greatly increased mobility and trade, it has also led to growing road safety problems due to the increase in road accident-related fatalities. There are around 27,000 deaths in 2015 (compared to around 34,500 in 2004) and more than 231,000 injuries annually on Russian roads, and 30% of those coming from the 26-40 age groups. Pedestrians pay a particularly high price. About 70% of the total number of road accidents occurs in urban areas. The gap between the existing road network capacity and the sharply increased motorisation level is a serious problem. The socio-economic cost of road accidents in Russia is estimated at 2.6% of GDP (11.8 billion euro). While the loss caused by traffic jams and congestion rises up to 7-9% of GDP. The increased incidence of congestion also results in considerable economic and social losses and greatly reduces the efficient functioning of both the urban and national economy.

2.3.3 Infrastructure

Owing to the geographical features of Russia the transport system plays the priority role in the development of the competitive advantages of the country in the context of its transit potential realization. The access to the safe and quality transportation services determines the outcome of the business, industrial and social development. For the sake of development of the modern and efficient transport infrastructure which would speed the goods movement, decrease the transportation costs, and enhance the accessibility of transportation services for the people a number of steps is foreseen. This includes the implementation of regional projects with high investment attraction and of high importance for the region and for the country. The companies and policy makers in the regions began to display their interest to the new technologies, systems, and services for the road infrastructure and road traffic organisation and management. The use of ITS, the innovative dispatch and communication systems (including meteorology monitoring systems, information systems and data management) will enable the complex management of road signs and information tables, traffic lights, surveillance and road safety systems, traffic flows management, electronic payment collection and other elements of the road infrastructure.

2.3.4 Russian national road safety program

During the last decade motor vehicle accidents have become one of Russia's nationwide problems. Around 27 thousand people died last year in motor vehicle crashes. Over the quarter of them are people at the peak of their working age (26-40 years old). Finding a prompt solution to this problem became one of the State’s priorities. It was decided to develop and implement a national strategy to ensure road safety.
President Vladimir Putin paid special attention to this issue during the session of the State Council Presidium. Following the results of the session a list of instructions was prepared for law enforcement bodies. One of the instructions was to develop a long-term National Program “Road Traffic Safety Enhancement up to 2020”. The Russian Government adopted the Program that determined the State strategy in the field of the road safety and became a mechanism of state-wide road safety initiatives. The expected Program outcomes for 2020 are: 1.5 decrease of fatal road traffic accidents in 2020 as compared to 2014, 10% decrease of road traffic accidents involving personal injury. Such outcomes will allow Russia to approach the road safety level typical for countries with high vehicle-to-population ratio and decrease accident risks, thus reducing the scope of the problem. The most important Program success indicators are:

- reduction of accidents severity (number of persons killed in road traffic accidents per 100 victims),
- reduction of traffic risk (number of persons killed in road traffic accidents per 10,000 motor vehicles) and
- Reduction of social risk (number of persons killed in road traffic accidents per 100,000 population).

It is expected that there will be an annual decrease in the number of fatal accidents victims by 11.5 thousand people and in the number of injured by 20.3 thousand people in 2020. All in all it is expected that around 54 thousand lives will be saved due to the Program. The delivery of the Program will have a positive socio-economic effect (626,059.2 million roubles) and a positive effect for the federal budget (85,079.5 million roubles). The Program has been designed at the request of the government bodies, namely: the Russian Ministry of the Interior (coordinator of the Program), Ministry for Emergency Situations, Ministry of Public Health and Social Development, Federal Agency for Education and Federal Road Agency. Currently Federal State Institution Management Board of the Target Program “Road Traffic Safety Enhancement” is in charge of the Program.

2.3.5 Russian transport strategy (up to 2030)

The strategy of the transport system development in Russia is targeted to satisfy the demands of the innovative socially oriented economy and society in terms of competitive and quality transportation services. As the creation of the competitive market of highly safe transportation services is prioritised the three main objectives are determined:

- Development of the legislation for transportation services (safety, security, environmental issues, quality, and government regulation methods). And one of the key points here is the establishment of effective feedback through the control and surveillance system;
- Development of a high-end transportation and logistics infrastructure which will provide competitive transportation services (it concerns, first of all, speed and reliability);
- Achievement of a high technical and technological level of innovations ensuring the conformity with the security, ecology, economy and quality standards for the transportation services.

One of the priority issues of the realization of the transport strategy in Russia is the improvement of the system of the specialists training who would be responsible for the design and realization of the projects for the transport, operation of the transport infrastructure and vehicles, provide transportation and logistics services etc. Targets for the transportation system development until 2030:

- Creation of the common transport space in Russia
- Developing of the accessibility and competitiveness in terms of quality of the cargo transport service, considering the demands of the innovative economy;
- Developing of the accessibility and quality of the transportation services for people in compliance with high social standards
- Integration into the international transportation space and realization of Russia’s transit potential
- Transport system safety improvement
- Mitigation of negative environmental impact from the transport complex.

The transport strategy until 2030 supposes that the problems of the bottlenecks and the increase of road system capacity will be solved by 2018. The Action plan is determined in the corresponding federal target programs and strategies and conceptions of types of transport development. In the same time the Strategy and conceptions are flexible and will be adjusted according to the results and new circumstances. The main references for the
existing Strategy to be achieved by 2030 are stated in the federal target program “The Transportation System in Russia Enhancement in 2015-2020”, and those corresponding to the road transport are the following:

- Geographical and technological accessibility of transportation services:
  - Accessibility and quality of transportation services for all population segments;
- Mobility:
  - Increase in the population mobility by 13,200 km per person per year, which exceeds the level of 2007 by 2.2 times;
  - Constant and all-year connection of all the settlements through the roads with hard service to the main road system;
  - Decrease the share of the population without access to the transportation services to 2% (comparing to 10% in 2010);
  - Affordability of the transportation services for all population segments;
- Transportation system security, safety and environmental issues:
  - Considerable decrease in the accidents rate, security risks. Totality of deaths on the roads should decline from 23 to 8 people per 100,000 people per year;
  - Mitigation of the negative environmental impact of the road transport by 40% and railroad transport by 60%.
- Transportation speed and continuality:
  - Increase of the road transportations speed of the up to 1400 km/day and railroad transportations speed up to 1000-1200 km/per day;
  - Maintenance of the delivery deadlines according to developed countries’ standards, which will let to decrease the storage expenses;
- Price and quality characteristics of the transportation services:
  - Decrease of the transportation costs in the products cost by 30%;
  - Significant increase (by 2-4 times) of the transport systems performance due to the decrease of the downtimes in the automotive international and interurban transportations;
  - Increase of the returns on assets and cost-effectiveness of the transport infrastructure;
  - 30% increase of the power-intensity of the transport;
  - Road network that is a part of international transport corridors should be suitable for heavy vehicles all along the way;
  - Creation of the federal public road network connecting all the regional centres of Russian Federation through the paved roads; transformation of the road system structure from radial to network;
  - Stimulation of the connected industries (suppliers) development through the coordination of their strategies;
- Volume characteristics of the transport system services:
  - Competitiveness of the national carriers; their share of the international automotive cargo transportation market will increase from 41% to 50%.
  - Increase of the export of the transportation services by 7.8 times. Increase of the transit flows through Russia will reach 100 million tonnes (comparing to 28 million tonnes nowadays).

2.3.6 National ITS architecture

National ITS architecture is not appeared yet in Russia because the development of ITS segment of economy is not regulated by special ITS legislation and this needs time. The development of National ITS architecture is going fragmentary: i) from project to project, ii) from one region to another. In order to coordinate this process Russian Ministry of transport together with ITS - Russia initiated the Expert Council, which is aimed to synchronize the development of ITS technologies, work out the Conception of ITS Deployment and propose the amendments to existing legal and technical regulations.

2.3.7 ITS application/deployment policies and plans

Investments in the development of the transport infrastructure of Russia will exceed 10% of GDP until 2020. According to the estimates the world's experts on ITS costs reach 30% of the cost of the infrastructure (i.e. about 3% of GDP of Russia).
The largest infrastructure projects in the transport sector of Russia up to 2020 include:

- Transport strategy of Moscow region until 2020 (6.5 bln. Rub.)
- Emergency response system ERA-GLONASS (4.32 billion. Rub.)
- The projects proposed by the President of the Russian Federation (initially allocated 450 bln. Rub. from the National Wealth Fund):
  - Construction of high-speed rail Moscow - Kazan (937 bln. Rub.)
  - The construction of the Central Ring Road in the Moscow region (330 bln. Rub.)
  - Deep modernisation of the Trans-Siberian Railway
- International transport corridors:
  - Creation of pilot ITS services in the international transport corridor Saint-Petersburg – Helsinki
  - Construction of high-speed toll highway Moscow – Saint-Petersburg
  - Construction of toll roads (M1, M3, M4)
  - Creation of the information and navigation support on the basis of GLONASS of the transport corridors “East-West”, “North-South” (7.826 billion. Rub.)
  - Creation of the network of car parks and logistic centres for freight
  - Increased capacity of Baikal-Amur Mainline
- Urban transport systems:
  - Development of public transport in Moscow (250 billion. Rub.)
  - Development of the transport system of Saint-Petersburg
  - The infrastructure program for the World Cup 2018 (664 billion. Rub., including transport infrastructure)

2.3.8 Legislation related to ITS in the Russian Federation (basic information)

The Concept of ITS development was developed by the Federal Road Agency (ROSAVTODOR) in 2009. According to the Concept the structure of the governmental regulation of ITS development is based on the interaction between the three layers:

- **Layer 1: The authorities (ministries, departments)**
  The main function of this level is to build a coordinated interaction of executive authorities who have competences in the field of ITS development.

- **Layer 2: Scientific organizations, carrying out studies and evaluation of the effectiveness of projects during their life cycle**
  This level is essentially a scientific centre created on the basis of the major state scientific (educational and research) institution that coordinates the preparation of the technical and legal regulation, the examination of ITS projects, the implementation of the scientific audit of the implemented ITS projects.

- **Layer 3: Business – implementation of ITS projects**
  In practice, ITS projects are implemented by business community that has the ability to attract public organisations and groups.

2.3.9 Development of the technical and legal regulation of ITS

Within the developed strategy much attention was paid to the creation of the legal and regulatory framework in the field of ITS. Plan of the technical and regulatory development was carried out in accordance with Russian legislation, the Doctrine of Information Security of the Russian Federation and the Russian Transport Strategy. The most important standardisation aspects are:

- creation of the unified conceptual apparatus in the field of ITS - the standardisation of terms and definitions;
- establishment of requirements for the on-board devices and ITS infrastructure providing telematic interaction in the ITS;
- establishment of the requirements for the range and quality of telematics and ITS services;
- establishment of the requirements for compatibility and interoperability of ITS telematics;
- regulation (testing and measurements) in conformity assessment and quality assessment of telematics and ITS services;
- creation of consumer information on the types and main indicators of telematics and ITS services;
• Harmonisation of industry standards with international recommendations and standards.

2.3.10 ITS standardization committee (TC 57)

Technical Committee on ITS (TC 57) was created in 2012 by the Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and Metrology (Rosstandart) on the base of MADI University together with ITS - Russia. The members of the TC 57 are 11 governmental organisations, research institutions, representatives of the business community. Taking into account the international experience of the ITS regulation system, ITS development and challenges of ITS implementation in Russia, TC 57 contains 7 subcommittees (Working Groups), which cover a wide range of the standardisation trends in the field of ITS. To date the TC 57 has developed a number of national standards harmonised with the European standards and practices in accordance with the Russia special features. There are 15 approved standards and projects 16 under development. It is in active cooperation with the Technical Committee of ISO TC204. In the future it is planned to create on the basis of TC 57 a certification body that will provide certification of the ITS elements for compliance with the national regulations.

2.3.11 International cooperation

International transport corridors: The development of the international transport corridors crossing the territory of Russia opens the shortest routes between Europe, Asia, and America. The main Eurasian cargo turnover by sea goes through the Suez Canal, bypassing Russia and CIS (less than 0.01% of the total trade turnover between Europe, Asia, and America passes through Russia). The priority to 2020 is to switch at least 10% of the traffic passing through the Suez Canal. The following tasks can be solved through the development of the international transport corridors:

• The social dimension – improvement of the quality of life: improving the quality of transport of passengers and goods, improving the emergency response systems, improving the safety of traffic and transport, optimizing traffic flows, improving traffic management and transport, the fight against congestion, ecological situation improvement, control on the movement of hazardous and valuable cargo.
• The economic dimension – the use of the transit potential: the creation of alternative regional and global logistics routes, the formation of new more efficient trade routes reducing risks, costs, time, distance, inclusion of Russia and the CIS into the international production sharing, development of multimodal logistics, trade increase, the development of rapid transit (rail, water, small aircraft).
• The political dimension – the integration into the international transport space: the development of domestic innovative technologies, the promotion of domestic innovation on the domestic and international markets, increase of the investment attractiveness of Russia, integration of the CIS countries into the global ITS market, access to resources and development of the regions, creation of the modern infrastructure for passenger and freight transportation (automated weight control infrastructure for freight and passenger transport, toll roads).
Figure 11. International transport corridors of Russian Federation

FITSRUS – Transport corridor Russia – Finland (Saint-Petersburg – Helsinki): Transport corridor Saint-Petersburg – Helsinki acquires 80% of the intersections of the Russian-Finnish border, in Russia it includes public roads of federal importance A-181 “Scandinavia”, in Finland – road E18, connecting the capital of Norway, Sweden and Finland to Saint-Petersburg. In the result, we get an international highway between the European Union and Russia, which, in turn, would eventually become part of a major international corridor “Europe - Western China”. November 26, 2012 the Ministers of Transport of Russia and Finland signed the Communique on the establishment of the pilot project “Intelligent transport corridor Saint-Petersburg – Helsinki” (FITSRUS). The aim of this project is to provide sustainable movement of passenger and freight traffic between Helsinki and Saint-Petersburg using modern technologies and provide user services as well as through the introduction of interoperable intelligent transport tailors systems and services in border areas of the corridor and its extension to the territory of Russia and Finland. Intelligent solutions require secure movement, facilitating border crossing procedures, information about the traffic and weather conditions, as well as the trip planning through the selection of the optimal routes. This project also covers monitoring of transport and goods, provision of the emergency assistance in case of road accidents using the Russian GLONASS satellite system.

FITSRUS project aims to create conditions for increasing trade volume between Russia and the European countries through the border with Finland. The major source here is seen in implementation of the intelligent transport systems by which the necessary level of transport security and border crossing efficiency will be achieved. Also new user services will be introduced, which will provide opportunities for business development and lead to the creation of additional jobs. With the help of the mobile services and applications drivers will be able to cross the border smoothly, as well as with detailed information on road conditions, weather conditions, traffic jams and interchange modes on the territory of another state. Gradually increasing the volume of this information and connecting new sources and new types of equipment to the system we will create a truly intelligent transport corridor for the movement which is safe, comfortable and as fast as possible. The main idea of the project is to increase capacity, provide information and safety for the user, implement the “one stop shop” mechanism, manage freight and passenger flows, and create the multimodal transport corridor. The first stage includes 4 pilot projects (recorded in the communiqué, signed by the Minister of Transport of
Russia and Finland, November 14, 2012): automated system for meteorological support, automated system for detecting an accident and an emergency warning, information system in real time about traffic, available services and roadside service, parking system, passenger information on the transport routes covering all modes of transport.

In September 2014, the Federal Road Agency “Rosavtodor” and the Finnish Road Agency on behalf of the international Russia-Finland working group on transport prepared and signed Memorandum on data sharing, which sets the parameters and the nature of the information used to provide ITS services on the international transport corridor Saint-Petersburg - Helsinki. This, of course, is the first step towards the implementation of the intelligent transport systems on the international transport corridors. Currently the partners from Russia and Finland continue working on expansion of services in the intelligent transport corridors, the expansion of the cooperation in the field of road traffic safety is planned.

Figure 12. FITSRUS project corridors

Currently, within the framework of cooperation between Russia and Finland on the exchange of data on weather conditions and road situation the following measures have been implemented:

- Agreed formats and technical aspects of the data transfer from automatic road weather, point’s video surveillance and traffic detectors of “Sevzapupravtodor” into the information systems under the responsibility of the Finnish authorities. Data transfer is effectuated by geo-information system of “Sevzapupravtodor”;
- In April 2015 the technical implementation was carried out;

Currently, the geo-information system “Sevzapupravtodor” receives in on-line mode data from the automatic road weather stations and video control points on the roads in Finland. In order to exchange experiences, harmonize fundamental issues, eliminate constructive comments the Russian and Finnish sides hold seminars, conferences and meetings at various levels. For operational cooperation in the event of major accidents in the border zone, two-way interaction in which information is being exchanged on prevention and users Elimination of accidents, carried out mutual exchange information on electronic and telephone communications.

2.3.12 National ITS standards based on the global ITS platform

Speaking about the on-going activities in standardisation for ITS in Russia we can name the following:

- GLONASS Navigation system operation – architecture, functions, tasks, configuration, equipment:
  - urban, suburban, and interurban public transport dispatch management systems
- cars and urban electric transport dispatch management systems
- commercial vehicles dispatch management systems
- special vehicles dispatch management systems
- information support, transportation monitoring systems
- federal roads maintenance control systems

- ERA GLONASS standards

The Federal Law No. 395-FZ on ERA-GLONASS State Automated System approved on 28 December 2013, effective as of 01 January 2014 and amended on July 13, 2015 by Federal Law No. 235-FZ. The Law establishes mechanisms for formation and usage of ERA-GLONASS system information resources, rights and responsibilities of government bodies, specifically, the requirements to inter-agency data transfer in the course of the system operation. Customs Union Technical Regulation “Technical Regulation on wheeled vehicles safety” containing the requirements regarding IVS (ERA-GLONASS in-vehicle systems) and their mandatory installation, adopted on 30 January 2013. National Standardization to ensure execution of Technical Regulation the set of National Standards have been developed and approved in 2011 and amended in 2014. Regional Standardization In order to match Customs Union scope, a set of Interstate standards based on Russian national standards have been developed and approved in 2015. Development of the UNECE Regulation for Emergency Call Systems Following the proposal of Russian Federation, a new UN Regulation, governing emergency call systems, is currently under development by Informal Working Group, established by The World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP 29).

Table 6. ITS standards of Russian Federation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 54620 – 2011 w/amendment #1 (2014)</td>
<td>General technical requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 54619 – 2011 w/amendment #1 (2014)</td>
<td>Protocols of data transmission from in-vehicle emergency call system to emergency response system infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 54618– 2011 w/amendment #1 (2014)</td>
<td>Compliance test methods of in-vehicle emergency call system for electromagnetic compatibility, environmental and mechanical resistance requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 55530-2013</td>
<td>Functional test methods of In-Vehicle Emergency Call System and data transfer protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 55531-2013</td>
<td>In-Vehicle Emergency Call System. Compliance testing for the requirements for hands-free audio quality in a vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 55534-2013</td>
<td>Test methods for navigation module of in-vehicle emergency call system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 55532-2013</td>
<td>Test methods for in-vehicle system crash detection feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST R 55533-2013</td>
<td>Test methods for wireless communication module of In-Vehicle Emergency Call System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 33464-2015</td>
<td>General technical requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 33465-2015</td>
<td>Protocols of data transmission from in-vehicle emergency call system to emergency response system infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 33466-2015</td>
<td>Compliance test methods of in-vehicle emergency call system for electromagnetic compatibility, environmental and mechanical resistance requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 33467-2015</td>
<td>Functional test methods of In-Vehicle Emergency Call System and data transfer protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 33468-2015</td>
<td>In-Vehicle Emergency Call System. Compliance testing for the requirements for hands-free audio quality in a vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 33471-2015</td>
<td>Test methods for navigation module of in-vehicle emergency call system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 33469-2015</td>
<td>Test methods for in-vehicle system crash detection feature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.13 Electrification of vehicles

The EU (European Union) has adopted a Communication ("A European strategy on clean and energy efficient vehicles") on 28 April 2010 which sets out a strategy for encouraging the development and uptake of clean and energy efficient ("green") heavy- (buses and trucks) and light-duty vehicles (cars and vans) as well as two- and three-wheelers and quadricycles. The strategy contains over 40 actions on a wide range of policy fields covering: regulatory framework for reduction of environmental impacts, research and innovation in green technologies, market uptake and consumer information, trade and employment aspects as well as specific actions on electric vehicles such as standardisation, charging and refuelling infrastructure or recycling and transportation of batteries. This strategy will complement the actions being pursued in the fields of the legislation, research, standardisation and others.

In Russia, the electrification of vehicles follows the main stream, and the Transport Strategy until 2030 promotes the collaboration on this matter with the EU. It supposes the creation of a mechanism of consultations and dialogue between the regulation bodies and the enhancement of the cooperation. These will lead to the convergence of the legislation and the alignment of the main requirements for the safety, the conformance evaluation procedures and standards, transparency, predictability and commensurability of the market and goods regulation systems in the sphere of electric vehicles. The following topics were identified within SIMBA II activities that became the target of joint EU-Russia research cooperation:

- Estimation and roadmap of electric vehicles application.
- Improving road safety and environmental protection technologies for electric vehicles.
- Sharing information on development and deployment of electric vehicles.
- Impacts of electrification of vehicles on infrastructure.

2.4 Turkey

2.4.1 History of ITS in Turkey

The Republic of Turkey was established in 1923. At that time, there was 18,350 km of road network which was completely in need of renovation. The Republic of Turkey took over a highway network from Ottoman Empire which was required to be improved in terms of accessibility and length. In the early years of the establishment of the Republic of Turkey, roads were constructed with manpower. After the Second World War, mechanized road construction techniques used with the beginning of innovations in motor vehicle industry and road construction machines technology. General Directorate of Highways was organized with new highway policies based on contemporary management and dynamic institutional principles in 1950. The policy of General Directorate of Highways was to construct roads providing accessibility throughout the country for social development in its early years. By this policy, about 60,000 km of road network was constructed in the 1960s.

The first computer used in a public organization in Turkey was put into service in General Directorate of Highways in 1960. The development of road network created more traffic, and the need for more comfortable roads. As a result, construction of high standard asphalt paved roads became important between 1960 and 1970. The construction of multilane roads and motorways were required for the road sections with high traffic density during 1970s. 1st Istanbul Straight Bridge, Istanbul Ring Road and Izmit - Istanbul Expressway are some examples of multilane road constructions. The first application of Intelligent Transport Systems was realized in 1973. Electronic Toll Collection Systems on 1st Istanbul Straight Bridge were deployed. It was a staffed, but electronically controlled toll system. Tolls were collected in cash or by prepaid tickets. In the 1980s, signalization systems on some junctions on state highways network were implemented.
General Directorate of Highways decided to increase the capacity of the main arterials with high traffic volume to realize the development and extension of road network. A motorway initiative, covering some ITS applications, was planned in the 1980s, and motorway construction was accelerated with a new vision in the second half of the 1980s. Together with motorway initiative, closed type toll collection systems were deployed on motorways. Additionally, two separate ITS Applications, Emergency Call Systems and Tunnel Control Systems, became functional on motorway network. The first non-stop tolling system was inaugurated in 1999. Some Traffic Management and Traveller Information Systems applications were installed on state highways at the late 1990s. The improvement works in the existing road network and construction projects to increase the length of divided multilane roads were initiated according to the scheduled program of 2002. With the construction of dual carriage highways, medium and large size tunnels were equipped with Tunnel Control Systems in the 2000s. In 2011, General Directorate of Highways decided to install Intelligent Transport Systems applications through the entire highway network and a preparatory study was started to achieve this goal including establishment of functional diagrams, recruitment of new staff, forming new projects under the scope of investment program, and preparing technical documents regarding ITS.

General Directorate of Highways has currently 66,179 km of road network covering 2,285 km of motorways. In addition to existing ITS applications on motorways and state highways, a new work on establishment of Traffic Management Systems Centres in 17 regional divisions and headquarter has been conducted and will gradually be finalized by 2023. Building construction of Traffic Management Systems Centre in pilot region has already been completed. The ultimate goal is to establish a nationwide interoperable and integrated ITS on highways network covering all necessary sub-elements. General Directorate of Highways is responsible for intercity highways. The road network of GDH consists of motorways, state roads and provincial roads. In spite of being responsible for the intercity highways, GDH determines the rules for the road signing which is applicable to all the roads in Turkey. There is not any Master Plan for the Intelligent Transport Systems. However, National ITS Strategy is available. National Intelligent Transport Systems Strategy 2014-2023 and supplementing Action Plan 2014-2016 was issued in 2014. Action Plan covers 38 actions. General Directorate of Highways is responsible for performing 7 actions and acts as a partner organization in 12 actions. The applications of Intelligent Transport Systems on the highway network especially focus on four major systems. These applications include Traffic Management Systems, Traveller Information Systems, Electronic Toll Collection Systems and Tunnel Control Systems. In most cases, Traffic Management Systems and Traveller Information Systems are installed as united systems. In addition to these systems some specific implementations such as roadside control stations for axle weight and dimension check of heavy goods vehicles, weight-in-motion systems, speed detection systems, vehicle counting equipment, and bridge monitoring devices for suspension bridges functionally operate in road network.

2.4.2 Advanced Traffic Management Services (ATMS)

Real-time traffic monitoring and control: Real time traffic monitoring and control in some sections of the state roads, motorways and tunnels is realized by the transmission of instant traffic data (text, photo, video), which are collected by means of the cameras installed to the site, meteorological sensors and vehicle detectors, to the centre by means of existing communication infrastructure. In the centre, the data are displayed on the imaging systems and analysed by the software. Among the traffic data which are collected and analysed in the scope of real time traffic monitoring and control are as follows:

- Total number of vehicles in a certain time period,
- Vehicle classification based on length of the vehicle,
- Information on the average speed and road occupancy,
- Identification of the direction and speed of the vehicles,
- Identification of the mobile and standing vehicles,
- Locations of the road works,
- Road and weather conditions, etc.

After the analysis of the data collected in the centre, drivers are notified about the traffic volume via web and mobile platforms by using traffic density maps and variable message signs. Further, they are warned about
weather condition and notified about the road conditions in case of traffic accident and road works to guide them to the alternative routes.

Traffic signal monitoring and control: On the intersections located on the road network of General Directorate of Highways, fixed time signalization systems are available. This system enables operation of multi signal program on intersection control device based on time of day, seasons and specific days. In order to monitor and control signalization management centres were established in some Highways Regional Directorates e.g. İzmir, Samsun, Kastamonu and Van. By means of the web based software in these centres, the remote access to the intersection control device is provided for enabling modification of signal times, sending new signal programs, monitoring breakdowns. In addition to the fixed signalization systems, the studies to install semi-actuated, fully actuated and adaptive signalization systems and to provide remote and real-time traffic management through the centre are still in progress. Moreover, the signal control applications are prevalently utilized in the municipalities.

Speed violation vehicle enforcement: The establishment and inspection of speed violation detection system on highway network is under the responsibility of Ministry of Interior Affairs in Turkey. In addition, speed limit warning systems, which are integrated with radars and variable message signs and located on accident black spots and the road sections in which drivers have to be warned on the road network of General Directorate of Highways, are established. In Turkey, radar and laser based speed violation detection systems are used to measure instantaneous speed. Radar and laser based speed measurement devices are generally used for speed limit inspection, but they are also used for spot speed studies. On the road network of General Directorate of Highways, spot speed studies are conducted by using laser speed measurement device and automatic traffic counting devices such as magnetic loop and air pressure tubes. Every year, information about average speed for state and provincial roads, the 85th percentile speed and information of speed limit violations are released. Moreover, the average speeds of the vehicles are detected by corridor speed limit detection systems which are installed at certain spots on the road sections. Average speed detection will also be conducted by using entry-exit data of electronic toll collection systems. In tunnels, the speed behaviour of the drivers is monitored by radars.

Variable Message Signs (VMS): One of the components of Intelligent Transport Systems to improve traffic safety and driving comfort is driver and passenger information system. The most active element of the passenger information system is Variable Message Signs. This is a graphic system which is composed of regular matrix sphere by using LED, and capable of displaying text, image and picture. Variable Message Signs established by GDH are operated in integration with other ITS components (camera, sensor etc.) and also Meteorological Information Stations that are installed on the locations in which road are closed frequently and with adverse weather conditions. The data received from these systems are transmitted to control centre and after analysing the gathered data drivers are notified about traffic density, traffic accidents, road and weather conditions via the messages displayed on VMS automatically based on predefined scenarios or manually by operators and if necessary drivers are directed to available alternative routes. In this way, it is ensured that drivers behave in conformity with road and weather conditions and traffic flow can easily be controlled. Thus, road network capacity is used more efficiently and traffic safety is improved. Moreover, Variable Message Signs with radar and laser technology deployed in this system identify the information about speed and license plate, and transmit that information to the Variable Message Signs. Vehicles that exceed the speed limit are warned by speed and license plate information displayed on VMS, and thus traffic safety is provided. In addition to VMS Variable Traffic Signs are also established on highway networks to show speed limits and lane assignments.

Illegal parking enforcement: Parking enforcement system applied in İstanbul detects the vehicles which park illegally on the non-parking areas, records the duration of illegal parking and issues a penalty to those who exceed the parking time limit. Components of the System are:

- ANPR software,
- Violation detection software,
- Cameras (Entry and exit).
System Operation: Camera takes photo for each violation. The photos of violation that are captured are safe by
digital signature technology.

Provide road surface status information: Data about the condition of road surface are notified to the drivers by
Variable Message Signs as the warnings for slippery road and black icing by using meteorological sensors such
as below ground sensors, active road surface sensors and road side sensors.

2.4.3 Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) system

Electronic toll collection: In Turkey, the use of motorways and İstanbul Straight Bridges is subject to toll. The
Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) and Radio Frequency Identification(RFID) systems are
utilized. Toll collection systems were installed on 95 locations. Toll depends on vehicle class and distance
travelled. In the context of electronic toll collection systems, the following data are received.
- Number of Lanes for DSRC and RFID Systems: 739
- Subscribers: 11,000,000
- Vehicles: 413,000,000
- Revenue: 1,070,000,000 TL.

Traffic count: Electronic Toll Collection Systems utilize on board unit in vehicles which is suitable to each
vehicle class. The passing vehicles are counted in communication with on board units and antennas. In addition,
vehicle classification system counts the vehicles for control purpose.

Journey time: On İstanbul Ring Road, travel time estimation is realized by DSRC. This application enables the
collection of basic information for the travel time estimation with the communication between DSRC antennas
and DSRC on-board units in the vehicles. The travel times are designated by variable message signs on the
identified significant access points such as İstanbul Straight Bridges and intersections.

Vehicle classification: Electronic Toll Collection Systems classify vehicles into 6 classes. Wheelbase and axle
count are taken into consideration in classification. 6th class consists of only motorcycles. Vehicle categories
are given below.
- 1st Class: Vehicles with 2 axles, having axle separation smaller than 3.2 m
- 2nd Class: Vehicles with 2 axles, having axle separation longer than 3.2 m
- 3rd Class: Vehicles with 3 axles
- 4th Class: Vehicles with 4 and 5 axles
- 5th Class: Vehicles with 6 and more axles.
- 6th Class: Motorcycle.

2.4.4 Advanced Traveller Information System (ATIS)

Provide basic traffic information: Regarding road, weather and traffic conditions, Ministry of Transport
Maritime Affairs and Communications, General Directorate of Highways and some municipalities provide
some services to road users. National Transport Portal project, which is developed by Ministry of Transport
Maritime Affairs and Communications for the purpose of disseminating up to date information from a single
point, offers the information such as:
- Distance between cities,
- Estimated arrival time,
- Alternate travel routes,
- Offering public transport options.
GDH presents some information on the best travel route, road works, traffic density on the internet and mobile
phones. Some greater municipalities also offer similar services.

Provide traffic information to vehicles on the road: In road transport, transmission of current information on
road, weather and traffic to traveller enables them to travel more comfortably. For this reason, traveller
information systems were established by the Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communications,
General Directorate of Highways and municipalities. Of them, GDH and municipalities provide information to
the passengers by Variable Message Signs, Internet and mobile applications whereas MTMA only utilize
Internet to provide this service. General Directorate of Highways offers road condition and route analysis services via its website and mobile applications for the road users to enable them to make inquire about the most suitable route, alternative routes, roads which are closed to traffic and with road works, condition of roads and traffic conditions on map base. In addition to these systems, 159 Call Line of GDH offers information and helps about routes to the drivers who travel on the road network of GDH. Turkish Radio-Television Association and General Directorate of Highways signed a protocol to realize announcement broadcasting with RDS through FM Radio transmitters. The aim of this system is to provide real time information about traffic accidents, road maintenance works and road and traffic conditions to the road users who travel in the coverage area of radio station.

2.4.5 Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS)

Bus information system (location/arrival notification): Passenger information systems as deployed in İstanbul are installed in bus stops. The aim of the system is to give information to the passengers about bus lines, routes and arrival time of the busses. The images are displayed on the outdoor industrial monitors. Arrival time of the busses is calculated by GPS data. The communication between the server and the system computer is provided by 3G modem.

- Information Communication Spot: Push to talk system, which will be installed on the bus stops, enables passengers to make live voice calling by İETT call centre to get information and ask for help in case of emergency.
- New Generation Intelligent Bus Stop: Intelligent bus stops, which will be located on the bus lines, contains LED/LCD based digital passenger information and advertising monitors, automatic ticket vending units, push to talk unit, wireless connection equipment, interfaces for charging disabled vehicles. These bus stops are in conformity with the urban architecture, transparent, easily cleanable and new generation systems.

Public bus operation management: Urban public transportation in İstanbul is managed by Fleet Management Centres which is based on computer support and operates 7/24 professionally. In this scope, fleet management centres perform the following services:

- Journey management,
- Staff scoring,
- Data integration,
- Data production to information channels,
- Administrative operation information,
- Creating the recordings of all the events and conditions of the site,
- Provision of key performance indicators and improvements.

İETT, which provides public transportation services to 14 million citizens of İstanbul with 5100 bus and more than 50,000 routes, established Bus Fleet Management Centre in İkitelli bus terminal for monitoring and management of public transport vehicles electronically. Thus, safe and comfortable transportation is provided by monitoring all the public transport vehicles 7 days, 24 hours. Fleet Management Centre, which was established to facilitate the management in cases of emergency, has many operators who monitor the system. In this centre, traffic operators who monitor the transport services in accordance with time table at the operation centre, communication operators who provide the communication by monitoring the events on the site, breakdown monitoring operators who provides the timely repair of the defected vehicles, call centre operators who keep the complaints of the passengers and the required information and give the required information and communication desks provides service 7 days, 24 hours.

2.4.6 Emergency Management System (EMS): E-Call project

HeERO addresses the pan-European in-vehicle emergency call service “eCall” based on 112, the common European Emergency number. For three years (January 2011 to December 2013), the nine European countries forming the HeERO 1 consortium (Croatia, Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Romania and Sweden) carried out the start-up of an interoperable and harmonized in-vehicle emergency call system. The second phase of the HeERO project - HeERO 2 - started on 1st January 2013 and will last 2 years.
6 new countries (namely Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Luxembourg, Spain and Turkey) have joined the other 9 pilot sites of HeERO 1 (http://www.heero-pilot.eu/view/en/heero.html).

The in-vehicle eCall is an emergency call generated either manually by vehicle occupants or automatically via activation of in-vehicle sensors. When activated, the in-vehicle eCall system will establish a voice connection directly with the relevant PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point), this being either a public or a private eCall emergency centre operating under the regulation and/or authorization of a public body. At the same time, a minimum set of incident data will be sent to the PSAP operator receiving the voice call.

Turkey implemented and integrated eCall service into the existing 112 PSAP in Antalya. The existing PSAP and the planned eCall PSAP operated without affecting each other. Any type of vehicle travelling through Antalya equipped with an IVS will be able to get the support from this eCall service. Turkish automotive industry’s two leading automotive manufacturers Tofas and Oyak Renault acted as subcontractors of the Turkish Ministry of Interior. Tofas and Oyak Renault provided the eCall telematic devices implementing the eCall in-band modem standardised by ETSI. Tofas were supported by CRF, Italian partner of the HeERO1 project, in the definition of the solutions including M1 and N1 vehicle types with retrofit solutions and OEM installed solutions and geo-referencing solutions. This permitted the CRF outcomes of the HeERO1 pilot project to be exploited in the Turkish pilot site (http://www.heero-pilot.eu/view/en/media/publications.html). All test described in the description of work were carried out in the Turkish pilot site. The model deployed in Antalya means that the Antalya PSAP can deal with all eCall in Turkey if necessary. Turkcell achieved the implementation of the eCall flag across the entire province of Antalya.

2.4.7 Tunnel Traffic Management System (TTMS)

Important progress has been made in tunnel construction, maintenance and operation. The tunnel network of General Directorate of Highways consists of 272 tunnels, which are 270.8 km in length. In terms of the number of tubes, motorways, state roads and provincial roads cover: 170 one tube tunnels, which are 73.8 km in length, 102 double tube tunnels, which are 197 km in length (length of one tube).

In 2016, one tunnel, which is 7.1 km in length, has been constructed. The construction works of 96 tunnels, which are 286 km in length, are still in progress. On a daily basis, 250 m of highway tunnel is constructed. It is aimed that 470 tunnels which have 700 km length in total will be in operation by 2023. By means of traffic control equipment the vehicles are counted at the entry and exit of a tunnel and classified. The systems to be installed for a tunnel by its length and lane traffic are; Control Centre, Telecontrol, Incident detection, Traffic Control, Emergency Call, Vehicle Height Checker, Surveillance, Communication, Radio Broadcasting, Public Announcement, Power Supply, Lighting, Air, Quality Control, Ventilation, Fire Detection. Various data are collected in tunnels such as amount of traffic, vehicle classification data, and height of vehicles etc. by means of tunnel systems.

2.4.8 Bridge Traffic Management System (BTMS)

Tidal Flow (Reversible Lane Application on İstanbul Straight Bridges): Most of the business centres are located on the European side of İstanbul. Therefore, the morning peak traffic volume occurs in the European direction, and the evening peak traffic volume occurs in the Asian direction. In order to meet this traffic demand, tidal flow system is applied in the morning and evening hours. The fourth and fifth lane applications on İstanbul Straight Bridges are implemented by the decisions of İstanbul Transportation Coordination Centre and Provincial Traffic Commission. The AADT (Annually Average Daily Traffic) for Second İstanbul Straight Bridge in both directions is 196000. Tidal flow application is applied between 06.30 to 09.30 in the Asia-Europe direction for the traffic commuting to work and between 17.00 to 21.00 in the Europe-Asia direction for the traffic commuting from work by means of control and guidance of Traffic Enforcement teams of Security Headquarter, and by assessing the footages of 7/24 cameras. 2nd İstanbul Straight Bridge has 8 lanes in total. Of those, 4 are in the Europe-Asia direction, and the remaining is in the Asia-Europe direction. With tidal flow application, one lane is added to the Asia-Europe direction for traffic commuting to work as fifth lane in the mornings whereas one lane is added to the Europe-Asia direction for traffic commuting from work.
In a similar vein, tidal flow is applied on 1st Istanbul Straight Bridge. Moreover, tidal flow application and portable traffic markings on toll plazas and connection roads of the bridges are monitored by the officer on the tower via 7/24 cameras. This officer guides tidal flow teams so that they respond to the events such as dispersing or falling of cones on tidal flow lanes. Tidal flow lane is comprised of the aligning traffic safety cones on the lane by a patrol officer. Heavy vehicles are not allowed to use the tidal flow lane. Further, tidal flow is not applied on windy and adverse weather conditions so that it will not endanger traffic safety. Tidal flow application on Istanbul Straight Bridges contributes to meet the traffic demands in the morning and evening and to provide safer and faster driving.

2.4.9 Commercial Vehicle Operation (CVO)

*Weigh-In-Motion (WIM):* Main components of the Roadside Inspection Station Pre-Selected System are; High Speed Weigh in Motion (Weight measurement system/HSWIM), height measurement system, Variable Message Signs and license plate recognition cameras. The system enables inspection of the vehicles in motion without interruption to the traffic, separation and diversion of the vehicles which are suspicious or violate the legislation into roadside inspection station. High Speed Weigh in Motion System (HSWIM): Piezoelectric weight measurement sensors and loop detectors are used in HSWIM system. Sufficient number of sensors has been installed based on the number of the lanes on the road. Speed, vehicle class, number of the axles, distance between two axles and weight of the vehicles are measured in HSWIM system. HSWIM is a pre-selection system for low speed weigh in motion system. It is also possible to obtain data on the number and group of the axles in this system, where the axle and gross weight of the vehicles are quickly measured, and class of the vehicle is identified through this data to compare permissible weight of the vehicle as required in the related regulations. 23 roadside inspection stations have been equipped with HSWIM system in highways network so far.

*Fleet management:* Fleet monitoring system enables the transmission of vehicle location data received through GPS installed in vehicles to the centre by GSM (GPRS-SMS) and surveillance of the vehicles on the map. The data on the location and sensors which are received from vehicles are reported with the descriptions of the identified regions, routes and warnings. In recent years, GSM operators in Turkey, Turkcell, Vodafone and Avea, are come into prominence by their M2M Communication studies and the number of M2M subscribers are also increasing accordingly. M2M is a technology which provides the remote monitoring and management of the vehicles and the communication between them through mobile network via a special sim-card installed in the devices. This technology is generally used in the fleet monitoring systems in Turkey. Fleet monitoring systems transmit the location data, which are received from GPS satellites through OBU with a sim-card installed on the vehicles, and special data such as fuel consumption data, which are received from vehicle sensors connected to the device, to the centre by mobile communication. To illustrate, Turkcell monitored 450,000 vehicles via M2M by the end of 2013. In addition, this data collected from the vehicles can also use to obtain traffic volume information. In Turkey, three types of Vehicle Monitoring System are generally performed: i) Real time monitoring on the map, ii) Archive monitoring on the map, and iii) Real time monitoring on the list. By real time monitoring on the map, all the vehicles can be displayed on the dynamics maps. Vehicles can be monitored as identified groups on the map. The vehicle which is required to be monitored can be monitored on the map and the others can be hidden. System can display the information about speed, direction and sensors based on the status of the vehicles and make emphasize by using different colours. In this way, an efficient monitoring is possible to be realized.

2.4.10 Weather Information Systems (WIS)

Weather Information System enables the transmission of the data about road conditions, weather temperature, icing, black icing, snow, humidity, pressure, wind, fog etc. to the drivers by means of road surface temperature sensor, road surface event detection sensor, below ground temperature sensor, active road sensor and cameras. These systems are installed in the following locations:

- On the entrance and exits of tunnels
- Accident spots
- Road sections where icing/heavy fog/heavy rainfall occurs
- Road sections where black ice occurs
• On depth valleys with microclimate
• On roads adjacent to stream beds where fog and haze can occur
• On location with heavy wind

On the road network of GDH, 68 Meteorological Information Stations are available. These devices detect temperature, wind, precipitation, humid, air pressure, and visibility.

2.4.11 Preparation of technical documents

A generalized set of technical rules and principles is of a crucial importance to realize nationwide interoperability of ITS. In the scope of ITS works, priority was given to the preparation of required technical documents to deploy Intelligent Transport Systems as an integrated and interoperable system on road network. The activity for the preparation of Country Reports, National Intelligent Transport Systems Architecture and Application Plan, Technical Specifications and Unit Price Lists, Technical Reports, Provision of Trainings were initiated in 2013 and will be finalized by the end of 2015. The studies are being performed by means of a consultancy service. These technical documents will also perform as guidelines for the other institutions and private companies in this sector and will be updated regularly by General Directorate of Highways to enable monitoring of technological developments and maintaining of the structure of newly established integrated Intelligent Transport Systems.

National ITS architecture: The reasons for establishment of ITS architecture are availability of discrete systems on highway network which do not have capability of communication with each other and readiness for enlargement of ITS. National ITS Architecture is a base document to provide nationwide interoperability and establish integrated and expandable systems on highway network. ITS Architecture is function-oriented, independent from technology, and therefore; ITS Architecture do not become outdated even though current technology develops. In other words, ITS Architecture identifies what should be done in ITS systems, but does not identify how it should be done. The first requirement of ITS Architecture is to define user services. The components of ITS Architecture are logical architecture, physical architecture and sub-elements of physical architecture e.g. terminators, information flows and equipment packages. The National ITS Architecture will

• be a guidance in planning, defining and integrating of ITS systems for ITS planners and designate the systems which can be integrated to this system in the future.
• Provide interoperability of ITS systems of different stakeholders and prevent double investment.
• Identify the functions of stakeholders in ITS systems, and also the information which they are required to share.

The user services were identified in stakeholder meetings which were held before the creation of ITS architecture. Governmental organizations, universities, municipalities, private sector representatives, and other related organizations take part in identification of user services which cover service needs. User services are the bases for the definition of ITS Architecture. User services, first of all, provide stakeholders with a full set of user service needs and also correlate between the user service needs and the components of the architecture that satisfy these needs.

• Logical architecture
  The Logical Architecture defines the functions that are required to meet user services. Many different functions must operate together and share information to provide a user service.
• Physical Architecture
  The physical architecture defines units of real life that realize the functions and data flows in logical architecture. The physical architecture consists of physical entities such as subsystems and terminators that make up an intelligent transportation system. It also covers architectural flows that connect the various subsystems and terminators to each other.
• Service packages
  Service package is the key element of physical architecture and carries out a specific function. Service package integrates several different subsystems, equipment packages, terminators and architecture flows to meet the desired service. Physical architecture components are as follows:
  - 97 service packages
  - 22 subsystems
  - 76 terminators
- 233 equipment packages
- 535 physical flows

The Draft of the National ITS Architecture has been completed. Formally, it will be concluded by the end of 2016 by National ITS Strategy and Action Plan. Regarding the service packages in the Architecture, General Directorate Highways elaborated its own service packages, but it will be requested other relevant institutions and organizations to review their service packages again in 2016.

**ITS application plan:** The ITS Architecture is a general framework which enables the planning of ITS applications in any region. Within this framework ITS Application Plan, which was prepared for every Regional Division of GDH, presented ITS projects comprised of ITS systems peculiar to the requirements of the Regional Division by analysing the current conditions. The problems of Regional Divisions were analysed under 8 main categories and 40 groups, and 36 different strategy groups were formed. The applicability of strategies which can contribute to the resolution of problems on the problem-strategy matrix were examined and assessed. At the final stage, service packages were selected from Turkey National ITS Architecture for the developed strategies which can be solved by ITS Systems. The applicable ITS solutions in order to solve the problems of the Regional Division were revealed and project proposals were made. These projects can be on spot or national basis.

**Toolkit for ITS:** There is also a software called toolkit “Architecture Design Instrument” which facilitates the implementation of ITS Architecture. The toolkit of ITS Architecture supports the creation of regional ITS Application Plan from National ITS Architecture and development of ITS projects. This software enables ITS planners to get outputs such as diagram, report, table and website regarding local, regional and countrywide ITS solutions based on ITS architecture.

**Technical specifications:** Technical specifications are the supplement to ITS Architecture. 41 separate technical specifications and their unit price tariffs are being prepared in the content of preparation of technical documents. Some of them are given below.

- VMS
- Database
- Mobile informing
- Power
- Radio broadcasting
- Traffic management systems centres
- Fiber optic cable
- Camera
- Meteorological sensor
- Vehicle detectors
- Interoperability

**Deployment of ITS:** General Directorate of Highways decided to extend Intelligent Transport Systems on highways network. To this end, technical documents have already been completed. Traffic Management Centres and communication network for intelligent transport systems will be established. For that reason, bidding progress has been launched for pilot application in Antalya. The applications will mainly cover Traffic Management Systems and Traveller Information Systems, and then prevalently deployed other road sections.

2.4.12 Legislation

Intelligent Transport Systems are specifically mentioned in the National ITS Strategy and Action Plan 2014-2023. The Strategic Plan of General Directorate of Highways 2012-2016 also sets out strategy and actions in connection with ITS. The legislation, below mentioned, regarding transport, highways and traffic authorizes relevant institutions and organizations to use ITS in their specific area of responsibilities.

- Law on Organization and Duties of General Directorate of Highways
- By Law on Law on Organization and Duties of General Directorate of Highways
- Highways Traffic Law
By Law on Highways Traffic Law
Highway Transport Law
By Law on Tunnel Operation
Circular on Design Criteria of Tunnel Safety
By Law on Toll Collection for the Access Controlled Highways under Responsibility of General Directorate Highways

Being a candidate country, Turkey is obliged to adopt European Union Legislation in respect of road infrastructure and Intelligent Transport Systems. This legislation is given below:


The legislation given below set out rules in respect of ITS in particular.

National intelligent transport systems strategy and action plan 2014-2023: The Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communications issued the National Intelligent Transport Systems Strategy and Action Plan 2014-2023 in 2014. In accordance with the strategies and actions envisaged in this document, detailed studies will be realized. General Directorate of Highways is responsible for realizing seven actions and will be in cooperation with other institutions for additional twelve actions in the National ITS Strategy. Some are given below:

- Preparation National ITS Architecture
- Establishment Traffic Management Systems Centres
- Road marking and vertical signing
- Fibre optic cable in highways network
- Highways radio broadcasting
- Using energy-efficient technology for VMS, traffic signals

Strategic plan of General Directorate of Highways 2012-2016: The strategy and actions with regard to ITS in the strategic goal of mobility are given below.

- Establishment of traffic management systems centres
- Installation of fibre optic cable to meet the requirement of data transfer for ITS
- Study on vehicle to infrastructure communication
- Installation of non-stop tolling systems
- Installation of surveillance cameras
- Installation of variable message signs

2.4.13 Investment program

The Ministry of Development approved an investment project proposal for consultancy service procurement on Intelligent Transport Systems. Within the scope of this project, preparation of aforementioned technical documents was initiated by means of a consultant company in 2013. Draft technical documents were produced and will be finalized by the end of 2015. Another investment project for the deployment of ITS was also approved by the Ministry of Development in 2014. Motorways department has its own investment project for the purpose of deployment of electronic toll collection. It is also possible to deploy ITS in road and tunnel construction projects in the investment program.
2.4.14 International cooperation

Turkey covers various international highway corridors. These are motorways or high standard state roads on which Intelligent Transport Systems will be extended.

Figure 13. International highway corridors of Turkey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>LENGTH (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trans European North-South Motorway (TEM)</td>
<td>6,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Roads (AGR)</td>
<td>9,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO)</td>
<td>9,987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan European Corridors</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Corridor for Europa, Caucasus and Asia (TRACECA)</td>
<td>8,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro-Asian Transport Linkages (EATL)</td>
<td>5,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC)</td>
<td>4,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP)</td>
<td>5247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.15 Evaluation

The application of various elements of Intelligent Transport Systems on highway network focuses on goals for the improvement of traffic safety, driver information by different communication means and collection of tolls. There is a need for extension of the existing applications for traffic management and driver information. Although these applications fulfil their expected functions, it is possible to make them more efficient through newly installed systems. Moreover, all intelligent transport systems applications are required to be concentrated under management centers. These necessitate the improvement of capacity of communication system which is still operated by wireline and wireless systems. Approximately, one-third of interurban highway network in Turkey is dual carriageway. This network will be ideal application area of ITS. The evolution stages of highway network in Turkey are as follows:

- 1923: Roads providing accessibility
- 1950: Roads providing accessibility during summer and winter
- 1960: Surface treated roads
- 1970: Bituminous hot mixture paved roads
• 1985: Motorways
• 2003: Divided multi-lane roads

The current stage for the evolution of highway network in Turkey is Intelligent Highways. To deploy the facilities led by information and communication technologies on road network will be an important opportunity for the road users and road authorities. When General Directorate of Highways decided to extend ITS applications on interurban roads a preliminary preparation for the following basic reasons was required:
• An updated and comprehensive technical documentation for ITS is needed. Intelligent Transport Systems Architecture and technical specifications form its basis.
• The most critical aspect in either Architecture or technical specifications is communication protocols and standards for systems which are the most significant element of intersystem integration. The products available in the market have different standards, and no worldwide harmonization exists in this respect. It is essential to make a good research on communication protocols and select them well in order to establish an interoperable system infrastructure.

This is valid for these three fields: i) In communication between management centres, ii) In communication between management centres and devices on highways, and iii) In communication between vehicles to infrastructure. It is likely that interoperability will be the most critical technical issue on the studies of installation of ITS on Asian Highway Network.
ITS SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES

3.1 Questionnaire Survey

Consultation with the member countries was essential for achieving successful outcome of the study. Receiving information on the present state of the art deployments of ITS was important. Therefore, the member countries with extensive experience in ITS planning and deployment were asked to provide their inputs on the model ITS development process. At the same time, it was necessary to understand exactly what should be achieved through the ITS model deployments from the member countries with little experience in ITS. In particular, the questionnaire survey was the most efficient tool among others to hear invaluable suggestions on how to take the model ITS forward into actual deployment in each member country.

Two types of questionnaire survey were carried out separately: i) preliminary survey for all member counties and ii) detailed survey for the participating member countries. Two surveys were implemented separately in such a way that the second detailed survey can benefit from the first preliminary survey. The first survey was conducted to gather information about the status and practices of ITS deployments in the member countries of the Asian Highway. The information collected through this survey was used as critical inputs towards the development of the model ITS deployments for the region. Following the first preliminary questions on the status and practices of ITS deployments, further questions were asked to selected member countries of the Asian Highway to gather more detailed information on their own evaluation of ITS deployment projects carried out.

To ensure that a comprehensive consultation with the member countries is achieved, the preliminary questionnaire was based on addressing the objectives defined as follows:

- identify the status of ITS deployment across the Asian Highway network
- collection of detailed information on ITS data collection and performance measurement
- identify the use of ITS services across the range of member state groups/types
- identify the priorities/preferences of the initially selected ITS services for the Asian Highway network
- identify the existing data sources used in deploying the selected ITS elements/services
- identify new ITS services that are being/ will be deployed that could support the Asian Highway model ITS deployments
- identify possible constraints/barriers to the adoption of proposed model ITS services
- identify issues of international cooperation and integration

Following the completion of the preliminary survey, the questions and structure of the detailed questionnaire were prepared to gather more and further information from the participating countries including follow-up questions on the first survey responses, lessons and insights from their ITS experiences. The second survey questions were developed to be consistent with the first survey to complete for the participating countries. The participating countries’ suggestions and recommendations serve as reliable grounds of developing the proposed model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway. The following table provides an outline of the questionnaire structure and the question topics within it. The full questionnaire can be found in the Appendix of this report.
Table 8. Preliminary questionnaire structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Question Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>About you/your organization</td>
<td>Type of organization represented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types of highway network involved/interested in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types of ITS activities focused on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current status of ITS</td>
<td>Types of ITS plans available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type of ITS services currently available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usefulness of six selected ITS services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>Information used to operate/monitor the extent of ITS deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data collection methods and sources used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data collection frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rating of different facets of data (e.g. completeness, coverage, consistency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usefulness of information and rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution of ITS</td>
<td>Values/benefits of ITS services deployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types of ITS services planned to deploy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barriers to additional ITS deployments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ways to overcome barriers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Preliminary Survey Questionnaire

3.2.1 Survey responses

In January 2016, a survey was conducted to gather information about the current status and practices of ITS deployments in the 32 member countries of the Asian Highway. Until now, 21 countries have responded (65.6%). 81.3% of respondents are with national roads authorities while the remaining 21.5% and 6.3% are transport/road operators and academic researchers, respectively. It is also worthwhile to note that the level of detail and quality in survey response is so diverse among countries.

Table 9. Participants of the preliminary questionnaire survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFG</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SGP</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>IDN</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>MNG</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>LKA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>IND</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TJK</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGD</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>IRN</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NPL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>THA</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTN</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>JPN</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>PAK</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TUR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHM</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>KAZ</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>PHL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TKM</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHN</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>KGZ</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>KOR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UZB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRK</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>VNM</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Key survey results

Existence of master plan or national plan for provision of ITS Services: 12 member countries responded that they have master/national ITS plans which is 75% of 21 responses. However, the depth and details of the existing ITS plans varies from a member state to another.
Currently operational ITS services: Currently deployable ITS services are generally categorized into six systems: i) Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS), ii) Electronic Toll Collections System (ETCS), iii) Advanced Traveller Information System (ATIS), iv) Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS), v) Emergency Management System (EMS), and vi) Commercial Vehicle Operation (CVO). Under each ITS service category, there exist a variety of ITS elements/functions which are frequently implemented all over the world. A question was asked to the member countries which ITS services are currently available so that the current level of ITS deployments can be recognized.

As expected, the participating countries show high levels of ITS deployments ranging from 16 to 26 operational elements. On the other hand, most developing member countries have only a few ITS functions in operation, which results from assigning lower priorities to ITS development in their financial resources allocation. This is mainly because there is a big gap among the member countries in their socioeconomic, geographical and cultural characteristics as well as transport infrastructure.

Figure 14. Number of the detailed ITS functions in operation

The survey results show that ATMS is the most frequently deployed ITS service category among the six fundamental groups of ITS services. ATIS ranks the second followed by ETCS and CVO. Among ATMS, variable messages signs and traffic signal control are basic ITS elements that have been widely applied in the member countries.
As shown in the following figure, six ATMS functions are included in the list of the most widely used ITS services across the Asian Highway Network, which implies that at this point traffic management is the focus of interest in the member countries. Looking into the past development of ITS infrastructure and services, user-oriented services such as ATIS and APTS start to get people’s attention only after a minimum level of automated traffic management is achieved.
ITS services to come

In order to find the most useful and wanted ITS services, respondents are asked which ITS service elements are considered and/or being planned for actual field deployment in their countries. ATMS again ranks the top among this list, which suggests that a very basic set of ITS services should be provided before more advanced and cutting-edge technologies are considered.

Evaluation of existing ITS services

From the initial study, the following six elements were selected as the most critical and urgent ITS services in model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway network: i) ETCS, ii) ATIS, iii) EMS, iv) TTMS, v) BTMS, and vi) WIS. Since this selection was purely based on a holistic review of ITS deployment experiences in the past, most of which are observed in the western developed countries as well as a few ITS leading countries in the Far East. Hence, it is necessary to understand the member countries’ actual perceptions of those six ITS service from their own experiences.
The survey results suggest that ETCS, ATIS and EMS are regarded as the most useful ITS services by the member countries. Average relative rank scores among six ITS Services are calculated as follows from the top to bottom: 1) ATIS: 2.13, 2) EMS: 2.33, 3) ETCS: 2.47, 4) WIS: 4.13, 5) TTMS: 4.43, 6) BTMS: 4.43. These indicate unexpected results because no many countries deploy ETCS and ATIS across their highway networks. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that most road users and operators in developing countries have confidence in the feasibility of these two ITS services from benchmarking of ITS leading countries. EMS is not widely used at this point either, but the increasing values of traffic safety and human rescue draw attention to advanced emergency response systems.

**Figure 18. Usefulness of six ITS services proposed from the initial study**

*Collecting and processing ITS data:* With increase in traffic volumes and road network complexity, it becomes extremely difficult for human beings to keep track of the large amount of traffic information. Hence, ITS must can capture a range of road network information, from measuring the number of vehicles passing a certain point and their average speeds to following the positioning of vehicles through mobile phone tracking or satellite-based systems. The way of collecting and processing data can be the very best indicator of ensuring the efficient
The survey respondent provided the list of all data collected to provide the six fundamental ITS services along with their methods and frequencies of data collection, as shown in the following figure. Traffic count and travel speed are basic data collected for ITS deployment while more detailed information like vehicle classification and vehicle queues at junctions are not widely collected. Road weather information is also collected in many ways, simple and complicated because of the critical effects road visibility and temperature on safety.

**Figure 19. Number of the member countries collecting ITS data by the type of data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>ETCS</th>
<th>ATIS</th>
<th>EMS</th>
<th>TTMS</th>
<th>BTMS</th>
<th>WIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle queue</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle classification</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey time</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic count</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In terms of data collection methods, about 40% of data are collected by using manual approaches which a little of 40% of data collection adopt fully-automated systems. Hence, more than half of ITS data can be collected in real time. It is quite good news that more than 60% of collected data can be updated within a few minutes. Although data is collected automatically in real time, the key thing is the accuracy and reliability of the collected data. Regarding the qualities of ITS data currently collected, the respondents gave ratings below average as shown in the following figure. Even traffic count and speed which are the most basic data are not rated as good enough to be used for advanced traffic information provision and management.

**Figure 20. Data collection method and frequency**

(a) Collection method                (b) Collection frequency

**Figure 21. Quality of ITS-related data currently collected**

*Feasibilities of ITS deployments:* Introducing ITS services to developing needs clear evidences of benefits from providing ITS service, tangible or intangible. Most of the survey respondents agree that ITS actually has
brought various benefits to road users and operators from road safety, mobility to security. The survey results clearly prove that the benefits accrue to all member countries from deploying ITS services. Interestingly, the results suggest that each ITS service has been successful in fulfillment of its main objectives. For instance, ETCS mainly serves to reduce travel time and to enhance traveler comfort by passing toll gates without stopping. EMS appears quite successful in fastening emergency responses while improving road safety at the same time. The seven typical benefits in the questionnaire were selected based on the literature review of ITS feasibility studies in the past. The survey results also imply that these benefits can explain most of utilities of ITS deployments.

**Figure 22. Main benefits of ITS deployments**

![Figure 22. Main benefits of ITS deployments](image)

It is important to highlight quite difficult challenges and barriers that we need to overcome for deploying new ITS services and/or expanding existing ones. For instance, the average level of funding for ITS in most member countries is limited and the budgets only can be found through a lot of serious persuasion to convince the stakeholders of the benefits and advantages of ITS deployments. As expected, lack of funding is the most critical barrier in ITS deployments for most of the member countries. It is worthwhile to note that three top barriers except the first one are related to lack of knowledge and experience in ITS, which implies that the participating countries can play important roles in deploying common ITS services across the Asian Highway Network by means of knowledge sharing and education programs.
3.2.3 Implications of the preliminary survey

The detailed analysis of the preliminary questionnaire survey results provides a significant amount of feedback on understanding of the current status of ITS across the Asian Highways and the member counties’ perceptions and thoughts on model ITS deployments. The survey results clearly demonstrate a wide range of discrepancy in developed and developing member countries in terms of ITS deployments. The survey results are used as key inputs to identify a list of fundamental ITS services and their requirements, which leads to developing the model ITS deployments.

3.3 Detailed survey questionnaire

3.3.1 Survey outline

As indicated in Chapter 2, four member countries participated in developing the model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway network. They are China, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, and Turkey. In June 2016, detailed questionnaires were distributed to four participating countries to get more specific understandings of their ITS infrastructure and operation. The detailed survey questions consist of three parts as follows:

- follow-up questions to their previous responses to the preliminary survey for further clarification
- detailed description and explanations of their implementation of six fundamental ITS services selected in initial study
- suggestions/recommendations for developing member countries in the model ITS deployments

3.3.2 Key survey results

About six selected ITS services: As shown in the following figure, all participating countries consider ETCS and ATIS as the most important and fundamental ITS services for the Asian Highways, which are quite similar to the results of 21 member countries except EMS. The average relative rank scores of six ITS services are: 1) ETCS: 1.50, 2) ATIS: 1.75, 3) EMS: 3.25, 4) TTMS: 3.75, 5) WIS: 4.00, 6) BTMS: 5.75. BTMS is selected as the least important service among the six services while TTMS ranks at the fourth. WIS turns out to be less significant than other services although other member countries consider it more important.
Table 10. Importance and usefulness of six services perceived by the participating countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>CHN</th>
<th>KOR</th>
<th>RUS</th>
<th>TUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETCS</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATIS</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTMS</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTMS</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>6th</td>
<td>6th</td>
<td>6th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIS</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participating countries have been collecting most of fundamental traffic and weather information data for deploying various ITS services. However, vehicle queues at junctions and/or bottlenecks are not accurately measured at this point, which will be difficult challenge for providing more accurate traveller information and implementing upgrade ATMS.

Figure 24. Data collection for six fundamental ITS services in the participating countries

The levels of achievement of six ITS services were asked in terms of five different MOEs (Measure of Effectivenesses): i) Safety, ii) Mobility, iii) Capacity/throughput, iv) Customer satisfaction, and v) Productivity. The participating countries show acceptable ratings of achievement in operating six ITS services. The performance of ETCS is perceived to reach quite a satisfactory level. ETCS service has already become a basic element in constructing new roads and widely deployed in all the participating countries. Hence, ETCS operation is quite consistent and reliable across all highway networks in the participating countries.
Further questions were asked to the participating countries to understand the key aspects of ETCS and ATIS, two most important ITS services and their critical elements for service enhancement. For ETCS, level of automation is perceived as the most important aspect while its construction cost is the least important. System reliabilities such as error rate and transaction speed are also evaluated to be critical elements. Market penetration is proposed to be the key element to improve ETCS performance and satisfaction, because more ETCS users can dramatically reduce the whole operating and maintenance costs while providing more convenient services at a lower user cost.

Figure 26. Key aspects in operating and improving ETCS in the participating countries

(a) Key aspects of ETCS
In case of ATIS, real-time performance ranks at the top in providing information to road users. It is important to note that respondents consider privacy protection as one of the most critical aspects in ATIS. Accuracy and coverage size are also perceived to be important as well. The survey results suggest that upgrade of technical elements is critical in order to further improve the quality of ATIS. This suggestion is quite reasonable because fast and reliable estimation of travel time is mostly dependent on data quality and the robustness of methodologies adopted.

**Figure 27. Key aspects in operating and improving ATIS in the participating countries**
EMS, TTMS and BTMS are not as common as ETCS and ATIS. In general, TTMS and BTMS are site-specific ITS services while EMS is one of the fundamental elements required by both TTMS and BTMS in addition to its own purposes. All three services are originally motivated by needs of enhancing road safety and security especially where road sections are most vulnerable to heavy traffic and adverse weather conditions. The objectives of these services have been extended to improve road maintenance and user convenience.

Figure 28. Comparison of motivations of EMS/TTMS/WIS deployments
Lessons from past experiences: Traditionally, most traffic information generated by ITS services used to be disseminated via roadside equipment like VMS and special broadcasting including HAR (Highway Advisory Radio). However, with rapid advance in mobile technologies, mobile devices have become dominant media for information provision. Thus, developing countries do not need to follow the same paths of developed countries in the past. Several traditional media like HAR are expected to become obsolete in the near future. In developing the model ITS for developing countries, it is most critical to select efficient and economical media considering road and information infrastructure.
Contrary to the barriers of deploying ITS services in developing countries, knowledge and human resources are enough in the participating countries. However, lack of budgets is generally the biggest barrier to deploying various ITS services.

As an effort to improve the feasibility of ITS deployment, new sources to collect ITS-related data in an economical and efficient way have been proposed and adopted in many countries. Although road equipment such as loop detectors and surveillance cameras are still required on most highway links, more accurate data sources while being much more inexpensive than roadside devices have been invented and upgraded continuously. For instance, Russia uses aero surveillance systems to track vehicle movement along a long stretch of highway link. Personal mobile devices became quite reliable sources to collect detailed movements of both vehicles and pedestrians.
Figure 31. Economical and efficient sources to collect ITS-related data
ITS Services Selected for Further Consideration

4.1 Operational and Deployable ITS Services

4.1.1 ITS services and architecture

ITS is a generic term for the integrated application of communication, control and information processing technologies to the transportation system. The definition encompasses a broad array of techniques and approaches that may be achieved through stand-alone technological applications or as enhancements to other transportation strategies. The concepts of ITS were motivated by developing modern technologies for use in advanced surface transport systems to address transport-related issues such as congestion, safety, sustainable environment, and productivity. Along with the rapid advance in information and communication technologies, various ITS projects have been implemented to achieve four key abilities of: i) sensing vehicles or shipments in real-time, ii) communicating large amounts of information more reliably, iii) processing large amounts of through advanced information technology, and iv) using this information properly and in real-time. ITS covers all modes of transport and considers all elements of the transportation system (the vehicle, the infrastructure, and the driver or user) interacting together dynamically. The overall function of ITS is to improve decision making, often in real time, by transport network controllers and other users, thereby improving the operation of the entire transport system. Data generated by ITS may provide real-time information about current conditions on a network, or on-line information for journey planning, enabling highway authorities and agencies, road operators, public and commercial transport providers and individual travellers to make better informed, safer, more coordinated and more ‘intelligent’ decisions or ‘smarter’ use of networks.

Deployable ITS services can be identified and classified according to ITS architecture. Hence, development of a comprehensive and systematic national architecture is a prerequisite for properly selecting the model ITS services deployed in each member country. A national ITS architecture identifies what should be done in ITS systems, but does not identify how it should be done. The first requirement of ITS Architecture is to define user services. The user services can be identified in stakeholder meetings before the creation of ITS architecture. Governmental organizations, universities, municipalities, private sector representatives, and other related organizations take part in identification of user services which cover service needs. User services are the bases for the definition of ITS architecture. User services, first of all, provide stakeholders with a full set of user service needs and also correlate between the user service needs and the components of the architecture that satisfy these needs. The components of ITS architecture are logical architecture, physical architecture and sub-elements of physical architecture. The logical architecture defines the functions that are required to meet user services. Many different functions must operate together and share information to provide a user service. The physical architecture defines units of real life that realize the functions and data flows in logical architecture. The physical architecture consists of physical entities such as subsystems and terminators that make up an intelligent transportation system. It also covers architectural flows that connect the various subsystems and terminators to each other. Service package is the key element of physical architecture and carries out a specific function. Service package integrates several different subsystems, equipment packages, terminators and architecture flows to meet the desired service. Hence, the national ITS architecture will:

- Be a guidance in planning, defining and integrating of ITS systems for ITS planners and designate the systems which can be integrated to this system in the future.
- Provide interoperability of ITS systems of different stakeholders and prevent double investment.
- Identify the functions of stakeholders in ITS systems as well as the information which they are required to share.
The term “ITS” is flexible and capable of being interpreted in a broad or narrow way. “Transport telematics” is a term used in Europe for the group of technologies that support ITS. ITS covers all modes of transport and considers all elements of the transportation system – the vehicle, the infrastructure, and the driver or user, interacting together dynamically. Information is at the core of ITS whether it is static or real-time traffic data or a digital map. Hence, many ITS tools are based on the collection, processing, integration and supply of information. The technologies and physical elements that ITS must rely on include the followings:

- Communications: microwave, short-range radio and infrared-based dedicated short-range communications, mobile communications used for real-time travel information; fleet management; emergency response, internet
- Geographical Information Systems: location-based databases of transportation networks, location-based services
- Data Acquisition and Exchange: real-time traffic management and information
- Camera Systems and Artificial Vision: traffic enforcement and security
- Detection and Classification: traffic management, incident management, compliance, safety, security
- In-vehicle Systems: travel information, vehicle control systems, accident avoidance
- Digital Mapping: traffic management, traffic information, route guidance, car park management and routing, lorry route monitoring; recreational facilities direction

**Figure 32. Key physical elements of ITS**

As the evolution of cars is parallel to development of technologies as well as changes in socioeconomic systems, the history of ITS implementation clearly demonstrates a trial-and-error process all over the world. The past experiences suggest that the best solution to implement ITS services depends on the local characteristics of ITS deployment site including socioeconomic attributes, road infrastructure, available technologies and even cultural background. To date, vehicles basically have operated alone but in the future, they will communicate and collaborate with each other and the era of smart car equipped with the cutting-edge IoT technologies is just around corner. New technologies such as wireless communication and IoT allow developing countries to skip
several steps that developed countries had to take. In terms of ITS services, several elements which the leading countries adopted in the past must be removed or modified when they are considered to be implemented in the following underdeveloped countries. Some advanced ITS elements such as mobile phone based services can be simultaneously implementable in both the leading and following member countries.

The model ITS deployments for the Asian Highways must be developed in consideration of rapidly changing smart mobility environments including such as:

- **Connected Vehicle**: vehicle-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-infrastructure (V2I) communications, data concurrent processing for the large-scale vehicle network, development of vehicle crash warning and anti-crash system based on V2V and V2I, promoting the cooperative ITS pilot applications on commercial vehicles and dangerous goods transport vehicles
- **New Energy Vehicles**: electric, hybrid electric, hydrogen
- **Intelligent Public Transport**: intelligent dispatching system of the public transport, signal priority system, dedicated lane operation monitoring system, intelligent service in passenger terminal, intermodal service system integrating bus/subway/taxi/bicycle, intelligent support system for intercity commuting traffic, multi-level regional passenger transport monitoring/coordination/operation system
- **Intelligent Regional Traffic Coordinating and Monitoring**: operating analysis of comprehensive transportation and large-scale highway networks, data fusion-based risk identification of multimodal transportation network, hazardous freight management and emergency response
- **Integrated Traffic Information Services**: DSRC, Next Generation Internet, Broadband Mobile Communications Network
- **Intelligent Logistics**: multimodal intelligent coordinative service system for container transport, freight loading and discharging reservation service, comprehensive logistics information service platform
- **Next Generation Transport Control and Operation**: cyber-physical system, big data, cloud computing, next generation mobile communication

In addition, there are four main areas to be taken a good care of, separately and collectively: i) road users, ii) traffic management centres, iii) vehicle, and iv) road equipment. Each area follows its own evolving path mainly affected by both development of relevant technologies and regulations, which result in temporal mismatch and/or inconsistency among them. For example, a technological gap between vehicle and road equipment may disable specific services. Legal regulations on privacy are always a key issue in the design and operation of advanced traveller information systems.

### 4.2 Fundamental Services of the Asian Highway Model ITS

#### 4.2.1 Selection of the model ITS services

Based on the findings from the preliminary and detailed questionnaire surveys as well as the initial study, six ITS services were selected for the model ITS deployments on the Asian Highways. Deployable functions and elements of the selected ITS services for the member countries should be determined in consideration of each country’s current needs and available resources. The six fundamental services are:

- Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS)
- Electronic Toll Collection System (ETCS)
- Emergency Management System (EMS)
- Tunnel Traffic Management System (TTMS)
- Bridge Traffic Management System (BTMS)
- Weather Information System (WIS)

Other key ITS services such as ATMS, APTS and CVO require traffic information which are collected and generated by ATIS in order to perform their own services. ETCS now becomes a must in toll road operation because of its manifest benefits as well as technical easiness. EMS coupled with TTMS and BTMS becomes more critical as traffic accident fatality is strongly correlated with efficiency of highway incident response system. In general, tunnels and bridges are preferred to normal highway which may require a large amount of
cut and fill earthwork due to environmental issues. At the same time, their construction costs have continuously decreased thanks to advances in tunnel and bridge technologies. Weather information is highly valued in various services and applications while it is rather difficult to collect enough observations to produce accurate forecast over wide area. Hence, ITS roadside equipment can be used as an efficient and reliable instalment of weather instruments, not to mention WIS dramatically helps to prevent weather-related traffic incidents. The following sections provide detailed description on the key elements and functionalities of the selected ITS services.

4.2.2 Advanced Traveller Information System

ATIS is one of the most fundamental ITS services, which collect, analyses, and disseminates information to assist highway travellers in moving from their origins to desired destinations. ATIS is aimed at providing users of the transportation system with more information with which to make decisions about route choices, estimate travel times, and avoid congestion. Relevant information may include locations of incidents, weather and road conditions, optimal routes, recommended speeds, and lane restrictions. The information generated by ATIS is public, private, or a combination and can be provided free, through user subscriptions, or third-party sponsorship. Most ATIS technologies are also aimed at the motor vehicle operator. ATIS consists of three main components:

- **Data Collection**: Traditionally traffic information is collected from VDS (Vehicle Detection System) such as loop detectors and CCTV (Closed Circuit Television). In recent years, new collecting methods using mobile phones and car navigation systems are rapidly spread in urban areas.
  - Vehicle detection sensor: actually collect traffic data using loop detectors and/or video camera
  - Controller: analyze raw data collected from detectors to remove erroneous observations and impute missing data
  - Communication device: transfer the traffic data processed through controller into electrical signals to send them the traffic information management center

- **Information Generation**: The type and amount of traffic information collected from detectors can vary depending on the main purposes of ATIS.
  - Spot (single spot): collect volume, throughput, speed, and turn volume using loop, Radar, and video
  - Section (a pair of two detectors installed between the start and end of a specific road section which is typically less than several kilometers long): collect volume, throughput, headway, occupancy, turn volume, and speed using dual loop and AVI (Automatic Vehicle Identification)
  - Wide Area (Track the whole traveling path of a vehicle using communication devices between the vehicle and roadside equipment): collect route speed and travel time using AVI, DSRC, and GPS

- **Information Provision**: VMS is the most fundamental media for traveler information provision.
  - Generic: average travel speed, travel time, level of congestion, incident ahead, crash information, special events, work zone, severe weather conditions, frequent accident location, tourism information, emergency notice
  - Location-specific traffic congestion due to incidents: cause of congestion, travel warning, expected travel time, detour information
  - Location-specific traffic control due to work zone and special events: cause of control, start and end of traffic control
Information disseminated through VMS is grouped into generic and location-specific based on the information contents. VMS information can be used for not only helping drivers to make more informed decisions but also controlling traffic flows by providing prescriptive information. Other information dissemination media are also widely used, such as in-vehicle navigation, HAR (Highway Advisory Radio), web-based information, and smartphone applications. It is important to note that the display of traveller information should be delicately designed depending on the information dissemination media. For example, drivers are generally unable to recognize and understand more than three information messages simultaneously displayed on VMS. In some cases, graphical information can be easier to understand than text messages while driving. Hence, various elements should be examined to select the most effective dissemination manner including message volume, letter size, colour, font, and symbol.

Table 11. Type of traffic information collected from Video Detection System (VDS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Collection System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Traffic Volume, Headway, Travel Distance/Time</td>
<td>Loop, Video, Radar, Laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Speed, Density, Occupancy, Delay</td>
<td>Loop, Video, Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection</td>
<td>Vehicle Movement</td>
<td>Loop, Video, Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Mix</td>
<td>Vehicle Classification</td>
<td>Loop, Video</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Electronic Toll Collection System

ETCS is installed to mitigate traffic congestion and to enhance driver comfort by automating toll payment without stopping at a toll booth. Automatic toll collection is made through detection of vehicle identification and electronic charge of toll on the corresponding vehicle. In general, the payment method is in the form of direct debit from bank account of the subscribers or charge on their credit cards. The toll transactions produced by on-board units at the toll lanes are gathered at main centre in hierarchical order and are transmitted to respective banks. Banks deduct the toll amounts from user’s accounts or charge to their credit cards. Banks keep the money arising from toll transactions for a limited duration and then transfer to the account of respective toll road operators. The commissioned banks carry out the functions of subscription of road users, delivering on-board units, managing user’s accounts and issuing bank statements. The main elements of ETCS consist of four parts: i) gate control, ii) in-vehicle device, iii) control centre, and iv) communication protocol.

- **Gate Control**: Two types of gate control exist: i) open and ii) closed system. The former is used when
toll is collected at a specific location of road, while the latter is to collect toll on actual travel distance from the entrance to the exit of toll road.

- In-vehicle Device: The core of the toll system is automatic log-on, using an On-Board Unit (OBU). OBU is installed to communicate between vehicle and gate antenna for vehicle identification and toll collection. IC card needs to be inserted into OBU to toll charge. This is the ideal way if you wish to pay the toll with as little fuss as possible.

- Control Center: A main control center collects real-time information from ETCS gates and controls the whole ETCS by maintaining data communication, archival, and retrieval.

- Communication Protocol: Microwave, short-range radio and infrared-based DSRC are most widely used all around the world. The following table provides the details on major protocols used in ETCS.

![Figure 34. Overall ETCS system](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Radio Frequency</th>
<th>Infrared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>5.795 – 5.803 Gzh</td>
<td>5.795 – 5.803 Gzh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Distance</td>
<td>About 10 meters</td>
<td>More than 20-30 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Usage Efficiency</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Facts</td>
<td>- Widely validated technology</td>
<td>- More flexible application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Difficult to provide additional services</td>
<td>- Appropriate to provide additional services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vulnerable to interference from other frequencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopting Countries</td>
<td>France, Italy, Germany, U.S.A., Singapore, Chile, etc.</td>
<td>Japan, Korea, U.S.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.4 Emergency Management System

Possible emergencies on the Asian Highway network range from severe road conditions due to natural disaster to vehicle crashes. EMS is designed to quickly respond to those emergent events through automatic detection, emergency vehicle dispatch, evacuation, route guidance, and support for relief work. The most critical element is to minimize the emergency response time which can be measured by detection-arrival-evacuation time. Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) has been effectively used for more effective response to large-scale emergencies, and integrated more closely with government and police security operations. Real-time provision of traffic information via ATIS can contribute to minimizing reaction times and ensuring optimal performance.

The Asian Highway network typically runs through rural areas where very low volume of traffic is observed. With a little traffic, it is rather difficult to automatically detect emergencies on road because such an emergency does not create severe congestion. Hence, automatic notification of emergencies by e-Call services can be critical in saving lives in remote or rural areas of the Asian Highway network. In e-Call system, emergency notification can be manual by the driver’s pushing a panic/emergency button inside his/her vehicle or automatic by detection of air bag deployment. Roadside emergency call system should also be provided for vehicles without e-Call system. A rapid spread of wireless communication devices supports to bring rapid help in remote areas. In case of seriously-injured victims, doctors can monitor patient condition and advice on first aid before hospital arrival.

Figure 35. EMS configuration
4.2.5 Tunnel Traffic Management System

Prompt and proper responses to traffic incidents are extremely critical in terms of saving human lives and minimizing adverse traffic impacts on whole traffic network. Tunnel Traffic Management System includes a planned and coordinated multi-disciplinary process to detect, respond to, and clear traffic incidents inside tunnels so that traffic flow may be restored as safely and quickly as possible. Effective traffic incident response reduces the duration and impacts of traffic incidents and improves the safety of motorists, crash victims and emergency responders, especially in case of tunnel incidents.

Some of the most challenging incident scenes for first responders involve tunnels. A report of a smoke condition, unknown odours or possible flooding will necessitate a speedy fire service response. Even a simple vehicle fire
can create a situation in which many helpless civilians are trapped. Thus, TTMS generally consists of several sub-systems including:

- **Tunnel Lighting Management System**: i) control the lighting in a very different and effective manner compared to the traditional manual methods with different type of source (LED or High Pressure Sodium) controls, ii) control all lighting sources from the centre.

- **Tunnel Ventilation and Control System**: i) measure the level of poisonous gas (e.g., CO, NO, NO₂) and other from the exhaust emission with special sensors, ii) make these gas flowed out of the tunnel with different level of ventilations

- **Tunnel Traffic Control and Management System**: i) various kinds of visual and acoustic information system for drivers to disseminate all the information and the current situation in the tunnel, ii) Variable Message Signs, iii) variable Lane and speed control signs iv) tunnel radio and wireless communication systems, v) in-tunnel public announcement systems, vi) vehicle counting and classification system

- **Road Weather Information and Control System**: i) measure weather information with the weather stations at the entrance and exit of the tunnels, ii) forecast weather (e.g., for the next 30 minutes), iii) send weather information to tunnel information system in order to inform the drivers

- **Tunnel CCTV and Incident Detection System**: i) detect any type of unusual events using cameras seeing all parts of the tunnel, ii) store all the images digitally including the ones from emergency exit, iii) process the camera images using the incident detection system to detect events such as stopped and wrong way vehicles, packages dropped from trucks, and walking passengers, iv) give alarms to the operators

- **Enforcement and Plate Recognition System**: i) detect the plate of the over speed vehicles using the surveillance cameras and send to the enforcement system for ticketing, ii) choose speed corridor or fixed location for enforcement

- **Fire Detection, Alarm and Monitoring Control Systems**: i) first phase of the detection based on the fibre optic cable on the tunnel, ii) second phase of detection using the detectors located on all types of equipment in the tunnel such as the fire fighting cabinets, fire extinguisher, and also from the fire buttons located on different part of the tunnels, iii) final and most important detection by the smoke on the camera images

- **Fire Extinguishing System**: i) specially designed fire cabinets with the combination water and gas extinguishing solutions, ii) no need for any other equipment for fighters both for the water and gas system, iii) small size extinguishers and fire hoses for unprofessional people which are easy to access and use

- **Emergency Stations and SOS Emergency Phone Systems**: emergency stations within a close distance, ii) fire cabinets resisting for a long period (e.g., 120 minutes) which are isolated for dust, heat and water, iii) SOS emergency phone, fire button, and two 6 litre fire extinguishers, iv) high speed fiber communication with redundant system to the centre

4.2.6 Bridge Traffic Management System

Like tunnel, bridge is also a very critical road section where prompt and effective responses must be achieved to all kinds of incidents. BTMS has a similar set of sub-systems which are included in TTMS except for ventilation system as follows:

- **Bridge Lighting Management System**
- **Bridge Traffic Control and Management System**
- **Road Weather Information and Control System**
- **Bridge CCTV and Incident Detection System**
- **Enforcement and Plate Recognition System**
- **Fire Detection, Alarm and Monitoring Control Systems**
- **Fire Extinguishing System**
- **Emergency Stations and SOS Emergency Phone Systems**
4.2.7 Weather Information System

WIS plays a key role in various ITS services which uses road weather information as input. A Road Weather Information System (RWIS) includes automatic weather stations, a communication system for data transfer, and central systems to collect field data from numerous Environmental Sensor Stations (ESS). These stations measure real-time atmospheric, pavement, water level conditions, and visibility. Central RWIS hardware and software are used to process observations from ESS to develop weather forecasts and disseminate road weather information to traffic management centres as well as drivers. RWIS data are also used by road operators and maintainers to support offline decision making. Typical sensors used in RWIS include: i) thermometer for measuring temperature and pavement conditions, ii) anemometer for measuring wind speed, iii) wind vane for measuring wind direction, iv) visibility sensor for detecting fog and smoke, and v) rain gauge for measuring precipitation.
4.3 Emerging Technologies in the Field of Intelligent Transportation Systems

4.3.1 Automated vehicles

An automotive vehicle is a vehicle in which some aspect of safety control functions such as steering, throttle or braking occur without the driver entering it directly. Automated vehicles can be autonomous using only vehicle sensors or connected using communication systems such as connected vehicle technology where cars and roadside infrastructure communicate wirelessly. Connectivity is an important factor in realizing all the potential benefits and broad implementation of automated vehicles. Automated vehicles have the potential to bring traffic safety, mobility, energy and environmental benefits to the Asian Highway network. These benefits include collision avoidance, reduced energy consumption and reduced vehicle emissions, reduced travel times, improved run-time reliability and multi-modal connectivity, improved transportation system efficiency and accessibility, and increased population, especially people with disabilities and aging populations. The speed of research, development and commercialization of automation technology has increased rapidly in recent years. Today's available technology requires human operators to be prepared to monitor and control the roads, but research is underway to develop fully self-propelled vehicles.
4.3.2 Connected vehicles

While development of fully automated vehicles is in progress, connected vehicles are also being developed and tested which cars, buses, trucks, trains, roads and other infrastructures, smart phones and other devices can communicate with each other. For example, cars on highways communicate with each other using short-range radio signals, so every car on the road can see where other nearby cars are. As the driver approaches the intersection or approaching car, he or she will be alerted and warned of dangerous situations such as running red lights, running red lights off the curve, or crossing lanes to avoid obstacles on the road.

Connected vehicles are expected to bring great benefits in three areas: i) safety, ii) mobility and iii) environment.

- **Safety:** Connected vehicle allows 360-degree recognition of risks and situations that are not visible to the driver. In-vehicle warnings alert the driver of imminent collision situations, such as sudden braking of a truck, a vehicle on the driver's blind or the vehicle. By communicating with roadside infrastructures, the driver can predict when an upcoming traffic light is about to change. Automotive driver advisory applications warn drivers of worsening or dangerous driving conditions. Forward collision warning alerts a driver of a risk of a rear-end collision when cars ahead are stopped.

- **Mobility:** Anonymous signals from connected vehicles will help generate new data on how, when, and where the vehicle moves. Traffic management centres will analyse those information that will help make roads safer and less congested. This new and rich data environment will be the source of new mobility applications that help keep traffic flowing and help people plan their travel experiences more easily. For example, various applications using real-time data generated by connective vehicles help you find open parking spaces, available last-minute carpooling partners, guarantee bus or train connections, or help blind pedestrians cross the street.

- **Environment:** Connected vehicle applications can save gas by optimizing the phasing of traffic signals to eliminate idling and unnecessary stop-and-go. The applications can also help you avoid congestion.
by using public transit or changing travel schedules to choose a different route, which makes it more environmentally friendly to travel. Special lanes can be dedicated to drivers of low emissions, high occupancy, public transportation, alternative fuel vehicles and trucks to promote and support the most environmentally friendly driving possible.

Figure 41. Communication among connected vehicles

4.3.3 Smart highways

In 2006, Korean Government launched Smart Highway Project to build the world’s most intelligent highways. Currently in Korea, approximately 80% of traffic accidents on expressways are attributed to driver negligence and Korea records the lowest level of traffic safety among OECD member countries. The Smart Highway Project aims to reduce the accident rate and help people use expressways more conveniently by converging information, automobile and road management technologies.

The Smart Highway Project can be divided into four fields; the development of road-based technology, traffic management technology using wireless communications, automobile-related technology and the application of the research outcomes.

- The first one covers safe driving in adverse weather conditions such as fog and snow, the utilization of natural energy sources in the form of natural lighting and the like, and the development of safety structures such as high-performance barriers and road signs with higher legibility. The idea is to achieve the core values of an intelligent highway system, that is, safety, convenience, punctuality and eco-friendliness.
- The second part is associated with combining telecommunications technologies with traffic management in order to prevent chain collisions by dint of vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-base station communications designed to cope with unexpected contingencies in real time. The development
of multilane tolling systems, in which tolls can be paid without the need to reduce speed, is also included in this category.

- The third one is related to the provision of real-time traffic information for individual cars. In this, comprehensive road and vehicle management systems are established and technologies for lane departure prevention and vehicle control assistance based on road related data developed.
- The last one is research into how such smart highway technologies can be applied on a commercial scale.

A 7.7km-long test section in the Jungbu Inland Expressway was built in order to verify the feasibility and operability of the following four main technologies.

- **Smart-I**: It monitors expressway sections kilometre by kilometre and provides the administrator with real-time information regarding stone or rock droppings, and broken vehicles, etc. The system is made up of an array of cameras, auto-tracking CCTV and radar. It is capable of detecting such droppings of a minimum size of 30cm within 30 seconds at an accuracy rate of at least 95%.

- **Smart tolling**: This multi-lane tolling system allows cars to pass toll booths without reducing their speed or change lanes for toll stations. It is the first active-type tolling system in the world, and more improved and efficient than existing Hi-Pass tolling and passive systems found in the United States and Europe.

- **Active-type defogging system**: Deep fog causes not only traffic accidents but also road congestion, which is a serious problem for drivers and road managers. Until now, however, there was no mist removal technique, so the road manager had to wait for the fog to clear. The Smart Highway is equipped with a mobile fog removal vehicle or a fog remover on the highway median. In the case of the fog remover installed on the highway separator, when the fog is deeply caught, it automatically detects it and proceeds to remove the fog. A system for detecting road surface conditions using radar is also installed. Through the radar installed on the side of the highway, the road condition is checked and if it is not normal, the driver can be informed immediately through the control room. If there is an icing section, the hot coil buried beneath the road is operated to melt ice, or road maintenance personnel are automatically notified for immediate dispatch to that road section.

- **Autonomous and connected vehicle operation**: Smart highways are constructed to improve the operational convenience of autonomous and connected cars to be developed in the future. A special device is planted underneath the smart highway to help autonomous or connected vehicles with a built-in automatic driving function recognize the road lane easily.

**Figure 42. Smart Highway in Korea**
5

PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED IN THE PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

Four national ITS experts from each member country participating in the model ITS development provided detailed reports on the past and current ITS projects implemented in each country as well as future plans. All of four ITS reports describe the details of their ITS projects including goals, policies, contents, and effects. In particular, the experts have provided very specific advice and suggestions for ITS implementation in other member countries, based on their in-depth experience and intuition gained through the ITS project implementation. This chapter systematically reorganizes and summarizes the four ITS reports prepared by the national ITS experts. Therefore, the figures, tables and data presented here have been quoted from the ITS expert reports and the relevant sources mentioned in the reports.

5.1 China

5.1.1 Expressway network ETCS in China

ETCS is a vital means to solve the problem of expressway toll station congestion, energy saving and emission reduction. The mass expressway network toll collection in China is without precedent in foreign countries. With extensive coverage, hundreds of construction companies, or still in the process of construction help China carry out ETCS in its toll system where the overall expressway network transportation amount is not evenly distributed. This is an issue that the developed countries have never met, thus the existing technology and system in foreign countries are not applicable for China. Normally, a provincial expressway network in China covers at least 2000-5000 kilometres, and a large number of ramp toll collection stations have only a few toll collection lanes and low traffic flow. The toll collection system of expressway in China is far more complicated than that in other countries. China needs both ETCS and the current existing manual toll collection (MTC).

Figure 43. ETC system in China

According to the complicated application environment of expressway in China and comprehensive consideration of the reliability and economy of the mass enclosed-type expressway toll collection systems, from the late 1990's. With the strong support of the Chinese government, we began to organize a series of technical studies and pilot projects. After sufficient researches and demonstrations on DSRC and RFID technology in the aspects of technology advancement, transmission rate and security, future development space, internationalization extent, further development etc., the final choice of China ETCS standard communication
platform was DSRC technology. Based on the international general 5.8GHz vehicle-infrastructure and vehicle-vehicle communication frequency, we established the theory and technology standard system of a combinatorial ETCS with independent intellectual property rights, which was the first to propose and invent the combinatorial ETCS technology. Since the release of China ETCS standard, it has been strongly supporting the domestic electronic toll collection technology and the growth and development of its industry chain. By 2015, China's expressway ETCS had achieved nationwide networking, covering 29 provinces and cities, 12,772 ETCS specific lanes, 25.15 million ETCS users and 23,187 service points. Every year, 380,000 tons CO2 emission was deducted due to the nonstop toll.

5.1.2 Expressway network operation monitoring and service project

Expressway network is the strategic infrastructure that supports socio-economic development, serves public transport, and secures national defence. With over 20 years of development, expressways in China have been formed into a network. The national wide expressway network operation monitoring and service system was developed based on the current monitoring and tolling system. This system wanted to prove efficiency with integrative service and promote the overall efficiency on this mass network. The expressways are managed by different road authorities in China, this leads to the expressway management systems being different and close to each other. This project has solved a series of key technical issues through years of tackling and doing practices, such as deficiency in methods of operating status evaluation, difficulty in integration of heterogeneous systems, and deficiency in wide-range service methods.

Figure 44. National Trunk Highway System (NTHS) network of freeways in China

This project built up the theory and methods for transport information granular computing and network condition evaluation. The analytical methods of the network structure, the evaluation index system, and quantitative evaluation of the operation status of national and regional network were all estimated. In order to deal with the interregional and multiple systems connection, data exchange problem and a guarantee on the steadiness and compatibility of provincial systems, this project developed the distributed system information interoperable technologies, the key secure and credible technologies of highway tolls, and the developed data upfront connected apparatus. A multi-level (National, provincial and road segment) network operation monitoring and service framework was established. Based on the researches above, this project estimated the
national expressway network operation monitoring and service system, which realized high efficient interconnection and information sharing among 30 provincial platforms. The national-provincial-segment three-layer network operation monitoring and service system, which covers 2000 segments, 100000 km expressway, and 400000 km trunk highway, apprehended national network conditions evaluation, cross-provincial network monitoring and scheduling, and large-scale road meteorological warnings. This project formed 20 national standards and 5 industrial specifications. The results have been implemented widely, which comprehensively promote the ability of overall operational efficiency, emergency response, and service of national expressway network.

5.1.3 Intelligent urban public transport

In December 2011, the Ministry of Transport decided to choose some of the cities that intended to build Public Transport Metropolis, and initiated the first-batch demonstration project of intelligent urban public transport. Up to now, most of these pilot cities have implemented the initial design. In some fast construction cities such as Zhengzhou, Xi’an, Jinan, Shenzhen and Chongqing, have already entered the engineering construction phase. The demonstration project mainly includes the software and hardware construction in three aspects, including traffic dispatching management of urban public transport enterprise, passenger travel information service, industry operation supervision and decision-making. Meanwhile, 11 engineering standards are made according to the engineering operation, such as on-board intelligent service terminal, electronic bus-stop board, data communication protocol, and a data collection communication protocol.

Take Shenzhen as an example. Shenzhen is one of the Public Transport Metropolis project pilot cites. By using the intelligent public transport method, the congestion in Shenzhen is decreased and the usage of public transport is increased. A public transport data centre is constructed which gives sufficient data to public transport information service platforms. The intelligent public transport dispatching management system is thoroughly applied in urban public transport enterprises in Shenzhen. It greatly changed the existing backward operation and dispatching mode. Via the network, it provides remote dispatching services to public transport enterprises, thus reducing the cost of intelligent dispatching of public transport enterprises, effectively improving the production efficiency and safety of public transport enterprises, and improving the coordinative operation efficiency and service capability of urban passenger transport.

Figure 45. Urban public transport system in China

5.1.4 Overall situation of ITS practices in China

The Chinese government has put high priorities on the ITS development and deployments since 1995. A series of activities were carried out from 1996 to 2014, including the research of national ITS development strategies and architecture, ITS standardization programs, the research plan of key technology, urban and highway deployment projects. In addition, a special emphasis was put as the national ITS projects serving the Olympic Games, World Expo and other important events. A new generation ITS research plan has been launched in
China, based on China social and economic background. Some new technologies, such as 4G and 5G telecommunication, DSRC, internets are used as powerful tools in intelligent transportation systems. These new systems will be designed and tested in the next 5-10 years.

**ITS Architecture:** Since 1996, the Chinese government implemented a series of international exchange and cooperation programs in the field of ITS, and supported related domestic research and development initiatives. The ITS development and application have involved many fields and departments in the comprehensive transportation system. The Chinese government began to organize the Study of National ITS Architecture in 1999. This program was assigned to the National ITS Centre. More than 100 experts from universities, research institutes, enterprises and various departments participated in the research work of this program. The National ITS Architecture of China was published in 2000. In the process of completing the research work, the current administrative and managerial system of China were carefully considered to make ITS feasible for real use in China. The research output has outlined the development and will be the basis for the future ITS development in China.

**Standardization:** The National Standardization Administration of China, Ministry of Transport, National ITS Centre and ISO/TC204 China Domestic Committee undertook “Research of the China ITS Standard System” from 2001-2003. The standard system covers areas including information definition and encoding, dedicated short range communications, digital mapping and positioning, electronic toll collection, traffic management and emergency management, comprehensive transportation, transportation management, information services, smart road and vehicle systems. The National Technical Committee on ITS Standardization (SCA/TC268) was established in May 2003. The National ITS Centre (ITSC) serves as the secretariat of the committee. Until 2015, 89 ITS standards were released, and 33 drafts were reviewed.

**Demonstration projects of urban intelligent traffic management:** In 2008, the Beijing Olympic integrated intelligent traffic management and service systems were established in Beijing. The system used the integrated Olympic traffic information platform as the centre platform, and included urban traffic control and command system, vehicle monitoring and service system, public transit management system and traffic information and decision-making system. The system covered more than 20 kinds of traffic information, such as bus, metro, IC card, expressway and long-distance passenger transport. The real-time road side traffic information covered 90% of major road within the 5th ring road area. This system provided advanced technical support for the Olympic Games, and strongly guaranteed the smooth traffic operation during the Olympic Games, thus fully implemented the concept of “Hi-tech Olympics”. During two months of the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games, the urban road traffic was safe and smooth, and the driving speed of vehicles was significantly improved. The transport management and service system during the Olympic Games improved the public transport and urban freight, operation of social traffic, transport for the Games, and traffic environment in Beijing. For the 2010 Shanghai World Expo, the Shanghai integrated intelligent transport system was set up, which included the urban road monitoring system, transport hub travel information system, traffic emergency incident management system, Expo traffic routing system and the Expo vehicle priority system. The integrated intelligent transport system at Shanghai, without any traffic restrictions and special traffic control measures, guaranteed the smooth operation of the transport system during the Shanghai World Expo for 184 days accommodating 70 million tourists, with a single day highest number of tourists of 1.03 million. This system provided a comprehensive technical support and information service during the World Expo. It improved the efficiency of road traffic operations in Shanghai, which effectively alleviated traffic jam, traffic accident, vehicle emissions, and improved the traffic ecological environment. According to the evaluation of relevant departments, the average speed in central urban area was increased by 3%, roads gridlock-free time was increased by 7%, vehicle emissions was reduced by 3%. The real-time traffic processing time was less than 1 minute, and 92% accurate. The responding time of the overall coordination guidance scheme was less than 2 minutes. The case disposal time was decreased by 25%. After 2010, the Beijing Intelligent traffic management system and the Shanghai integrated intelligent transport system became models of the China urban traffic management system. A series of standards and specifications were developed based on practices and experiences of Beijing and Shanghai.

**Expressway network ETCS:** ETCS is a vital means to solve the problem of expressway toll station congestion, savings in energy consumption and emission reduction. From the late 1990's, with the strong support of the
Chinese government, a series of technical studies were conducted and pilot projects were implemented. After sufficient researches and demonstrations on DSRC and RFID technologies in terms of technology advancement, transmission rate and security, future development space, potential for future extensions and further development, the final choice of China ETCS standard communication platform was DSRC technology. Based on the international general 5.8 GHz vehicle-infrastructure and vehicle-vehicle communication frequency, the theory and technology standard system of a combinatorial ETCS with independent intellectual property rights was established, which was the first to propose and invent the combinatorial ETCS technology. Since the release of the China ETCS standard, it has been strongly supporting the domestic electronic toll collection technology and the growth and development of the industry chain. By 2015, China's expressway ETCS has achieved nationwide networking, covering 29 provinces and cities, 12,772 ETCS specific lanes, 25.15 million ETCS users and 23,187 service points in total. The scale effect of ETCS has emerged which is explained below.

- First, it significantly improves traffic capacity and efficiency, effectively alleviated the traffic congestion at toll stations, and reduced travel delay. In terms of traffic capacity, the traffic capacity of one ETCS lane is equivalent to 5 manual toll collection lanes, which leads to the average time for vehicle to pass the toll station decreasing from 14 seconds to 3 seconds. After setting up the exclusive ETCS lane, the traffic capacity and efficiency of the toll station were significantly improved, and the traffic congestion at peak-hour was effectively alleviated. At some mainline toll stations, the transaction volume of ETCS at peak-hour accounts for more than 30%, which greatly alleviated the congestion at toll stations. With continuous increases in demands, the actual effect will become more and more significant.

- Secondly, it reduces fuel consumption and emission. The reduction of energy consumption and emission due to ETCS are an important manifestation of its external benefits on energy and environment. The environmental protection department finds that compared to the manual toll collection lane, the average fuel consumption of ETCS lane was decreased by 0.0314 litre/vehicle, discharge of CH compound is decreased by about 0.7 g/vehicle, discharge of CO compound is decreased by 4.7 g/vehicle, and discharge of NO compound is decreased by 0.3 g/vehicle. ETCS can reduce average fuel consumption by 20%, carbon dioxide discharge about 50%, and carbon monoxide discharge about 70%. It is estimated that the fuel saving of ETCS in China is about 65 million litres, the average annual energy saving is about RMB 430 million. Based on the current market price, it can save about RMB 150 million on annual environment pollution control cost.

- Thirdly, it saves land resource and decreases operation costs. In the past when the traffic capacity of toll station was saturated, in order to alleviate the congestion at the toll station, usual expansion of the toll collection area solved the problem. The number of toll collection lanes at some provincial boundaries added up to 40 lanes. ETCS improves the traffic efficiency of expressway toll station and reduces the number of manual toll collection lanes. Thus, ETCS saves indirect costs, such as land acquisition costs and toll station construction costs, which can save up to 87% of the toll station extension costs, and around 20% of labour and service costs.

- Fourthly, it leads the development in the relevant information technology industry. Based on the independent intellectual property rights of ETCS open standards and technology, the ETCS-related hardware and software industry have already been developed. The industrial development of all dimensions quickly increased external benefit, with a rapid growth in market size. Up to now, there are more than 30 enterprises developing and manufacturing the key equipment of ETCS based on relevant standard specifications, among which products of 52 OBU types, 22 RSU types and 28 smart card types have passed the examination. Currently these enterprises have produced around 13000 sets of RSU and around 20 million sets of OBU. More than 10 enterprises have developed and produced smart card products, including PSAM card, CPU user card and OBE-SAM with an annual output capacity up to 300 million pieces. The total output value of these enterprises adds up to RMB 10 billion. It can be predicted that the future large-scale construction and development of ETCS system will also lead to a broader market.

**Intelligent road network management:** In China, the total number of expressway traffic flow detection facilities is up to nearly 11,000 sets, camera-monitoring facilities (along the road section) up to 39,000 sets, meteorological monitoring facilities up to 1,700 sets. The total number of common provincial and national main roads traffic flow detection facilities is up to 7,000 sets, and its camera-monitoring facilities (along the road section) up to 10,000 sets. In addition to those, the expressway toll plaza, grand bridge, and long tunnel are covered with traffic flow detectors and camera-monitoring facilities. Across the country, more than 200 sets of
bridge health monitoring facilities have been set up for various kinds of across-sea and across-river grand
bridges. More than 170 sets of monitoring facilities have been set up for various kinds of cutting slope and road
embankment settlements. The nationwide expressway network operation monitoring and service system was
developed based on the current monitoring and tolling system. This project has resolved a series of key technical
issues through years of experiences, such as deficiency in methods of operating status evaluations, difficulty in
integration of heterogeneous systems, and deficiency in wide-range service methods. This project built up the
theory and methods for transport information granular computing and network condition evaluations. A multi-
level (national, provincial and road segment) network operation monitoring and service framework was
established. Currently, 13 provinces (autonomous regions and direct-controlled municipalities) have officially
established the provincial road network centre, and 26 provinces, autonomous regions and direct-controlled
municipalities have established the expressway network monitoring centre. In addition, Tianjin, Shanghai,
Liaoning, and Yunnan, these four provinces and direct-controlled municipalities, have set up the provincial
level, common provincial and national main roads monitoring centre. The Ministry of Transport has set up the
national expressway network operations monitoring and service system, which realizes efficient
interconnection and information sharing with 30 provincial and municipal road network operations, monitoring
and service platforms. Thus the 3-layered road network operations monitoring and service systems, including
national, provincial and municipal, and local road, has been set up, covering over 2000 road segments, 100
thousand kilometres of expressways and 400 thousand kilometres of main roads. It includes services like the
condition assessment of road network all over China, interprovincial road network monitoring and dispatching,
large-scale highway weather forecasting and early warning, and electronic toll collection systems. It has
comprehensively improved the overall efficiency of expressway network operations, emergency disposal
capacity and service level, leading to tremendous social benefits and significant indirect economic benefits.
Compared to 2013, in 2014 the average duration of blocking events of the road network was decreased by 20%,
and the comprehensive operative index that reflected the road network technical condition and gridlock-free
condition was increased by more than 22%.

Urban transport coordination system: In recent years, the intelligent level of urban road monitoring has been
continuously improved. There are more than 300 cities and regions undergoing smart city planning in China. A
total of 586 cities have built up intelligent centres of public security and traffic, among which 325 cities have
set up intelligent dispatching platforms that are based on geographical information system. Four hundred and
sixty-seven cities have implemented network controls of traffic signals. There are 95 thousand video monitoring
nodes in China (including 25 thousand highway monitoring nodes), among which there are 57 thousand high-
definition video monitoring nodes. Meanwhile, traffic video monitor platform is built in 280 cities. Through
the extensive range of urban road monitoring, the traffic incident detection and processing speed has been
significantly improved, effectively alleviating urban traffic jams. For example, the Beijing Transport
Department has gradually established a multilayer transportation operations coordination system, including
transportation operations coordination centre (TOCC) as the lead; ground public transit intelligent coordination
centre, rail transport control centre, and expressway operations coordination centre as the backbone; and taxi
operations coordination centre and provincial long-distance passenger transport monitor centre as the support.
Thus, it was possible to realize a centralized, unified, efficient, and authoritative control and management of
traffic in Beijing.

Intelligent public transportation system: In December 2011, the Ministry of Transport decided to choose some
of the cities that intended to build Public Transport Metropolis, and initiated the first demonstration project of
intelligent urban public transport. Up to now, most of these pilot cities have implemented the initial design; in
some fast construction cities such as Zhengzhou, Xi’an, Jinan and Chongqing, have already entered to the
construction phase. The demonstration project mainly includes the software and hardware development in three
aspects, including traffic dispatching management of urban public transport enterprise, passenger travel
information service, and industry operation supervision and decision-making. Meanwhile, 11 engineering
standards are made according to the engineering operation, such as on-board intelligent service terminal,
electronic bus-stop board, data communication protocol, and data collection communication protocol. The
intelligent public transport dispatching management system is thoroughly applied in urban public transport
enterprises in Beijing, Shenzhen, Zhengzhou, Shanghai, Jinan, Nanjing, Chengdu, Guangzhou, and Xi’an. It
greatly upgrades the existing backward operation and dispatching mode. Through this system, remote
dispatching service to public transport enterprises is possible. The system reduces the cost of intelligent
dispatching of public transport enterprises, effectively improves the production efficiency and safety of public transport enterprises, and improves the operation efficiency and service capability of urban passenger transport.

**Network control of commercial vehicles:** China has set up a “GPS network control system for critical commercial vehicles”, which mainly regulates that GPS equipment should be installed on commercial vehicles carrying dangerous goods. Thus, the movement of the vehicle can be monitored to check whether the vehicle is following the scheduled route. The system consists of three parts, the exchange platform at national level, provincial public service platform (provincial platform), and the local and enterprise platform. The specific transport information network is applied between national and provincial platforms to realize GPS positioning data exchanges. The data of electronic route form and transport management is delivered through Internet. Currently, based on GPS and Beidou system, the dynamic information exchange platform for national critical commercial vehicles is implemented. Three million vehicles of including two types of passenger vehicles and one type of vehicle that carries dangerous goods (passenger vehicle for tourism, route vehicle above III class, and road special vehicle carrying dangerous chemicals, firework, and civil explosives) have been fully connected to the network control system. The coverage rate of dynamic monitoring of bus and taxi in provincial capital cities and cities in eastern area is over 90%. Before the end of 2015, it was expected that two types of passenger vehicles, and vehicles carrying dangerous goods will have pre-instalment of satellite positioning devices. This system plays an important role in reducing traffic accidents while strengthening the monitoring of critical commercial vehicles in the region. It improves the monitoring capability of transport vehicles, and has achieved remarkable results in ensuring safety and security of road traffic and road transport.

**Integrated intelligent transportation hub:** In 2011, in the integrated transportation 12th five-year plan, the Ministry of Transport made the integrated intelligent passenger transportation hub, including railway, highway, and urban transport, as a major trend. The coordination management and information service systems of the integrated passenger transport hub are established in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Chongqing, Changsha, and Chengdu. These urban intelligent hub systems mainly include hub station operation and management system, system of various transport modes coordination and transfer support, passenger integrated information service system, and hub integrated information management system. Shanghai Hongqiao hub is a large-scale integrated transportation centre, including railway, Pudong Maglev, aviation, subway, light rail, bus, passenger transport station and taxi. It is currently the most modern, fully functional, advanced, energy efficient and environmentally friendly large-scale railway integrated hub in China. The intelligent hub system has already become the daily business support system for the whole hub operation. The intelligent hub system is also built in Beijing Dongzhimen hub, Sihui hub, and Songjiazhuang hub, respectively. Every day it provides information for management departments of various transport modes in the hub. Especially, the passenger flow monitoring and early warning technology provides decision-making support for management staff at rush hour, which effectively alleviates the accumulation of passenger flow in the hub. The intelligent hub system provides timely and accurate information for the hub’s passenger transport enterprises, so that it reasonably allocates operational capacity, improves vehicle's attendance rate, reduces vehicle’s unnecessary hub-inside and hub-outside waiting time, improves transport efficiency, and reduces energy consumption. In addition, through providing timely, accurate and authoritative comprehensive information, the system provides personalized and practical comprehensive information service for travellers. The information is circulated among different transport modes, which facilitates the scientific planning of travellers, allows to adjust travel modes, travel route and travel arrangements. It effectively shortens travel time and transfer time, and enhances the travel experience of travellers.
Intelligent transportation information service: The Ministry of Transport established the China highway information network and waterway travel service board, and provides travel information services to the public through the ministerial website. At present, all over China the Department of Transport (bureau, committee) of 30 provinces (autonomous regions and direct-controlled municipalities) have established travel information service systems, or are relying on the government website to establish public travel service boards, providing basic highway information, long-distance passenger transport information, waterway travel information, urban public transport information, railway and civil aviation information, tourism meteorology and other services. Twenty-seven provinces have carried out the development of provincial road passenger transport network ticketing systems, providing diversified ticketing services and comprehensive passenger information services for the public. The network-operating telephone system (call number: 12328) is under construction. It realizes the “one number service” of monitoring, which significantly improves service capabilities, such as processing of complaints and advisory services. This enables the running of 3-layered passenger transportation service networks including national, provincial, and municipal level. In addition, Internet companies such as AutoNavi, Baidu, and Tencent have launched travel information services. The information service not only includes various transport information products, such as path navigation, real-time traffic, taxi call, bus dynamic information, and flight dynamic information. But also includes daily life information services, including information such as food, hotel, and shopping malls. According to the customer’s requirement, it can provide multiple value-oriented travel route planning’s, such as the shortest distance, quickest time, and most economical route planning. Based on the real-time road condition, it can choose the best bus/vehicle driving route, and provide travel planning and daily live information services for the customer. The construction and development of intelligent transportation travel information service systems have greatly improved the capability of public transportation information service.
Freight transportation and logistics: In order to efficiently support the domestic and international trade and logistics, the government and enterprises promote the development of logistics information service platforms actively. The national transportation logistics information platform is a public logistics information service network. The enterprises could provide logistics information on this platform, which will make contribution to logistics efficiency and service level. Through several years of development, it has made great progress. More than 100,000 enterprises are involved in this platform which has produced about 200 million transaction data records. The Northeast Asia Logistics Information Service Network is also involved in this platform which provides service for the container information sharing among China, Japan and Korea. Most of local government promotes the development of local transportation logistics information platform which is a necessary complement to national transportation logistics information platform. This platform provides better support for intelligent logistics development in China.

5.2 Republic of Korea

5.2.1 ITS Practices in Korea Expressway Corporation

The ITS projects in Korea have been led mainly by public sectors including central, local governments, and public institutions. Among them, Korea Expressway Corporation (KEC) have been playing a key role in terms of the scale and diversity of ITS projects. In particular, KEC opened the ITS era in Korea by introducing Korea's first ITS into their toll expressway operation and management.
The main ITS services implemented by Korea Expressway Corporation (KEC) are grouped into four categories: i) FTMS, ii) ETCS, iii) TTMS and iv) OVES (Overloaded Vehicle Enforcement System). FTMS uses both of direct and indirect ways of controlling traffic flows. Direct control of expressway traffic includes LCS (Lane Control System), ramp metering and toll booth operations while indirect control tries to optimize traffic flow through providing descriptive and prescriptive traffic information to users under severe traffic congestion.

In 1995, KEC first examined the feasibility of automated toll collection system in order to mitigate traffic congestion and driver’s inconveniences due to cash payment at tollbooths. After three years of system development and field tests, KEC initiated the first Korean ETCS so-called “Hi-Pass” at three toll plazas located in metropolitan Seoul. After upgrading Hi-Pass system, KEC expanded the operation of Hi-Pass system to all KEC toll plazas in 2007.

Figure 48. Main ITS services implemented by KEC
5.2.2 FTMS (Freeway Traffic Management System)

As KEC is already operating expressway networks up to 4,346 km in total length, and more than 3.7 million vehicles are using the expressway every day, there is an increasing demand to manage the expressway more efficiently. FTMS manages congestions, incidents and natural disaster separately to improve the efficiency of traffic management and to have prompt response. Traffic congestion management requires both direct management to control the traffic volume and roads through LCS, ramp metering, toll booth control, and indirect management to disperse traffic volume through accurate information delivery and detour guide in case of large traffic volume. The traffic information centre manages traffic congestion for smooth traffic on the expressways both directly and indirectly.

The traffic information service consists of three stages: collection, processing and provision. Firstly, the traffic information collection is a stage to collect traffic information such as traffic volume, speed, and occupancy through on-road vehicle detectors or CCTV. Secondly, the collected information is processed in a traffic information centre to fit for operators and users. Lastly, the processed data is provided through VMS (Variable Message Signs), the Internet or mobile. Based on such real-time information, road users can make a decision on the choice of route to their destinations.

Table 13. FTMS devices operated by KEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Device</th>
<th>CCTV</th>
<th>VMS</th>
<th>VDS</th>
<th>DSRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spacing</td>
<td>2-3 km</td>
<td>3 km (at junction)</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>3-4 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of devices</td>
<td>1,696</td>
<td>1,011</td>
<td>2,598</td>
<td>927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note) 31 routes of 3,817 km as of January 1, 2015

Figure 49. Concept of FTMS
Figure 50. Traffic data collection sources in Korea

**DSRC**
- DSRC for Hi-pass (ETCS)
- Consist of RSE and OBE
- Calculate section speed using time gap of two points of RSEs where same car passes by.

**AVI**
- Automatic recognition of number plate of driving car and transmit it to the center
- Calculate section speed using the time gap of two points of AVI where same car passes by
- Calculate speed based on distance

**VDS**
- Collect the data of vehicle occupancy, traffic volume, speed, and occupancy rate at a certain point of road
- Spot detection

**CCTV**
- CCTV collects real time images for traffic condition and incidents info.
- Monitor and respond to incidents by operators
- Increase the safety of road and quality of user service by providing CCTV images with people

**Web Camera**
- Web cameras are installed at main intersections, black spots, traffic demand management spot and curve area to monitor incidents in advance
- As additional function, it monitors Typhoon and wild fire to control urban society
5.2.2 Traffic information centre

KEC has integrated traffic information of expressways, national highways and local roads to provide stable traffic information for content providers. KEC also has developed various contents that meet customer needs via the internet, TV and radio broadcasting stations for more efficient use of expressways and ease traffic congestions. The Ministry of Land and Infrastructure and Transport (MOLIT) designated KEC as the official
provider of traffic information. Thus, KEC collects the traffic data of national highways, which is linked to those of expressways. It enables the Traffic Information Centre (TIC) to provide the public with nationwide traffic information of expressways and national highways. KEC shares the traffic information of expressways and the traffic condition of national highways and local roads provided by the MOLIT and the local governments to provide real-time traffic information. Real-time traffic conditions are displayed on websites. Traffic information is provided to several content providers to promote traffic information such as breaking traffic news, detour information and travel time. KEC provides customers with fast and accurate traffic information during the holiday and summer vacation seasons when the needs of traffic increased sharply. By doing so, KEC encourages traffic dispersion and contribute to alleviating traffic congestion.

**Figure 52. Main systems and functions of traffic information center**

![Main systems and functions of traffic information center](image)

5.2.3 Electronic toll collection system

Korea introduced an ETCS, the so-called, Hi-Pass, which allows drivers to pay highway tolls without having to stop to pay. The electronic toll payment service saves delays and inconveniences to drivers and improves the efficiency of toll collection. In Korea, the Hi-Pass system is installed at 344 tollgates. Currently, 5.6 million vehicles, 50.8% of the registered cars, use the non-stop toll payment system.
Figure 53. Concepts of ETCS and TCS (Toll Collection System) in the Republic of Korea
5.2.4 Emergency management system

Traffic incident management requires investigation of incidents on expressway with various information resources and shares the incident information with related incident control organizations; including regional headquarters, branch offices, 119 and Expressway police patrol, for prompt actions to prevent secondary incidents, delayed control, and severe congestion. By doing so, KEC can transport seriously injured patients urgently, and managed prompt response actions with necessary equipment. KEC currently uses wired/wireless phones, SMS and radio for smooth communication. Because tunnel fires, multi-car collisions and incidents requiring complete closure of expressways are mostly grand in scale, prompt management is critical. Other incidents refer to damages caused by natural disaster, including flooding, heavy snow, and strong winds. In case of such incidents, KEC quickly gathers, report and distribute information for mutual cooperation from the related organizations and departments. Such cooperation focuses on prompt dispatch of necessary equipment and ensures the safety of isolated vehicles for the driver’s convenience and safety.

5.2.5 Weight enforcement system

In order to protect roadway structures and prevent fatigues from excessive traffic loading, fixed type weight enforcement Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) has been installed at the entrance of expressway tollgates by the KEC law. Also, high speed WIM is now under development which will be installed on other classes of roadways.

Figure 54. Weight enforcement systems operated by KEC

5.2.6 Tunnel traffic management system

Accident inside the road tunnels may cause serious damages to tunnel structures accompanying property damages by stopped travel and further could make fatal damages to human lives. In order to protect expressway tunnels and prevent accident inside road tunnels, related TTMS laws are enforced and accordingly tunnel traffic management systems is in place. TTMS is built for traffic monitoring and prevention of follow-on accidents in emergency situations.
Table 14. TTMS deployment by KEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Length of tunnel</th>
<th>Spacing/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VDS</td>
<td>Over 1,000 meters</td>
<td>1,000 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS</td>
<td>Over 1,000 meters</td>
<td>At the entrance of the tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCS</td>
<td>Over 1,000 meters</td>
<td>400-500 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunnel CCTV</td>
<td>Over 800 meters</td>
<td>Outside of tunnel and 200-400 meter inside of tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than 800 meters</td>
<td>400-500 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Telephone</td>
<td>Over 500 meters</td>
<td>250 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Transmission</td>
<td>Over 200 meters</td>
<td>Inside of the tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Broadcasting</td>
<td>Over 500 meters</td>
<td>50 meters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 55. Tunnel traffic management system operated by KEC

5.2.7 Fiber optic cable communication system

As the expressway connect the shortest way between major cities and the fiber optic cables installed along the expressway roadsides are well preserved and maintained from the outside interruption, the cutting and reinstallation needs are relatively low than local roads. Expressway fiber optic cables can provide stable communication services. In consideration of future rent and lease business to local telephone companies, KEC planned to install fiber optic cables along the expressways in the early stage of ITS implementation.
Figure 56. Schematics of fiber optic cable system used by KEC
5.2.8 ITS accreditation and evaluation

On-Board-Unit (OBU) for HI-pass should conform to the technical standards specified by MOLIT and should pass accreditation test to satisfy successful transaction of payment. Also, other ITS systems should be evaluated by MOLIT before public use. ITS accreditation and evaluation centre which is located and operated under KEC Research Institute is designated as the exclusive institute by the government in 2010.

Figure 57. Overview of ITS accreditation and evaluation center in Korea

5.3 Russian Federation

5.3.1 Urban mobility – traffic management and traveller information services

In Russia, a pilot project is currently underway in the city of Dubna, situated approximately 125 km to the north of Moscow, on the Volga River. This pilot aims to demonstrate a multi-modal transportation solution in order to improve mobility of people and goods and road safety. The key subsystems for this pilot are telematics services, traffic management system and provision of information to all users in all modes of transportation. The Winter Olympic Games in Sochi in 2014 were identified as an opportunity for the application of complex mobility management strategies in order to manage the high number of people (visitors, athletes, employees, etc.) and logistics. ITS and more specifically traffic management and traveller information improved the overall performance of the transportation system. By performance we refer to the transport services efficiency, comfort, affordability and ease of use, safety and security as well as impacting the areas of congestion, air quality and accident risk which affect both users and non-users of transport services. Several projects were developed in Russian cities such as Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Sochi and Kazan with the modern traffic management and traveller information services. It could serve as demonstration spots, acting model and practical illustration of the benefits of ITS on the Russian market.
5.3.2 Cooperation eCall / ERA-GLONASS

eCall is a high priority area within the European Commission. The use of in-vehicle emergency call (eCall) to deploy emergency assistance will save lives and reduce the social burden of road accidents by improving the notification of such accidents, speeding up the emergency service response and lowering the subsequent effects of fatalities, severity of injuries and traffic flows. eCall is an emergency call either generated manually by vehicle occupants or automatically via activation of in-vehicle sensors when an accident occurs. When activated, the in-vehicle eCall system establishes a 112-voice connection directly with the relevant PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point), which is a public authority or a private eCall centre that operates under the regulation and/or authorisation of a public body. At the same time, a minimum set of data (MSD) – including key information about the accident such as time, location and vehicle description – is sent to the PSAP operator receiving the voice call. The minimum set of data may also contain the link to a potential Service Provider by including its IP address and phone number. Numerous actions have been taken in the EU towards a pan-European eCall in what regards: research and studies, development of standards, running of expert groups and gathering political support. The eCall Implementation Platform was established in 2009 as a coordination body bringing together representatives of the relevant stakeholders’ associations and of the National Platforms supporting the implementation of a pan-European in-vehicle emergency call in Europe. ITS – Russia started to work with European eCall Implementation Platform from the very first meeting and set the productive international cooperation between Russian and European experts in harmonization of European eCall and Russian ERA GLONASS. It aims to guide, coordinate and monitor the progress of the implementation of the eCall/ERA GLONASS service across Europe and Russia to ensure a timely, effective and harmonised deployment of the eCall service in Europe.

Figure 58. Recent development of ITS services in Russian Federation

At the beginning eCall services were deployed in Russia through private local telematics operators. Given the good ratio cost/benefits this system has had strong support of insurance companies. Now eCall is applied in
Russia through ERA GLONASS: concentrated on the special, national telematics service provider which is today the state company. As eCall in Russia has commercial and governmental support, activities are coordinated with Europe taking shape of cross-border eCall pilots. ERA GLONASS (the system of the emergency help on the roads based on the use of Russian navigation system GLONASS) was implemented starting from 2011. The goal of the project is to decrease the level of deaths and accidents on the roads. It is also required GLONASS to be compatible with the standards being developed in Europe for eCall program, which will ensure the emergency help throughout the territory of both Russia and Europe. There are already some pilot projects in action, including the implementation of the GLONASS-based navigation equipment for the logistics management in Sochi and traffic information system for Moscow region implemented on public transport.

5.3.3 Electronic toll collection systems

Tolling roads development constitutes a big part in terms of the federal target program “Russia Transport system modernisation 2000-2010” and the program of the strategic long-term development of the public company “AVTODOR” (2010-2015), which manages tolling road around Russia and is responsible for their construction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance. In Russia tolling roads are almost absent as opposed to other countries where the tolling highways and autobahns systems have already become successful, widely used and profitable. Nowadays there is the only tolling section of the federal roads in Lipetskaya oblast around 20 kilometres long. Some European companies are interested in taking part in the projects of construction of the tolling roads in Russia. The experience of other countries showed the importance of tolling roads for social and economic development and investment activity increase. The construction of tolling roads allowed to attract private investments into road complex, create transport infrastructure, provide high quality services to the motorways users, and decrease dramatically time waste, transportation costs and losses from transport accidents.

The Program of strategic development of “AVTODOR” supposes the reconstruction of the regional roads 92.1 km long for them to attain the status of tolling roads:

- Construction and reconstruction of the road Saint-Petersburg – Vologda – Kazan – Orenburg – border with Kazakhstan (which is included into the transport corridor “Europe – West China”
- Construction of the ring road in Kaliningradskaya oblast (which is a part of the pan-European transport corridor N 1A Riga – Kaliningrad – Gdansk)

The demand in motor highways and freeways creation in Russia is already exceeding 9,000 kilometres/ according to the Transport strategy of Russian Federation until 2030 it is planned to build 3,000 km of tolling roads by 2020 and 9,000 km by 2030. But their development depends a lot on the legislation.

5.3.4 Advanced traveller information system

Advanced traveller information systems are used in Sochi, Moscow, Kazan, Saint Petersburg. Examples of these systems are presented below.

5.3.5 Emergency management system

Major efforts of the Federal Road Agency (Rosavtodor) are aimed at the prevention of emergency situations, ensuring the smooth and safe passage of vehicles, regardless of the time of the year and weather conditions, raising the level of operational management in everyday conditions and ensuring the coordination of the emergency services in emergency situations. Subsystem of emergency notifications allows automation of the notification procedure by sending a voice message. System features allow simultaneous transmission of a voice message to all employees of Rosavtodor, as well as all subordinated services. Rosavtodor signed a government contract with the Russian hydrometeorological centres to provide the following information across all the subjects of the Federation:

- warning (notification) on hazardous natural hydrometeorological phenomena - without delay;
- provide bulletin of natural hazards and complex meteorological phenomena - every day;
- update features meteorological conditions over the past day and the forecast for 3 days - every day;
- Forecast of maximum levels of spring flooding this year - every year from January 1 to March 15.
5.3.6 Tunnel traffic management system and bridge traffic management system

These systems are presented on the network of Federal roads, and in the cities of Moscow and Sochi. Examples of such systems are presented below. From professional point of view the targets of the management, operation and maintenance of highways are actively changing. Strategy and motorway management concept originally developed in order to create conditions for safety and prevent traffic congestion. This remains a major goal. However, practitioners on motorways are also beginning to see themselves as capable managers, who manage not only the flow of traffic on the network, but also the physical elements of the network itself, solving safety issues and trying to take pre-emptive action against potential problems, rather than simply respond. In this case, the object of automation is a high-speed highway. Feature of the object is to increase the speed limit for vehicles, availability of transport interchanges at different levels with other roads and minimal regulation of traffic lights or even its absence.

5.3.7 Weather information system

The automated system of meteorological support is operated by Rosavtodor since 2007. Currently the federal roads are equipped with the weather monitoring systems (966 pcs.) and video surveillance (1,371 pcs.). Organisational and technological basis for obtaining objective data is the use of computer-based navigation systems, supervisory control machines and mechanisms work, carrying out work on the content of federal highways. This condition is satisfied Rosavtodor by implementing a unified system of navigation supervisory control performance of the state order for the maintenance of federal highways (“Dortransnavigatsiya”) within the framework of the federal target program of activities “Global Navigation System”. The aim of introducing the system is to cardinaly improve the efficiency of basic control processes for road maintenance. “Dortransnavigatsiya” system on federal roads is designed for automated planning of the maintenance of roads and road facilities, navigation control and accounting of work performed using the road machinery. The single automated system for supervisory navigation control is implemented and operates at three levels: Rosavtodor; federal public institutions subordinated Rosavtodor; road maintenance companies and other enterprises-contractors carrying out maintenance work. Currently “Dortransnavigatsiya” is implemented on all the 34 federal state-owned institutions that organise the maintenance of federal highways. Under the system’s control approximately 9,000 road vehicles are operated. All road cars are equipped with on-board navigation and communication equipment. The objectives of the implementation of the complex “Dortransnavigatsiya” are provision of the control of road maintenance based on the use of satellite navigation, mobile communications, network information technologies.
Figure 59. Road Weather Information System in Irkutsk near Lake Baikal, Russian Federation

Figure 60. Weather information system in Russian Federation
5.3.8 Notable ITS projects in the Russian Federation focusing on the six ITS services

Electronic toll collection system

1) M-4 “Don” Highway
The length of the highway M-4 “Don” is 1,517 km. The main part of the route from Moscow to Krasnodar is
part of European route E115. The section from Krasnodar to Dzhubga forms E592 route, from Dzhubga to
Novorossiysk part of the E97. In addition, the road M-4 passes portion of European route E50 from the
intersection with the M19 in Novoshakhtinsk to branch M29 in the village of Pavlovsk. The federal highway
M-4 “Don” Moscow - Voronezh - Rostov-on-Don - Krasnodar - Novorossiysk is the main vertical axis of
Russian road system connecting the central and northern regions of the European part of the country with the
North Caucasus, the Black Sea coast, the port of Novorossiysk.

The road is equipped with intelligent transport system that allows to monitor and manage traffic, to notify
drivers about weather conditions and traffic situation changes. Currently more than 300 km of the M-4 “Don”
have toll sections. Road fare is collected in the following ways:

- cash or using a credit card;
- using contactless smart cards «T-card»;
- using transponder «T-pass».

When paying by smart card the driver places the card in card tray. Cashier debit the required amount from
customer’s account in accordance with the established tariff. When using the transponder the amount is debited
automatically when a vehicle equipped with a transponder passes through the gates. On the reconstructed parts
of the road automated traffic control system is introduced, which provide the following functions:

- collect information about the situation on the road in real time through the video surveillance system;
- collect information about the weather conditions through the automatic road weather stations;
- collect information on the work of outdoor lighting and immediate operational information from an
  emergency point;
- rapid decision-making;
- transfer of information to the services operators of the road, if necessary to the emergency services;
- inform road users of the high-speed mode, the possible restrictions of travel through the boards installed
  all over the road.

Figure 61. ETCS on the highway M-4 in Russian Federation
2) New exit on the Moscow Ring Road to the federal highway М-1 “Belarus” (Bypass Odintsovo)
The concession agreement on the construction and operation of the toll road with length of 18.5 km from the Moscow Ring Road in the area Molodogvardeyskaya transport interchange to the 33rd km of the federal highway М-1 was signed in July 2009. The road is divided into three areas, which can be used independently of each other, as there are several exits and entrances while moving. The toll charges are arranged in such a way that the user pays only for the section of the road which he used. Toll payment is collected in three ways:
- cash;
- bank card, which speeds up the payment process and is quite comfortable;
- via the transponder without stopping at the gate.

The highway is operated by the automated toll road management system. It is a single information space, uniting its constituent hardware and software systems for the toll road management.

The complex is scalable integration solution representing the flexible component settings, depending on customer needs. It also allows a flexible approach to tariff policy taking into account the long-term and short-term traffic forecasts. Additionally, gate navigation system is worth special mention which allows switching the direction of movement on the lanes depending on the traffic density. This system allows increasing the number of lanes and gates serving one direction.

**Figure 62. ETCS on the ring road in Moscow**
3) ITS on the highway M-11 “Moscow – Saint-Petersburg”

New high-speed road M11 Moscow – Saint-Petersburg stretches from the Moscow Ring Road to the junction with the ring road around Saint-Petersburg. The total length of the highway is 669 km. The road passes through the territories of the Central and North-West Federal District, Moscow, Tver, Novgorod and Leningrad regions bypassing all localities.

The head section is the first highway in the Russian Federation designed, constructed and operated applying the European innovative technologies. On this part of the road there is a centralised information system of control and traffic management implemented that combines automated traffic management system, road communication integrated service management system and central control unit/. Its main objectives are:

- maintain uniformity of traffic and traffic safety;
- collect information on the traffic and weather conditions;
- data processing and preparation on the basis for the forecast of actions and events;
- continuous informing of road users about traffic conditions, existing difficulties, weather conditions, etc.;
- implement the system of automatic traffic incidents detection;
- availability of communication with the operator to transmit messages about an accident, necessary assistance (emergency calling posts due to “sites-shelters” are provided every 2 km, as well as in all areas for recreation);
- random roadside assistance, emergency evacuation by vehicles patrolling.

**Figure 63. ITS on the highway M-11 in Russian Federation**

*Advanced traveller information system*

1) ITS Moscow

The creation of the “Automated system of traffic management Moscow Intelligent transport system” was started in 2011 on the basis of the Resolution of the Moscow Government № 1-PP dated 11.01.2011 “On creation of intellectual transport system of the city of Moscow” and sketched technical design of the ITS. It is financed by the state program of Moscow “Development of transport system for 2012-2016”.

The main goals of the ITS Moscow are:
obtain information about road and traffic conditions;
reduce travel time by public, private and freight transport;
maximize throughput;
organisation and traffic management during emergencies;
improve the safety of road users;
curb emissions of pollutants from motor vehicles.

ITS Moscow is designed to:
monitor and control traffic in different situations;
retrieve data about the parameters of traffic flows;
automatically detect the abnormal situations;
inform drivers about driving conditions by displaying text and graphic information on the scoreboard information display, dynamic information scoreboards, controlled traffic signs.

The main subsystems ITS Moscow are:
Automated System of traffic violations photo and video fixation
Automated road traffic control system:
- automated management system of technical facilities traffic control and management
- automated system of traffic flow parameters monitoring
- automated system of road user information
- video monitoring system
The upper level of ITS - Situation Centre

Components of the ITS Moscow:
Traffic management control centre
Traffic incident detection and monitoring:
- Traffic flow monitoring system (~6,741 detectors)
  Ensuring real-time monitoring of speed and traffic intensity around the city
  Support of transport model and traffic situation forecast
  Incidents alarms for traffic control centre operators
  Adaptation of the traffic light phases
- CCTV system (~2,500 video cameras)
  Deep-dives in local traffic incidents to understand the root-cause and define set of actions to resolve the incidents
  Reduction in the time of registration of and response to incidents in the road network
  The system is integrated with all the cameras of the Moscow Government
Traffic management:
- Traffic light management (~2,289 traffic light units)
  Reduction in the time required to pass crossroads equipped with controllable traffic lights according to the vehicle movement patterns; provision of higher priority for public transport.
  More than 2,289 traffic light groups (intersections)
  ~1,700 modernized traffic lights under centralized ITS management in Adimot
  ~500 traffic lights in coordinated groups available for traffic control centre operators
  ~1,100 traffic lights with adaptive regime
  One of the key tools for traffic operators and road police
- Travellers’ information system (~144 electronic displays)
  Visual notification of the travellers as to the traffic situation on the adjacent sites of the road network and the average traffic speed therein
  Notification of the average time of traveling to a certain point on the road;
  Notification of the traffic load of different roads, measured in points;
  Traffic jams presentation on mimic diagrams;
  Notification of other important events in the city
  Information on displays updates every 5 minutes
• Additional services:
  - Traffic enforcement system for the photo and video recording of rules’ violations (~805 camera sets, mobile camera - 34)
    Recording of traffic rules violations
    Speeding in the most dangerous zones
    Special public transportation lanes occupation
    Recording of parking rules violation
  - Moscow parking space administration (~100 K parking lots)
    Administration of the payment for paid parking lots
    Enforce parking rules
    Inform drivers
    Payment technologies: solar battery parking meters, mobile systems (SMS< application); technologies enforcing the requirements (hand-held devices, mobile on-board devices in floating cars)
  - Surface Public Transport Dispatching Control System (~10,000 rolling stock units equipped with GLONASS
  - Data transfer system (~700 km of fibre-optic communication lines)
• Integrated traffic management systems: Moscow Headquarters of the Road Police, Russian Railways, Aeroexpress, Moscow Metro State Unitary Enterprise, Moscow Headquarters of the Russian Ministry for Emergency Situations 112 Service, CPPK OJSC, MTPPK OJSC

Emergency management system

*KAD – Saint-Petersburg ring road:* Length - 142 km, 23 interchanges, 146 bridges, overpasses, overpasses and tunnels, traffic lanes 4-6-8, design speed - 120 km/h. Subsystems of the automated traffic management system:
• Data collection, traffic control and driver information
• Weather monitoring
• Surveillance
• Data transmission
• Traffic violations recording (speeding, fixing the trucks in the left lanes, fixing the car traffic on the backup lanes)

The system includes:
• 112 traffic controllers
• 550 variable message signs
• 44 information boards
• 32 weather stations
• 84 camcorder
• 514 traffic detectors
• 400 km of fibre-optic communication lines

Information from the sensors, cameras and weather stations is transmitted into the software of the Management centre. The software automatically controls the signs and boards. The software was developed in Russia specifically for KAD. The operators in the Management centre inform road users on the dangerous weather conditions, about the road accidents, on the conducted repair works.

KAD Management centre serves as the integrated management centre for ITS of the North-West of Russia. Future development includes installation of the scoreboards at the entrances to the ring road, organization of interaction with the traffic management systems of the highways of the city of Saint-Petersburg and region, participate in the intelligent transport corridor Helsinki – Saint-Petersburg – Moscow (FITSRUS).
ITS Chernomorye (Sochi): The construction and maintenance of the roads and transport tunnels on the territory of the Black Sea coast of Caucasus around Sochi are held in difficult geological conditions. It should be noted that unpredictable development of dangerous geological processes is possible not only during the construction phase, but also during the operation. Geotechnical monitoring enabled to timely determine the nature of the stress, strain, dangerous geological processes and reduce the number of accidents during the construction and operation of tunnels and other transport infrastructure, as well as issue timely recommendations to adjust the working documentation.

The first section was introduced in 2001 – the first section of Sochi bypass 4.5 km long. At the same time the Matsestinsky tunnel 1317 meters long and the bridge-overpass over Matsesta river (911 meters) were opened. A notable chapter was the reconstruction of the road Adler - Krasnaya Polyana (length 56 km), it was the only way to ensure administrative and economic activities of the village of Krasnaya Polyana located in the mountain region and the entire alpine region.

Four-lane bridge crossing connects Resort prospectus doubler lying over the river Sochi in the Central District of the Olympic capital. Its length - 244 meters. As with all built by Rosavtodor facilities in Sochi the bridge is designed for nine-level seismicity. By 2014 52 km of federal roads were built and reconstructed, total length 164.91 km. The total length of constructed bridges, tunnels, overpasses for the Olympic venues - 18.5 km, and the total quantity - 61. Overall tunnel length - 17.3 km, and the number – 20 – Bypass of Sochi and Alternate of the Resort prospectus. Sochi bypass consists of 5 tunnels (including the third-longest road tunnel in Russia - 2,600 meters), 11 bridges and 5 road junctions, coupled with street and road network of the city of Sochi. Two traffic management centres were built on Kurortny prospectus doubler and on the road Adler-Vesioloye, as well as the centre of the process control of the Sochi bypass. In addition, the control and management centre for the combined road Alpika Service (road and railway).
The main types of work carried out in the framework of monitoring are:

- visual inspection of geological hazards and phenomena;
- monitoring of surface and deep groundwater movement;
- control of banks, deformations and horizontal and vertical transfer displacements of structural elements;
- assessment of stability of the bottom hole zone without violating continuity within the surrounding rock tunnelling.
- monitoring of the avalanche areas: The principle of operation of avalanche warning system is to register the fact of avalanche with the movement of the snow mass through the set of sensors installed in front of her with subsequent data transmission to the control centre.
- monitoring system of landslides and retaining structures on the object: Automated monitoring system which includes deep soil movements monitoring, anchor force measuring sensors for load control in bolted compounds anchor piles, linear strain gauges to control the stresses in the bored piles, hydrogeological groundwater level indicator, network of geodetic marks and benchmarks to monitor structural movements.
- environmental monitoring system: The sensors were installed into the permanent interior of the tunnels which allow controlling the technical condition of the structures, surface monitoring, monitoring of the dangerous geological processes and phenomena in the coastal area in front of the tunnel.
Automated Traffic Management System (ATMS)

The combined (road and rail) road Adler (Sochi) – mountain resort “Alpika-Service”: ATMS Adler – “Alpika Service” consists of:

- Integrating subsystem
  - Complex integrating system provides all the basic functions of the system and represents the core of ATMS platform.
  - At this level, there is the basic configuration of the core platform with the included features, modules, and blocks (controls, automatic control algorithms, databases, GIS-server, user interface modules, access level control, traffic flows parameters archive, diagnostic data archive, etc.).
  - The hardware control complex includes: i) management servers and databases, ii) workstations, iii) LAN network switching equipment, iv) storage system, and v) system of accurate time.

- Traffic flow monitoring subsystem
  - Traffic flow monitoring subsystem is intended for automatic measurement of traffic flow parameters, automatic detection of congestion and road accidents as input to generate control actions on the traffic flow, coordination plans library replenishment, collection of statistical data.
  - The functions of this subsystem include automatic collection of data about the parameters of traffic flow and processing of the results of the traffic flow measurement.
  - The subsystem also provides diagnostics of the technical condition of the equipment and record results.

- CCTV and video recording subsystem
  - CCTV and video recording subsystem are designed for visual observation of the transport and the operational situation on the road, transport interchanges, tunnels and adjacent areas of the road network, as well as automatic and continuous recording of incoming video data, its archiving and analysis to identify the causes of complications of the traffic situation.
  - The functions of this subsystem include: i) surveillance of the conditions of traffic flow, including visual detection of the incidents by the operator, ii) video surveillance of the operational situation (during special events), iii) control of the security services (police, etc.) and operational services, iv) surveillance of the work of technical equipment systems (traffic lights, etc.), v) remote control of cameras, including changing the pan, tilt, zoom and focus, as well as the installation of cameras in the pre-programmed position, vi) automatic control of the delivery of video from a camera located near the site of a traffic incident (based on the results of the traffic flow monitoring information processing), and vii) remote control of the glass cleaning of the cameras, viii) continuous recording of video and collection of the primary video archive from all cameras.

- Traffic management subsystem
  - Traffic management subsystem is designed for the automated management of technical means of traffic control, both in normal operation and in the event of congestion, road accidents, adverse weather conditions, roadworks on the road, in the area of interchanges, tunnels and adjacent areas.
  - Traffic management subsystem provides: i) dispatching control of traffic lights, ii) control of the traffic on the lanes, iii) speed limits control and iv) management of entries/exits.

- Information subsystem
  - Subsystem informing road users is intended for informing drivers about traffic situation changes like aggravation of traffic situations (accident, traffic congestion, road works, movements of maintenance equipment, deterioration of weather conditions), temporal changes in the traffic organisation (jams, emergencies, conducting law enforcement operations, etc.), and speed limits, including meteorological reasons.

- Weather and environmental conditions monitoring subsystem
  - The subsystem serves to automatically gather information on weather parameters (wind speed and direction, air temperature and humidity, visibility, type and intensity of precipitation, atmospheric pressure)
  - It determines the state of the coating on the lanes (dry, moist, raw, the presence of residual salt, the freezing of water, ice or snow) and environmental indicators at the site (concentration of pollutants)
  - It transmits this information into traffic control subsystems.
  - It disseminates information to road users as well as maintenance services.

- Traffic control subsystem
- Traffic flow control subsystem is intended for record and register the vehicles, photo/video fixation of traffic rules violations.
- The subsystem provides reading state registration plates of the vehicles that pass through a control zone, searches the federal databases and operational investigation (“black” or “white” lists, databases of travel authorisation, etc.), and creates database of the state registration plates numbers as well as formation of database of images of cars without license plates
  
  - Data transmission subsystem
  - Data and video transmission subsystem provides information exchange between the central equipment subsystems and the peripheral hardware complexes located on the road network.
  - Applied technical solutions allow to organise the bi-directional data transfer.

Weather information system

**ITS “Sevzapuprvtodor”:** The total length of roads under the jurisdiction of “Sevzapuprvtodor” is 2446 km is the Leningrad Region - 1438 km, the Kaliningrad region - 256 km, and the Pskov region - 752 km. The main tasks of ITS “Sevzapuprvtodor” are the following:

- inform road users about the state of the transport network;
- have an impact on road users, thereby changing traffic situation, according to the certain goal;
- increase the level of security, reliability and efficiency of the transport system;
- monitor the weather conditions, the state of the roadway, the environment, traffic parameters and issue recommendations based on the indicators (for the control system or dispatching service).

Meteorological station consists of temperature sensors, wind sensors, sensors of current meteorological conditions, visibility sensor, relative humidity sensor, temperature sensor, barometric module, sensor of pavement surface. Meteorological stations provide the following functions:

- measurement of the meteorological parameters;
- preliminary handling, storage and transmission of weather data;
- informing promptly the operating organisations about the meteorological situation on the road.

As an example, the section of the federal highway A-121 “Sortavala” Saint-Petersburg - Sortavala - road P-21 “Kola” is equipped with 15 variable information displays, 47 variable message signs, 50 active traffic detectors, 35 passive traffic detectors, 4 automatic road weather stations, 44 static cameras, 7 movable cameras, 5 points of dynamic weight control. Traffic detectors collect information about the vehicles crossing their installation area and thus collect data about all motor vehicles traveling on the highway, entering/leaving the highway. Besides the transport detectors provide feedback for transport control system. The information received from the hardware is used to determine the effectiveness of the control actions and adjust the planned actions.

**Variable message signs:** Hardware-software complex of the control centre in the automatic mode aggregates information from the peripheral hardware, analyses it and decides on the implementation of coordinated control action. One of the main traffic controls are the variable message signs. The software has the ability to regulate the installation of certain limitations in manual and automatic modes. The automated control and diagnostic system of traffic lights and the automated outdoor lighting control system are two of the major subsystems of the system. The variable information displays display the following information:

- prohibition of traffic on the streets connecting to the exits to the highway Saint-Petersburg - Sortavala;
- difficult traffic conditions directly on the highway Saint-Petersburg - Sortavala caused by: the increasing intensity of transport flows; road traffic accidents, passage of the special vehicles, deterioration of the road conditions due to meteorological conditions, the repair works, maintenance works.
- traffic situation directly on the crossings (interchanges) on the highway Saint-Petersburg - Sortavala;
- operational information for the maintenances and special services;
- social and motivating information.
Weight control system: Unicam WIM is designed for pre-weighing of vehicles in motion and fixing potential violators of the established rules for the transportation of heavy and oversized cargo. The system is a set of sensors that determine the speed of vehicles and the weight of their axes, as well as survey cameras and video cameras fixing registration plates and. The collected data is sent to the central software via the data transmission system and is designed by the stationary points of weight control. Weight control stations include: strain gauges, inductive frame, hardware fixing the registration plates of the vehicles.
**SYNOP computer-aided system**

SYNOP system is a conceptually new solution, enabling to forecast weather conditions and risks automatically on a real-time basis. High accuracy of weather forecast is achieved by application of a unique computer-aided technology for preparation of “synthesized” forecast information based on a combination of products of different forecast systems and implementation of a multiple mathematical model. FGBU Meteorology Centre of Russia participates in the development of this solution. The system provides information in a form convenient and easily understandable by non-experts in meteorology and is a tool to support management decision-making:

- Real-time monitoring of current weather conditions
- Hourly weather forecast for 72 hours ahead with highly detailed space-time data
- Automatic updates of forecast information
- A weather forecast for 15 days ahead
- Transmission of messages about predicted and occurred hazardous and unfavourable hydrometeorological phenomena on a real-time basis
- Hazards mapping for industrial and civil facilities, depending on actual weather, forecasted conditions and facility type

![Figure 68. SYNOP system for weather information](image)

**5.3.8 Future plans for ITS deployments**

The main objectives of the creation of ITS in the road sector are as follows:

- Transport safety;
- Increase of turnover;
- Increase of passenger traffic;
- Reduction of operating costs of the maintenance of highways;
- Increase user comfort.

The achievement of the above objectives is possible through the number of different systems that are already functioning and continue to be developed by Rosavtodor. The main objectives of such measures are to prevent man-caused emergencies to protect life, health and property of citizens, protect their rights and legal interests, as well as protect the interests of society and the state by preventing traffic accidents, reducing the severity of their consequences. To this end, measures are being taken to ensure the safety of transport during construction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance of the roads.

Particular attention is paid to the intelligent management systems and traffic control based on the use of modern telecommunications and information technologies. Transport and highways monitoring system is designed to retrieve information from the road network (of general use and federal roads) in real time. Currently this system is used in Rosavtodor Situational centre and in nine pilot areas (“Kholmogory”, “Kola”, “Sevzappravtodor”,...
“KAD”, “Tsentravtomagistral”, “Russia M-10”, “Bobruisk-Moscow”, “Moscow - Nizhny Novgorod”, “Chernozemyie”). One of the most promising target programs are Independent and Cooperative ITS. Both programs are closely linked.

**Improving training activities (project management training and highway engineers training):** It would be beneficial for both Asia-Pacific and Russian experts to undergo further training in the area of ITS and Infrastructure projects, leading to more involvement of Russian and Asia-Pacific specialists in the funded projects and ultimately boosting further the collaborative research. Such training could take the shape of workshops and seminars. It could be also built on the existing training programmes within the certain projects. The basic Technical University for ITS in Russia are: MADI (Moscow Institute for road and automobile engineers), Transport and Construction Universities in Saint Petersburg and in Rostov-na-Donu.

**Road infrastructure safety:** One of the important challenges is the complex development of the roads and the road services facilities. It supposes the creation of the multifunctional zones of the road service considering the technical and architectural international standards. This will allow to improve the quality for the users, the increase the attraction of the tolling roads, decrease the accidents rate and the severity of the injuries in the road accidents. This infrastructure system has to include the following services:

- Information on the traffic conditions through the interactive road signs, itinerary schemes, LBS navigation, meteorological information;
- Leisure points along the road (every 50 km) equipped with the repair service and car maintenance, motels, commerce etc.;
- Emergency call service;
- Emergency and medical assistance in case of a transport accident.

**Transport corridors:** To increase the competitiveness of the transport system of Russia and to realize the transit potential of the country it is necessary to solve the problem of creation of the motorways for the system of roads that constitute international transport corridors “North-South” and EU – Russia transport corridors N 2, 9 and A1 as well as new Eurasian corridors including the international corridors “Europe – Western China”. Thereto the Program of the strategic long-term development of “ROSAVTODOR” provides the construction and reconstruction of 1380 km of federal roads corresponding to the transport corridors, including 240.5 km of the road M-1 “Belorussia”, 122 km of the road M-3 “Ukraine”, 704.6 km of the road M-4 “Don”, 259 km of the road M-10S Moscow – Saint-Petersburg, 54 km of the Central ring road of the Moscow region (which will be included into international transport corridor after its construction). The development of the federal motorways that constitute the international transport corridors will create the strong point of the freeways in the European and Asian parts of Russia. On the one hand, the network of high speed, comfortable and good quality roads will reduce the transportation costs, time losses, quantity and severity of the road accidents. On the other hand, it will improve the investments attraction of the regions of Russia by enhancing their accessibility and social and economic conditions. The creation of the system of motorways will enable to form the new centres of economic activity.

**International transport corridors:** The idea under discussion - the international conference on “Smart Silk Route” organised by ITS - Russia in of September 2016. It will be possible to discuss economic relevance of the international transport corridor from China to Europe crossing Russia using automobile road infrastructure equipped with the advanced ITS technologies and services for the safe, secure, cheap and fast delivery of goods from Asia-Pacific to the new and traditional markets in Central Asia, Russia and Europe. The second issue for discussion will be the legal environment for such project. It is necessary to understand if the existing legislation in the countries concerned allows implementation of the idea and what is necessary to be improved or updated. The third issue will be the discussion how this corridor will be located on the ground: which roads should be included in the corridor, is there the only possible route or there are variations, is it necessary to build new roads or use and improve the existing ones. Also, it is necessary to identify the customer needs for the services on the corridor to make it the most attractive for logistic and transport companies and travellers. We need to create the modern infrastructure of gas stations, maintenance network for trucks and buses, warehouses and logistic centres for containers, hotels, shops, laundries, places for recreation and rest of the truck drivers and tourists. The equipped stations along the “Smart Silk Route” should appear each 350-400 km, to provide the safe working time for drivers. This network will provide the transport companies with the unique network of pit-
stops where they could change drivers and trucks but let containers move through. The following technologies should be implemented: modern gas and petrol stations; autonomous trucks and trains of trucks; communication and navigation based on satellite and space technologies; cooperative ITS: vehicle to vehicle communication, vehicle to infrastructure communication, modern traffic management and enforcement systems; modern and perspective communication tools: radio, internet, mobile network and applications for users of “Smart Silk Route” including e-customs and e-cross border procedures; modern logistic technologies; modern technologies for other services along the corridor (hotels, restaurants, shops, recreation, sport, entertainment, tourism), etc. It will be possible to discuss the concept with the professional and expert international community and as a result to get the feedback from the interested companies and stakeholders of future international consortium, which could be selected for this project. After that it will be possible to create JSC “Smart Silk Route” initiated by UN ESCAPE, ITS Russia, ITS China and selected stakeholders, address the Shanghai Organisation for Cooperation and governments for their political support and for different financial structures for the funding.

Express railways: Express rail Moscow – Kazan – Yekaterinburg, initiated by the Governments of Tatarstan and Sverdlovskaya regions to be built by 2018. The railroad in planned to be 1,100 km long and the trip should take 3.5 hours (instead of 12 hours today).

Figure 69. Express railways in Russian Federation

Central Ring Automobile Road (TsKAD) around Moscow region: This project involves reconstruction of 49 km of the existing roads and construction of 290 km of new roads with the budget of 330 billion Rubles. The total length is 521 km. The road should be finished by 2018. Besides the high-speed movement (120-140 km/h) the road will provide several ITS services: advanced automated traffic management system, meteorological stations, helicopter pads, emergency call system, trucks parking areas, road service stations.
5.4 Turkey

The applications of Intelligent Transport Systems on the highway network especially focus on four major systems. These applications include Traffic Management Systems, Traveler Information Systems, Electronic Toll Collection Systems and Tunnel Control Systems. In most cases, Traffic Management Systems and Traveler Information Systems are installed as united systems. In addition to these systems some specific implementations such as roadside control stations for axle weight and dimension check of heavy goods vehicles, weight-in-motion systems, speed detection systems, vehicle counting equipment, and bridge monitoring devices for suspension bridges functionally operate in road network.

5.4.1 Traffic management systems

TMS (Traffic Management Systems) operate functionally on some sections of state roads and motorways. Traffic Management Centres were established in Ankara, Istanbul, Izmir and Mersin on the motorway network. These centres contain control rooms, the sensors for weather and road conditions, information systems, CCTV cameras and multi-lane vehicle sensors. In state highways, most of the functional systems in the content of traffic management and travel information have no regional centres based on 7/24 monitoring. They run standalone under their local control centres. However, there are regional based control centres only for signalization and information systems in some regional divisions. Existing components of Traffic Management Systems concentrate on signalization systems, CCTV Cameras, sensor for weather road conditions (meteorological information station), vehicle detectors, incident detection and control centres.
Table 15. Systems from motorway network in Turkey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incident Detection</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Message Sign</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Traffic Sign</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorological Information Station</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Broadcasting</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Detector</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traffic signalization systems: The traffic volume on the road network of Turkey has grown rapidly since the fact that number of vehicles in Turkey has increased due to raised economic growth and wealth. In addition, the necessity for taking new additional measures to maximize traffic safety and driving comfort of road users was determined based on the fact that road transport is preferred for freight and passenger transport by road users. LED technologies which provide high energy savings are used on Traffic Signalization Systems. LED vehicle and pedestrian signal lamps are preferred to be used due to their high durability and low cost. Some applications such as fixed, semi-actuated and fully actuated signal systems, green wave, pedestrian crossing studs, flashing signals and also signalized intersections coordinated by a single centre are available. On highway network, the number of signalized intersection on road network is 2,175 as of the end of 2014.

Travel time estimation: It is a typical joint ITS application of traffic management system, electronic toll collection system and traveller information system on 2nd Peripheral Road in Istanbul. For this purpose, the main route is equipped with DSRC type travel time detectors on overhead gantry. These are the same kind of antenna used in Electronic Toll Collection on motorways. They have capability of identifying on-board units in vehicles. Data are collected from DSRC on-board units along the road and an algorithm runs at the main management centre by using the data and estimate travel durations for specific arrival points such as Istanbul Straight Bridges, major intersections, and finally travellers are informed of travel times through VMS. The following figure shows the arrival time variation between Mahmutbey Toll Plaza and 2nd Istanbul Straight Bridge, 22 km of motorway section, below.

![Travel time estimation through On-Board Units](image)

Traffic counting and classification: To prepare the map of traffic volume for highway network traffic counting and classifying system is used. It produces presence, speed and classification data for vehicle. The traffic data gathered by the devices on roads is transmitted to the centre via the GPRS communications during 365 days - 24 hours. And all the devices are online all the time. The inductive loop detector is commonly used for
permanent traffic counting and classifying applications as well as short term applications. The data supplied by conventional inductive loop detectors are vehicle count, occupancy, speed and classification.

**Figure 72. General overview to traffic counting and classifying systems**

The operation of inductive loop sensors is well understood and their application for providing basic traffic parameters e.g. volume, presence, occupancy, speed, classification and gap represent a mature technology. The equipment cost of inductive loop sensors is low when compared to non-intrusive sensor technologies. This type of detector is deployed in interurban road network including peripheral roads. Interurban road network, 66,179 km, lies within 17 regional divisions of General Directorate of Highways. Aforementioned inductive loops are functional in every regional division. We have 500 inductive loop detector devices throughout the interurban road network at present. They are used for permanent surveys to get traffic data from roads.

5.4.2 Traveller information systems

Information Systems address two separate applications; pre-trip information systems and on-trip information systems. Current applications focus on variable message sign, toll free telephone line, internet, mobile applications, radio broadcasting. Generally, Traffic Information Systems and Traffic Management Systems are used as an integrated system.

*Mobile application:* By means of the mobile application of General Directorate of Highways which was developed for smartphones and tablets. Road users can display their routes and receive directions, and also learn the total travel distance and travel time. Furthermore, it is possible to get information about the road and traffic conditions, roadworks and road closures. Road users can also get information about the distance between provinces and districts by displaying the distance between two cities through distance calculation apps. In addition to these applications which assist road users during their travel, it is also possible to interrogate violation of automatic toll collection systems. Road users can easily access to information on motorways which they use by their smartphones. The bid notifications can be queried. The General Directorate of Highways Mobile Application is available to download free from Apple Store, Google Play and Windows Market. The mobile application has been in use since 2012. Currently, the number of active users has exceeded 1,300,000.
Figure 73. Mobile application for traveler information systems in Turkey

**Internet:** It is possible to get some information such as the best travel route, road closures, roadworks, roadside facilities and traffic conditions on the map on the official website of General Directorate of Highways (http://www.kgm.gov.tr).

**Variable message signs:** VMSs are used to warn road users about traffic time, accidents, road works, decreased speed of vehicles because of the density as well as meteorological conditions which are gathered form cameras, meteorological sensors and other sources.

**Radio Broadcasting:** RDS-TMC systems are used in some road sections and tunnels. Road users are being informed in real time regarding road and traffic conditions regularly and when necessary in this system. It is planning to expand radio broadcasting.

### 5.4.3 Electronic toll collection

Motorway network in Turkey comprises toll motorways and two toll suspension bridges. All of them are state-owned transport infrastructure. The systems to be installed on new motorways and a suspension bridge which under construction by BOT model will be integrated to existing ETC network. Tolling is the primary ITS implementation on motorway network. Turkey is a pioneer country in its region in terms of tolling implementation. Toll was collected by pre-paid ticket and in cash from 1973 to 1999. Unstaffed lanes based on DSRC technology were implemented in 1999. After that, contactless card systems and RFID systems were implemented. Here, RFID symbolizes a set of small on-board unit in the vehicle, antenna on the roadside and communication between them. All toll lanes were transformed into cashless tolling lanes in 2011. Finally, the first Multi-lane Free Flow (MLFF) application was inaugurated on the 2nd Istanbul Straight Bridge in 2014, and it was decided to extend it to entire motorway network starting from mainline toll plazas. MLFF in toll collection means collecting of tolls at the free flow speed on the road by means of systems e.g. cameras, DSRC or RFID antenna, installed on overhead gantries. It doesn’t require an enlarged toll plaza.

Current toll system is basically divided into two groups; open system and closed system. Open system refers to a system in which toll is collected according to the category (class) of a vehicle. In addition to vehicle class, the distance travelled is taken into consideration to calculate payment in a closed system. Two different in vehicle devices are used. These are DSRC type active and RFID type passive tag (on-board unit). The DSRC is of R/W type on-board unit and it operates at 5.8 GHz and is compliant with the CEN TC 278 set of standards. The RFID sticker operates at 860 MHz. The tags are affixed inside of the vehicle’s windscreen. The private road operators of new BOT motorways have to install compatible toll collection systems to existing ones on motorway network to maintain nationwide interoperability. Tolling systems covers Video Enforcement System which captures the scene of vehicle in the case of any violation. Vehicles are categorized into 5 vehicle class in Vehicle Classification System.
• 1st Class: Vehicles with 2 axles, having axle separation smaller than 3.2 m
• 2nd Class: Vehicles with 2 axles, having axle separation longer than 3.2 m
• 3rd Class: Vehicles with 3 axles
• 4th Class: Vehicles with 4 and 5 axles
• 5th Class: Vehicles with 6 and more axles

The payment method is in the form of direct debit from bank account of the subscribers. The toll transactions produced by on-board units at the toll lanes are gathered at Main Centre in hierarchical order and are transmitted to respective banks. Banks deduct the toll amounts from user’s accounts or charge to their credit cards. Banks keep the money arising from toll transactions for a limited duration and then transfer to the account of Ministry of Finance. The toll revenue is allocated to General Directorate of Highways. The commissioned banks carry out the functions of subscription of road users, delivering on-board units, managing user’s accounts and issuing bank statements. A toll lane at a classical toll plaza is composed of:
• Lane controller
• Transceiver
• Automatic vehicle Classification (AVC)
• Video Enforcement System (VES)
• License Plate Recognition (LPR)
• Toll and vehicle class indicator
• Automatic barrier
• Canopy sign
• Traffic sign

But, a Multi-lane Free Flow (MLFF) type tolling doesn’t need toll and vehicle class indicator, automatic barrier, canopy sign, and traffic sign at lane.

Figure 74. General architecture of DSRC toll systems

Entire toll system covers 1 Main Centre and 6 Regional Centres. 96 Toll Plazas were established to collect toll in motorway network. Over 10 million of on-board devices are at disposal of users at present. Of these, 1.9
million of tag obtained from DSRC, 8.4 Millions of tag obtained from RFID. In total, 14 banks have a contract with General Directorate of Highways to deliver tags to users. The users of both payment means have an opportunity to use their tags at all toll plazas. This is a condition to realize a seamless system.

Table 16. Lane equipment of ETCS in Turkey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OGS</th>
<th>HGS</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENTRY LANE</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIT LANE</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amount of collected revenue and corresponding vehicle numbers for motorways and suspension bridges are given below by years.

Table 17. Toll revenue and vehicle counts in Turkey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Revenue (USD)</th>
<th>Vehicle Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>203,491,549</td>
<td>187,412,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>136,358,417</td>
<td>196,423,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>181,813,487</td>
<td>217,322,874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>265,514,257</td>
<td>242,644,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>321,867,749</td>
<td>257,477,206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>348,861,971</td>
<td>280,949,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>493,479,022</td>
<td>303,111,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>431,035,419</td>
<td>309,834,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>402,608,930</td>
<td>314,214,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>561,104,720</td>
<td>329,639,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>534,685,764</td>
<td>349,847,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>542,286,490</td>
<td>359,805,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>505,446,052</td>
<td>383,618,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>469,120,279</td>
<td>399,491,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>5,397,674,106</td>
<td>4,131,792,946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some facts on ETCS are as follows:

- Staffed toll lane equipment can handle 250 vehicles per hour at an exit lane in a motorway toll plaza. This figure goes up to 400 vehicles for an entry lane. It is an electronic system, but the toll is collected by means of a toll collector. General Directorate of Highways employed over 1100 toll collectors for toll collection until 2011.
- More breakdowns occur in staffed lane system comparing to full electronic system since some components of lane equipment are composed of mechanical parts such as ticket vendors and card readers.
- A non-stop tolling lane such as DSRC can handle 1800 vehicles per hour and it doesn’t need any staff at lane.
- The payment means in non-stop tolling provide additional opportunities and can be used for travel time estimation, traffic management, other payments and congestion charging in urban areas.
- A toll transaction for a vehicle at the staffed lane lasts 22 seconds. Reading of ticket and printing of voucher take time. An electronic transaction for a non-stop tolling lane is completed in a second and the passage of a vehicle under the canopy is completed in 2-3 seconds depending on vehicle speed.
- Stepwise installation on yearly basis reduces restrictive effect of the budget constraint to complete all system on entire network.
MLFF removes some barriers ahead of the classical tolling implementation. It does not require any additional area to build a toll plaza. Vehicles do not need to slow down and pass through at the same travelling speed to pay the toll.

Interoperability is the most crucial factor for an electronic toll collection. In this context, standards of radio frequency systems, e.g. transceiver, on-board unit and communication protocol between them, must be taken into consideration.

Tolling is an uninterrupted process which operates on 7/24 basis. Maintenance, operation and upgrade of a tolling system are of vital importance. These processes require competent technical teams to provide aforementioned services.

Back office activities and customer relations have essential functions.

It is of necessity that an easily accessible on-board delivering mechanism be set up to facilitate membership process of road users to toll system. Commonly, the request of vehicle users is to access the on-board unit and complete the subscription process at the nearest place to them such as toll plazas, fuel stations and rest areas along highways.

Tolling is a financial issue as well as technical system. It plays a vital role in PPP model road constructions specifically.

5.4.4 Tunnel control systems

In line with the motorway initiative in the 1980s and divided road initiative in 2002 high capacity roads have been constructed. Tunnels have become important facilities of road network in the course of both initiatives. Mountainous geographical conditions bring tunnels into the forefront. The number of tunnels has been continuing increasing at a growing rate. Totally 244 tunnels are open to traffic. Additionally, a toll tunnel constructed by BOT model is in operation. Tunnels, particularly longer ones, require some specific systems to eliminate adverse effects of accident, poor visibility, contaminated air, fire and other risks.

The tunnels longer than 500m are equipped with some control systems on highway network. The following table shows the number of tunnels longer than 500m in operation on highway network. For smooth application of systems to tunnels it is necessary a generalized guideline. In 2005, General Directorate of Highways adopted the safety measures set out in Annex-1 to The European Union Directive 2004/54/EC of The European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on minimum safety requirements for tunnels in the Trans-European Road Network. The type and size of systems to be installed in tunnels depend on assessment parameters. The length of tunnel and amount of traffic passing through tunnel are the major criteria to define systems to be installed in tunnel. But, each tunnel has its own conditions and is a unique structure in terms of systems. In detail, some other provisions of tunnel such as, tube number, curve, lane number, proposed vehicle speed, wind, availability of heavy good vehicle traffic are taken into consideration. The road network consists of 16 control centres belong to longer tunnels and tunnel series.

Table 18. Tunnels longer than 500m in operation in Turkey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tunnel length</th>
<th>Number of tunnels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500M. ≤ Tunnel Length &lt; 1000M.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000M. ≤ Tunnel Length &lt; 3000M.</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000M. ≤ Tunnel Length</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Safety is the most important phenomenon for tunnels. A tunnel is of additional risks due to being a confined space. To eliminate risk factors such as accident, accessibility difficulty, or visibility, contaminated air and particularly fire some technical measures are taken, and an operation model consistent with the systems is set. The systems projected for safety of tunnels are given below.

- SCADA control centre
- Tele-control
- Incident detection
- Traffic control
5.4.5 Public transport management systems

Public Transport Management includes the monitoring of public transport fleets and management, electronic payment for public transport fees and notification of passengers by web/mobile applications and on stops. In Turkey, these services are provided in Metropolitan Municipalities of Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir and also in some other municipalities. To illustrate, Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality tracks the location of vehicles instantly. By this way, operational changes can be made by directing the fleet instantly from the center for example, by sending information as “high traffic density” from Traffic Control Center of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality in case of failure of services. Passengers can be notified by websites, mobile applications and boards on stops about estimated time of arrival of the vehicle regularly. Moreover, it is possible to make payments by a single contactless electronic card for all types of public transport.

5.4.6 Emergency management systems

112 Emergency Call Centres will enable the operation of emergency calls by using a single number in a coordinated manner and it will be possible to access emergency location and the people who need in help as soon as possible. 112 Emergency Call Centres were put into service in 14 provinces and are being extended to some other provinces. In addition to this, Turkey took part in a European Union project named HeERO aiming to realize an in-vehicle emergency call system operates with 112 emergency call number. If a vehicle having this system has an accident the system will automatically put into service and call 112 Emergency Call Centres and convey a message with the position of vehicle. After taking an e-call message from a vehicle involved in an accident the emergency team will respond to the accident. In-Vehicle Emergency Call System (E-call) will be installed in 112 Emergency Call Centres by means of Harmonized Europe In-Vehicle E-Call Project which has been carried out in cooperation with European Union. In this way, it will be possible for a vehicle equipped with this system to call 112 Emergency Call Centre in case of collision regardless of its location in EU region. The Ministry of Internal Affairs will conduct the project (http://www.112.gov.tr, http://www.heero-pilot.eu).

5.4.7 Fleet and freight managements

GSM operators come into prominence by Machine to Machine applications in recent years, and the number of M2M subscribers is growing. M2M is a technology which enables the remote monitoring and management of devices, and communication among them through Mobile Network by means of a special SIM card affixed to devices. This technology is usually employed in fleet monitoring systems in Turkey. Fleet monitoring systems receives location data from satellites by means of an on-board unit with SIM card affixed to vehicles and also special data (such as fuel consumption) obtained from vehicle sensors, and send these data to the centre through mobile communication. Further, the data collected from vehicles can be employed to get information about traffic density.

5.4.8 Ongoing installation activities

All required devices are being installed on motorways under construction by BOT method in the content of the abovementioned systems. Traffic Management Systems and Traveler Information Systems on state highways
and state-owned motorways such as signalization, VMS, weather sensors, cameras, communication systems are being deployed to a certain extent.

5.4.9 Future plans for ITS deployment

General Directorate of Highways adopted the extension of Intelligent Transport Systems on state and provincial roads by giving priority to the dual carriageways. To this end, organizational structuring was realized in first place. Traffic Safety Department was established at the Headquarter of General Directorate of Highways and the related units of this Department were established at Headquarter and in the Regional Divisions of Highways. The generalization of Intelligent Transport Systems was adopted by General Directorate of Highways in order to contribute to transport systems for following subjects.

- Improvement of road and driving safety
- Reduction in energy consumption
- Effective use of road network capacity
- Reduction in traffic congestion and travel time
- Providing alternative route and lane management
- Reduction in traffic accidents
- Improvement of efficiency of transport and management of highway crews
- Response to traffic accidents rapidly
- Notifying and warning road users on road, weather and traffic conditions instantly
- Providing a controlled flow for vehicles and pedestrians
- Alleviating transport related environmental hazards
- Providing comfortable transport

The newly planned system will create a compatible integrated structure and all road side devices will be subject to traffic management system centres. In this respect, traffic management and traveller information systems are particularly required. Within this context the works to be carried out are given below.

Traffic management systems centres: It is aimed to establish Traffic Management Systems Centres in which road and traffic data will be collected, administrative decisions will be taken, and drivers will be regularly informed about weather and road conditions. The existing fragmented systems will be united by means of setting up traffic management systems centres. The integrated structure will cover a Traffic Management Systems Centre in every Regional Divisions of Highways, and thus it will comprise 17 Regional Centres in total. Main Traffic Management Systems Centre to which all regional centres would be connected will be located at the Headquarter of General Directorate of Highways. The first Traffic Management Systems Centre was built in 13th Division (Antalya). The existing systems will be adapted to new systems to be established on the road network and will be operated under the control of these centres.
Communication infrastructure: Communication has a crucial importance for Intelligent Transport System applications. Fiber optic cable infrastructure is the most suitable one for ITS operation in the sense of high rate data transferring. It is also aimed to establish an efficient communication infrastructure which will allow those systems built in the scope of ITS to provide communication with each other and with other transport modes. Wireless communication will also be used when necessary. To this end, fiber optic cables will be installed on approximately 15,000 km road network.

Pilot projects: The preparation of related technical documents is still in process. A model deployment will be carried out in the pre-selected pilot Regional Division. After monitoring of the first realization of system installations applications will be implemented in all the Regional Divisions. In that project, some of the applications of Intelligent Transport Systems, which will be installed in conjunction with the completion of technical documentation, are as follows:

- Road and Weather Detection Systems
- Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) Communication Application
- Variable Message Signs
- Road and Weather Detectors
• Radio Broadcasting System
• Signalization Systems
• Communication systems
• Incident Detection Systems
• Traffic Management Center
• Cameras
• Traffic Counting and Classifying
• Mobile Applications
• Web based Information

General Directorate Highways will initiate the pilot project. Two separate investment projects were allocated to ITS applications for consultancy services and system installation. The fund in the investment program accounts for 200 million TL up to 2019.
6

MODEL ITS DEPLOYMENT

6.1 Recommended Process for ITS Deployment

6.1.1 ITS planning

It is recommended to go through three main steps in the process of deploying ITS services, as shown in the following figure. The first step is to set realistic goals and visions for model ITS deployment. The goals and visions set out should be based on detailed review and analysis of the current socio-economic environment and level of road infrastructure of each Asian Highway member country.

Figure 77. Overall recommended process for model ITS deployment

Once the goals and visions for the ITS deployment are determined, the second step is to develop a suitable ITS architecture to implement them. In this regard, three main stakeholders’ perspectives are to be considered: i) road users, ii) road operators and iii) ITS service related 3rd parties. It is not possible to deploy all types of ITS services on the entire Asian Highway network, because each ITS service needs a specific set of road and traffic infrastructure for deployment in the field. Therefore, candidate road sections for the model ITS deployments need to be classified into several groups according to road and socio-economic characteristics. Then, deployable ITS services for each road group will have to be selected. The final set of selected ITS services would be the basis for the model ITS deployments.

The last step is to deploy and operate the model ITS services. Real-world deployment and sustainable operation of ITS services would require realistic and detailed implementation strategies. Two key components at this stage would be: i) systematic feasibility study process to come up with the best ITS solutions and ii) existence of efficient and powerful organizations to eliminate possible barriers and obstacles to ITS deployments.
Traditional cost-benefit analysis is a typical tool for the feasibility study. For resolving technical, institutional and financial difficulties, an international coordination body should be established to take charge of ITS design and operation standards and related to harmonized development of ITS infrastructure.

In the development of ITS architecture as well as for the ITS deployment and operation, it is most important to learn from the participating countries’ experiences in ITS deployments. Information must be collected on the successful ITS projects from the Asian Highway member countries, especially on the selected six ITS services. Success in some countries cannot guarantee success in other countries. Thus, the results of social and environmental analysis at the first stage should be carefully incorporated into selection of deployable ITS services. With the same reason, unsuccessful ITS projects may be successfully adopted in other countries when a careful consideration of socio-economic, technological and financial aspects has been made in determining the optimal ITS services and deployment options. The questionnaire survey results would be useful as key inputs in this process.

Model ITS services should be operational across the member countries depending on their suitability by enabling service exchange between systems, integration of new systems to existing systems, device exchange between systems, uninterrupted communication between service elements, and provision of services in all applicable areas. These aspects are specified as the following: i) Interoperability, ii) Expandability, iii) Interchangeability, iv) Connectivity, and v) Seamlessness. Hence, for successful deployment of model ITS on the Asian Highway network, the following issues need to be adequately addressed in the planning process:

- Identification of communication protocols and standards carefully which can be adopted in all member countries
- Determination of model ITS Architecture and its corresponding general framework
- Implementation of preliminary installations as pilot projects
- Selection of a single tender for the installation of model ITS instead of separate tenders for every sub-system
- Formation of organizational structure and the employment of the staff during system development process
- Consideration of operation, upgrade, renovation, and maintenance process in the planning stage
- Clarification of some legal issues such as security and sharing of the data, protection of privacy and operational interoperability
- Establishment of the legal and technical infrastructure for data exchange among traffic management centres of various member countries
- The applications can be initiated by joint projects
- Facilitation of related staff’s visits to successful ITS project sites for learning good practices and exchanging ideas
- Consideration of modern technologies in selecting model ITS services
- Determination of general principles and rules on model ITS services for uniform practices.

6.1.2 Stakeholders

Successful deployment of model ITS requires full understanding of the needs of relevant stakeholders, to avoid conflicts of interests among stakeholders. Additionally, each of selected ITS services may have a diverse set of stakeholders. Therefore, the stakeholders engaged in a specific ITS application need to be clearly identified starting from its planning process to deployment and operation. As shown in figure 78, the model ITS stakeholders consist of three entities: i) road operators, ii) road users, and iii) 3rd parties.
Road operators include central/local governments, road authorities, and road construction related agencies which are involved in deployment of the Asian Highway network and operation/control of the Asian Highway traffic. Road users indicate actual users traveling on the Asian Highway network as passenger car drivers, bus drivers and truck drivers who are in general interested in traveller information provision. The 3rd parties are nor directly linked to road construction, operation and use, but have indirect interests and business connection in ITS operation such as telecommunication companies and information service providers.

6.2 Strategies for the Model ITS Deployment

6.2.1 Flowchart

Successful deployment of model ITS requires careful and realistic implementation strategies which can be developed only through clear understanding of socioeconomic, cultural and political environments in the target member countries. The results of analysing the Asian Highway network environments suggest the following six important characteristics are to be incorporated into the development of the strategies for model ITS deployments (figure 79).

- Large discrepancies in financial capabilities and road infrastructure
- Limitations in free transportation operations among adjacent countries
- Difference in monetary currencies
- Frequent occurrences of natural disasters
- Non-existence of an international road organization and a coordination body
- Absence of the universal standards and regulations related to ITS design and operation

Considering the abovementioned characteristics, the strategies for model ITS deployments are proposed as follows:

- Classification of deployable ITS elements by member state
- Automation of immigration control on the Asian Highway
- Electronic toll systems and smart tolling systems
- Provision of the cutting-edge ITS on the critical paths of the Asian Highway network
- Establishment of an international coordination body: International Cooperation Committee, which would be multinational and multidisciplinary in nature, established under an international platform,
recommended to be under the umbrella of the United Nations ESCAP. The basic function of the committee would be to oversee and supervise the entire process of planning, design, construction and operation of the model ITS. It would also serve as a mechanism to resolve conflicts among the stakeholders that may arise through the entire process, and to discuss issues of mutual agreement and cooperation among countries. Therefore, the committee will be composed of experts and representatives from academia, industry, government and civil society, and it is appropriate that 3 to 5 members from each country participate in the committee.

- Development of the Asian Highway standards for ITS design and operation

**Figure 79. Strategies for the model ITS deployment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Development Strategies</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inequality Between Countries</td>
<td>Implement ITS according to a country classification System that considers the economic Worth and Road Infrastructure of each Country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue of Travelling Across Country Borders</td>
<td>Automatic immigration system, Illegal immigrants surveillance system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in Currency Unit</td>
<td>Smart tolling system, Electronic toll payment system, Electronic money</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Occurrence of Natural Disasters</td>
<td>Set critical paths and establish a priority signal and right-of-pass for emergency vehicles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of a Central Managing Body</td>
<td>Establish a Managing Body for the Efficient Operation and Management of the AH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of an ITS Implementation Standard</td>
<td>Apply ISO international standards or establish ITS standards for Asia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in figure 80, the level of ITS infrastructure and services deployed in each member country can be classified into three different levels: i) high, ii) middle and iii) low. The high-level of ITS deployment can accommodate future changes in transportation paradigm such as autonomous vehicles and smart highways, while the low-level can provide only basic ITS services. The middle-level can implement ITS components adopted for improving not only mobility but also other values such as safety and comfort. The key attributes used to determine the level of the model ITS deployments for each AH member country may include:

- Available ITS technologies:
- Existing physical elements
- Legal and institutional constraints
- Desired ITS services
- Financial resources availability
- Social and cultural background

In developing the model ITS deployments, the level of ITS infrastructure and services should be considered for each road segment separately, not the whole country altogether. The type and level of ITS services required in a particular AH section will depend on the traffic demand, socioeconomic environments and geographic characteristics. The following three criteria are to be considered for determination of the level of ITS deployments:

- Financial resources
As shown in the flowchart below (figure 80), the selection of each level is made under the following conditions:

- **High-level**: i) “connection of major hub cities” and ii) “no connection of major hub cities + sufficient economic power of country + sufficiency of ITS and road-related infrastructure”
- **Middle-level**: i) “no connection of major hub cities + sufficient economic power of country + no sufficiency of ITS and road-related infrastructure” and ii) “no connection of major hub cities + no sufficient economic power of country + sufficiency of ITS and road-related infrastructure”
- **Low-level**: “no connection of major hub cities + no sufficient economic power of country + no sufficiency of ITS and road-related infrastructure”

**Figure 80. Flowchart of selecting the level of ITS deployments for a road section**

The results suggest that if a road section is a connecting link between two major hub cities, the high-level of ITS deployments should be implemented regardless of economic resources and status of the road infrastructure. Because one of the top priorities of the Asian Highway network is efficient and convenient connections between major cities, even in the developing countries. These type of road links should receive priority in resource allocation. Also, if both economic strength and road ITS infrastructure are sufficient, it is desirable to apply advanced ITS components even if the road segment is not located on the main path.

If either economic or road infrastructure is sufficient, it is advisable to consider at least the middle-level of ITS deployments. The low-level components should only be adopted when a road link is considered in a region where neither economic strength nor road ITS infrastructure is available.
6.2.2 Identification of the optimal ITS deployments

There are several challenges in identifying the suitable set of ITS services at an optimum level for the model ITS deployment. Those are as follows:

- Even very basic ITS services do not seem to be available in many Asian Highway member countries in near future. On the other hand, there is no need to develop model ITS for several leading countries who have already successfully deployed their own set of ITS services.
- It is difficult to determine the type and level of ITS placement for complex road sections to ensure seamless ITS operation.
- The goals and objectives of the model ITS deployments would differ from one country to another according to each country’s needs and circumstances.
- Too many stakeholders would be related to model ITS deployments, which makes it quite difficult to reach at mutually beneficial agreements.
- ITS technologies are advancing very fast.

Recognizing the challenges indicated above, a systematic economic feasibility study would be required to find the optimal ITS for any road segment. The optimal ITS services for each member countries can be identified in consideration of the country’s capabilities of satisfying technical, legal, financial and operational requirements. As illustrated in figure 81, feasibility study approach can be applied to identify the optimal ITS deployments, because the whole decision-making process involves a complex evaluation process which deals with both quantitative and qualitative criteria. ITS feasibility study aims to develop a comprehensive set of desirable ITS options and services for each participating member country. Traditional cost-benefit analysis can be a practical and effective tool for finding the optimal ITS deployments.

Review of literature revealed that the deployment of ITS services has potentials to improve safety for vulnerable road users including school children, both boys and girls, pedestrians, bi-cyclists and elderly people. ITS deployments can reduce the number of road fatalities as well as severity of road crashes. These benefits are to be considered in the feasibility studies for ITS projects.

Additionally, with the changes of travel pattern and modal choice, in increasing number of Asian Highway member countries, considerable number of women ride the public transportation and drive private vehicles. Safety and security and the specific needs of women/girls, as well as elderly and disabled persons are to be taken in to account. However, privacy for women and girls can be hampered through closed-circuit camera monitoring, recording of travel data as well as through security checking. These aspects are recommended to be considered and other social impacts need to be considered prior to selection of ITS services.

The feasibility study outputs can be used as inputs and the basis for finalizing the model ITS planning for any member country. The study results may suggest:

- Assessment of ITS service needs based on the current and future transport demands and identifying key priorities for ITS services for the member country
- Assessment of operating environment with respect to legal and institutional arrangements and technical capacity
- Recommendations for technological and financing options for the ITS deployments
- Stakeholder workshop for consultation on the feasibility study and action plan and awareness raising, including capacity building
- Provision of technical support to key stakeholders in planning proposed activities, which would ultimately include development of an ITS architecture, an action plan, and recommended assignments of roles and responsibility with a well-defined timeline.
Figure 81. Identification of the optimal services for the model ITS deployment
The main conclusions and recommendations of this study are summarized in this chapter. The key points that are essential to be considered for the model ITS deployments for the Asian Highway network can be summarized as follows:

- The member countries should recognize current issues related to the model ITS deployments and deploy ITS services in consideration of those.
- The lessons learnt from the participating countries were reflected in the process of developing the model ITS deployments.
- A model ITS deployment is a lengthy process that will require many steps and should be implemented in a systematic way.

The main conclusions drawn from the study and suggested activities are presented below.

### 7.1 Core Issues in the Model ITS Deployments

**Conclusion 1:** Four major barriers in developing the model ITS deployments could be identified: i) lack of priority ranking systems for ITS related project planning and implementation in the member countries, ii) overlap with other transport network plans, iii) differences and possibility of conflicts in technologies and systems in the member countries, and iv) lack of consideration for an ITS based integrated highway network system in the region. A very large gap exists in financial resources and necessary ITS services among the member countries of the region.

**Recommendation 1:** It is most important to select the best model of ITS deployment in consideration of the suitability of individual countries. Thus, it is necessary to develop customized ITS services to overcome these challenges by appropriately classifying the member countries according to their socio-economic characteristics, road infrastructure and social desires including adequate consideration of safety, privacy and gender equality. In other words, it is recommended for low-income countries to consider a model that is appropriate for their ability. However, even for a developing country, it may be necessary to consider a high-level of model ITS considering the classification and role of any Asian Highway route. In such a situation, active financial and technical support at the international level would be necessary.

### 7.2 Suggestions to the developing member countries

**Conclusion 2:** The required ITS functionality for the model ITS deployments were selected from four developed member countries’ past experiences and future development plans.

The following is a list of the essential ITS functions covering the seven major ITS areas as proposed by the participating countries.

- **Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS)**
  - real-time traffic monitoring and control
  - provide traffic control information
  - speed violation vehicle enforcement
  - Variable Message Signs (VMS)
  - Highway Advisory Radio (HAR)
  - incident detection/monitoring
  - traffic facility maintenance/operation/management support
  - Tunnel Traffic Management System (TTMS)
  - provide road surface status information
- Weather Information System (WIS)
- Electronic Toll Collection System (ETCS)
  - electronic toll collection
- Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS)
  - provide basic traffic information
  - provide destination information before leaving
  - provide traffic information to vehicles on the road
  - en-route driving guide
- Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS)
  - bus information system (location/arrival notification)
  - public bus operation management
- Emergency Management System (EMS)
  - emergency situation detection
  - emergency vehicle operation management support
- Commercial Vehicle Operation (CVO)
  - Weigh-In-Motion (WIM)
  - fleet management
  - on-board safety monitoring
  - hazardous material transport monitoring
- Cooperative ITS (C-ITS)
  - connected vehicle
  - smart infrastructure
  - high definition map

Recommendation 2: The four participating member countries gained a lot of experiences and lessons could be learnt about ITS services during the implementation and operation of ITS services in their countries. Based on those, the participating countries provided very realistic and useful insights into the development of ITS models for the developing countries.

Here are some specific details:

- China
  - Establish data collection system (governmental and private) and share/exchange data between the government and private companies.
  - Establish transport service standards including ITS services.
  - Select a suitable ETCS technology and system according to the country highway management institution, demand and technical level.
  - The leading-edge technology is not suited for all the countries.
  - Government should support the ATIS technology development and implementation while the private sector would be responsible for the market development.
  - Further develop floating car and smartphone applications related to ITS technology.
  - Disaster prevention and control should be a priority while designing the TTMS.
  - Traffic safety, disaster prevention and control should be priorities while designing the BTMS.

- Republic of Korea
  - Establish ETCS based on modern technologies.
  - Standardization and interoperability of ETCS systems are very vital to improve the efficiency of operation in future, especially between neighbouring countries sharing land borders.
  - Develop communication networks which, though requiring huge economic resources, is essential for ATIS to disseminate and receive traffic data.
  - Do not lease private communication networks which continuously cost considerable amount of money.
  - A countermeasure to reduce cost for development of communication networks is to build conduits at the time of roadway construction together with communication carriers, or to install communication lines on the utility poles.
- Develop incident management strategies, including plans to secure the safety of road users as well as emergency rescue and speedy reopening of the temporarily closed roadway sections at the occurrence of serious incident.
- It is important to install TTMS for fast detection of incident occurrence inside tunnels to reduce the impact of the incident and furthermore prevent secondary accidents.
- Do not place similar TTMS at every tunnel but select appropriate type of TTMS depending on the class and length of tunnel.
- Improve local sensor technology for measuring road weather conditions such as visibility and road icing prior to field deployments.
- Try to avoid foreign-made systems which essentially tend to reveal difficulty in part supply and repair because Weather Information Systems (WIS) generally requires continuous maintenance after the installation and setup.
- Install inexpensive sensors to measure temperature, rainfall and snowfall at roadway sections that are vulnerable to road crashes. CCTV monitoring of such sections would be necessary.

- **Russian Federation**
  - Update the existing level of professional knowledge of specialists and share the best practices and knowledge between specialists from other countries.
  - Have a strategic master plan for developing ETCS.
  - Further consider space technologies and global coverage navigation system for the emergency response system.

- **Turkey**
  - Adopt PPP (Public-Private Partnership) modality to facilitate financing for electronic toll collection.
  - Organize training programs for existing staff on ITS standards, architecture, signal systems, and financing.
  - Establish technical specifications for installation, operation and maintenance of ITS systems.
  - Found a national ITS union integrating public institutions, universities, private companies, and other related stakeholders.
  - Adopt multi-lane free flow method for ETCS deployment and establish a wide distribution network for road users to be capable of accessing on-board units easily.
  - Build long-term contracts for ETCS from construction, maintenance and upgrade of the system.
  - Use different information systems simultaneously as far as possible.
  - Consider ETCS as a data source for ATIS (e.g., travel time estimation)
  - Integrate EMS with vehicles (e.g. eCall) and establish coordination with TMCs (Traffic Management Centres) and fire departments to provide data exchange for emergency cases.
  - Have a toll-free number for road users to use emergency information services.
  - Determine the safety systems of tunnels based on consideration of their specific features such as traffic, length, and number of tubes.
  - Determine the criteria for the tunnel safety systems and structures on the AH routes with severe natural conditions.
  - Prepare in advance the possible emergency response scenarios which describe the management of tunnels in case of emergency.
  - During WIS installation, consider exclusively special road sections which are sensitive to icing such as mountain passages, viaducts, and bridges.
  - Connect WIS with ATIS, ATMS, and MMS (Maintenance Management System) to warn drivers, to manage traffic, and to remove snow, respectively.

7.3 Implementation Strategies and The Steering Committee for the Model ITS Deployments

**Conclusion 3:** The current state of the road infrastructure in a country must be considered in the planning and design process of the ITS services for that country. However, existing road infrastructure and ITS deployment environments are too different to apply the same level of ITS services in all member countries. Therefore, an ITS application should be capable of service exchanges, integration of new systems to existing
systems, device exchange between systems, uninterrupted communication between service elements, and provision of the services in all related areas. These can be facilitated through the following properties of the ITS system: i) interoperability, ii) expandability, iii) interchangeability, iv) connectivity, and v) seamlessness.

**Recommendation 3:** Standardization of the model ITS services would be essential for providing an integrated and seamless ITS for the Asian Highway network. In this regard, development of general principles, rules and regulations in consultation with the member countries and sharing of knowledge would contribute to uniform practices across the region.

In detail, the followings are recommended for the Asian Highway network:

- To achieve uniform deployment of ITS services, it is crucial to identify communication protocols and standards in a systematic and logical way. In addition, those must be adopted by all member countries for the entire Asian Highway network.
- The preparation of ITS Architecture and the formation of a general framework.
- Preliminary installations can be implemented as pilot projects.
- It is preferable to have system integrators make the installation of the entire system by a single tender, and not to make separate tender for each sub-system.
- Involvement of staff during the system development process would improve staff skills and knowledge on the subject matter.
- In the planning stage, operation, upgradation, renovation, and maintenance process should be taken into consideration. To do this, opportunity for long term contract should be emphasized.
- Some legal issues such as security and sharing of the data, protection of privacy and interoperability should be clarified.
- Management centres of different countries on a highway network will be required to exchange data. The legal base and technical infrastructure should be established for this.
- The implementation of an ITS service needs to involve multiple countries.
- Cooperative ITS systems are being developed at a fast pace in selected member countries. These applications which based on V2V and V2I communication should be considered while planning for a new ITS system for the Asian Highway network.

**Conclusion 4:** The most important success factor would be the establishment and efficient functioning of a strong regional Committee on ITS, responsible for the model ITS planning and development for the member countries.

**Recommendation 4:** The role of the Committee would be essentially to resolve issues as well as potential conflicts among the member countries, and to provide cooperation in the entire process of the model ITS deployments across the region.

The following elements are recommended for effective functioning of the proposed Committee:

- It should be established under a regional institutional platform, for example, Transport Division of the United Nations ESCAP.
- The committee should consist of roads and ITS experts with diverse backgrounds including academia, industry, and public institutions.
- The participation of as many countries as possible should be achieved so that diverse economic and social conditions can be addressed.
- Regular and periodical meetings, workshops, conferences, and seminars would be organized to share relevant knowledge as well as information about the Committee’s activities and achievements.
- The Committee should be provided with stable financial support by the developed member countries as well as strong cooperation of all member countries for its sustainable and efficient functioning.
**APPENDIX: Survey Questionnaire**

**DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEM (ITS) DEPLOYMENTS FOR THE ASIAN HIGHWAY (AH) NETWORK**

Transport Division, UNESCAP

**INTRODUCTION**

In close collaboration with the Korea Expressway Corporation, the Transport Division of UN ESCAP is implementing a project aiming at developing model intelligent transport systems (ITS) deployments for the Asian Highway network. Under the project, a survey is being conducted to gather information about the current status and practices of ITS deployments in the member countries of the Asian Highway. The information collected through the survey will serve as the input towards the development of the model ITS deployments for the region. Once completing this questionnaire, please return it to ahmed200@un.org (either an electronic file or a scanned copy).

**BASIC CONTACT INFORMATION**

Name: ____________________________________________

Country: _________________________________________

Organization Name: _______________________________

Email: ___________________________________________

Telephone Number: ________________________________

**Q1 Which of the following best describes your organization? (Check one only)**

- □ National Roads Authority
- □ Regional/Local Roads Authority
- □ Transport/Road Operator
- □ ITS Service Provider
- □ Academic/Research Institute
- □ Other (Please specify): _____________________________________________

**Q2 Which type of highway network is your activity focused on? (Check all that apply)**

- □ Intercity Highways/Motorways
- □ Urban Arterials/Streets
- □ Other (Please specify): _____________________________________________

**Q3 Is there any Master Plan or National Plan in your country for the provision of ITS services?**

- □ Yes
- □ No

If yes, please provide details: _____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
Q4 Which of the following ITS services are currently available in your country? (*Check all that apply*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Detailed Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS)</strong></td>
<td>□ real-time traffic monitoring and control&lt;br&gt;□ traffic signal monitoring and control&lt;br&gt;□ ramp meter monitoring and control&lt;br&gt;□ provide traffic control information&lt;br&gt;□ speed violation vehicle enforcement&lt;br&gt;□ Variable Message Signs (VMS)&lt;br&gt;□ Highway Advisory Radio (HAR)&lt;br&gt;□ illegal parking enforcement&lt;br&gt;□ incident detection/monitoring&lt;br&gt;□ traffic facility maintenance/operation/management support&lt;br&gt;□ Tunnel Traffic Management System (TTMS)&lt;br&gt;□ Bridge Traffic Management System (BTMS)&lt;br&gt;□ safety control of reduced speed road&lt;br&gt;□ provide road surface status information&lt;br&gt;□ Weather Information System (WIS)&lt;br&gt;□ other ______________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Toll Collection System (ETCS)</strong></td>
<td>□ electronic toll collection&lt;br&gt;□ road congestion pricing using ETCS&lt;br&gt;□ High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane operation using ETCS&lt;br&gt;□ other ______________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS)</strong></td>
<td>□ provide basic traffic information&lt;br&gt;□ provide destination information before leaving&lt;br&gt;□ provide traffic information to vehicles on the road&lt;br&gt;□ en-route driving guide&lt;br&gt;□ telematics&lt;br&gt;□ traffic information management/archive&lt;br&gt;□ other ______________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS)</strong></td>
<td>□ bus information system (location/arrival notification)&lt;br&gt;□ public bus operation management&lt;br&gt;□ bus priority at signalized intersections&lt;br&gt;□ other ______________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emergency Management System (EMS)</strong></td>
<td>□ emergency situation detection&lt;br&gt;□ emergency vehicle operation management support&lt;br&gt;□ other ______________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial Vehicle Operation (CVO)</strong></td>
<td>□ Weigh-In-Motion (WIM)&lt;br&gt;□ international border crossing clearance&lt;br&gt;□ fleet management&lt;br&gt;□ on-board safety monitoring&lt;br&gt;□ hazardous material transport monitoring&lt;br&gt;□ international border crossing clearance&lt;br&gt;□ other ______________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Others</strong></td>
<td>_________________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>______________________________________<strong>&lt;br&gt;</strong>________________________________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q5 Among the following six fundamental ITS services, which are currently most critical and useful in your country? (Check the ranks among them)

- Electronic Toll Collection System
- Advanced Traveler Information System
- Emergency Management System
- Tunnel Traffic Management System
- Bridge Traffic Management System
- Weather Information System

Q6 Please check all data that are currently collected in your country to provide the following six ITS services. Please provide any relevant documentation, if available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Type of Data</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Collection Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Toll Collection System</td>
<td>traffic count</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>speed</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>journey time</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle classification</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle queue</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Traveler Information System</td>
<td>traffic count</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>speed</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>journey time</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle classification</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle queue</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Management System</td>
<td>emergency detection</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>emergency response</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunnel Traffic Management System</td>
<td>traffic count</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>speed</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>journey time</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle classification</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle queue</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge Traffic Management System</td>
<td>traffic count</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>speed</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>journey time</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle classification</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle queue</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather Information System</td>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wind</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>radiation</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>humidity</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>visibility</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q7 How do you rate the ITS-related data currently available in your country?

1. Good
2. Neutral
3. Poor
Data Type | Completeness | Geographical Coverage | Consistency | Ease of Collection
---|---|---|---|---
Traffic Count | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4
Journey Time | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4
Speed | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4
Vehicle Classification | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4
Vehicle Queue | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4
Emergency Information | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4
Weather Information | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 | □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4

Q8 What were the main benefits after providing overall ITS service in your country? *(Check all that apply)*

1 Improved road safety
2 Faster emergency response
3 Reduced time and energy waste
4 Improved mobility
5 Increased comfort for road users
6 Reduced travel uncertainty
7 Increased security
8 Others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Main Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS)</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Toll Collection System (ETCS)</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS)</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS)</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Management System (EMS)</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Vehicle Operation (CVO)</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 □ 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q9 Which of the following ITS services is your organization or government planning to provide within the next 10 years? (Check all that apply)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Detailed Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS)</td>
<td>□ real-time traffic monitoring and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ traffic signal monitoring and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ ramp meter monitoring and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ provide traffic control information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ speed violation vehicle enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Variable Message Signs (VMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Highway Advisory Radio (HAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ illegal parking enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ incident detection/monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ traffic facility maintenance/operation/management support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Tunnel Traffic Management System (TTMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Bridge Traffic Management System (BTMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ safety control of reduced speed road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ provide road surface status information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Weather Information System (WIS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Toll Collection System (ETCS)</td>
<td>□ electronic toll collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ road congestion pricing using ETCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane operation using ETCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS)</td>
<td>□ provide basic traffic information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ provide destination information before leaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ provide traffic information to vehicles on the road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ en-route driving guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ telematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ traffic information management/archive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS)</td>
<td>□ bus information system (location/arrival notification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ public bus operation management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ bus priority at signalized intersections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Management System (EMS)</td>
<td>□ emergency situation detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ emergency vehicle operation management support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Vehicle Operation (CVO)</td>
<td>□ Weigh-In-Motion (WIM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ international border crossing clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ fleet management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ on-board safety monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ hazardous material transport monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ international border crossing clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative ITS (C-ITS)</td>
<td>□ connected vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ autonomous vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ smart infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ high definition map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q10 What are the main barriers to providing more and better ITS services? (Check all that apply)
□ Lack of Financing/Funding
□ Lack of Knowledge/Skills
□ Lack of Human Resources
□ Lack of Available Data
□ Lack of Guidance/Best Practice
☐ Lack of Socio-economic Benefits
☐ Lack of Political Willingness
☐ Lack of Cooperation among Relevant Entities
☐ Other (Please specify): _____________________________________________

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. The information you have provided will assist us in developing “Model Intelligent Transport Systems Deployments for the Asian Highway Network”.
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